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U N / T E D N A T I O N S

S E C U R I T Y

C O U N C I L

Distr.
GENERAL

S/7930/Add.870
31 July 1970

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

30 July 1970 was received on 31 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO,

Lt. General Odd Bull:

"1. OP-' reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Hotel. At 0300-' artillery, mortar and tank fire by UAR forces
and at 0338 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at
0344 and by Israel forces at 0350. Between 0̂ 11 and 04-25 mortar, artillery
and machine-gun fire, between 0750 and 0826 mortar fire and between 114-5 and
1146 artillery fire, all by UAR forces. At 14-13 mortar fire by UAR forces
and at 14-23 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties at
1438 (United Nations Military Observers could not determine which party
ceased fire first).

A

V

(b) OP Copper. At 0304 rocket, sporadic artillery and, later,
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0308 mortar and sporadic artillery
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties at 0344 (UNMOs could not
determine which party ceased fire first).

(c) OP Yellow. At 0305 sporadic rocket and mortar fire and, later,
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 0307 sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0310 and by UAR forces at
0336. Between 0345 and 0347 artillery fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Echo. Between 0306 and 0320 artillery and rocket fire by
UAR forces. Between 034-0 and 0346 artillery fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Foxtrot. Between 0400 and 0406 artillery fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established by
UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16872 A..
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(f) OP Red. Between 0856 and 0903 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. At 09!̂  sporadic artillery and, later, sporadic mortar fire by
UAR forces and at 0927 artillery and, later, mortar fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 09̂ 0 and by UAR forces at 1015. At 1128
one round of artillery fire by UAR forces. At 11^ sporadic artillery
fire by Israel forces and at 1151 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1205 and by UAR forces at 122*4-. Between
125̂  and 131̂  sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1̂ 10 sporadic
mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1̂ 17 one round of artillery fire by
UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1̂ 22. Between 1958 and 200̂
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Lima. At 0857 artillery and mortar fire by Israel forces
and at 091̂  artillery, mortar and recoilless rifle fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0938 and by UAR forces at 09̂ 7. Between -
1009 and 1016 and between 1159 and 1210 artillery fire, between 1307 and
1313 recoilless rifle fire and between 1958 and 2003"artillery fire, all
by UAR forces.

(h) OP Orange. Between 0920 and 092̂  sporadic artillery fire by
UAR forces. Between 0929 and 0932 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. Between 1032 and 1035 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Green. Between 1317 and 135& sporadic mortar fire by
UAR forces.

(j) OP Kilo. Between 13̂ 9 and 1400 artillery fire by UAR forces.
V

\

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Attacks, where relevant, were
carried out on west side of Canal and, unless otherwise stated, weapons
employed were bombs.

(a) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 0705 and 0735
two Phantom and two Skyhawk aircraft attacked with bombs and strafing
targets west of OP. Between 095! and 0959 three Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked targets 50 to 100 metres south and west of ICC main office (see
also paragraph 3)-

(b) OP Yellow. Between 0731 and 0736 four Phantom aircraft and
"between 0951 and 095̂  four Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets south-west
of OP.

(c) OP Orange. At 0853 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from
east to west. Between 0933 and 09̂ 0 two Vautour airoraft attacked target
south of OP.

(d) OP Echo. Between 0906 and 0912 four Ouragan aircraft attacked
with bombs and strafing target north of OP. During attack ack-ack fire
by UAR forces. Report confirmed by OP Copper.
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Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 095! and 0959> during
air attack by Israel forces aircraft, four bombs exploded -within 100 metres
of ICC and OP Hotel. There were no UAR forces personnel in the immediate
vicinity (see paragraph 5)*

"U. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

n5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre: during
air attack by Israel forces aircraft an UNMO received slight flesh wound
on left arm from bomb splinter; windows and doors were broken in ICC main
building,' in sleeping quarters and mess building; one generator room
destroyed; garage and building for supplies and radio stores damaged and
United Nations jeep and four antennae damaged.

(b) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer reported that one Israel
forces soldier was killed and three wounded in Suez Canal sector.

(c) UAR. No reports received."



UNITED NAT IONS
Distr.
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Supplemental information

Ihe following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 29 July 1970

was received on 30 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, Lt. General Odd Bull:

reports.

2/
(a) OP Five. Between 0042—' and 00^6 intense machine-gun fire by

Israel forces.

(b) OP Six. Between 0612 and 0627 sporadic mortar fire by Syrian
forces•

(c) OP Yoke. Between 093^ and 093& sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces.

(d) OP Four. At 1735 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by
Israel forces." x

I/ Ihe locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in' the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16818
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

29 July 1970 was received on 30 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO,

Lt. General Odd Eull:

111. OF-' reports on ground activity.

. (a) OF Hotel. Between 0320-' and 0321 and between 0716 and 0730 artillery
fire by "UAH forces. At 1602 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1632 mortar and
artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1640 and by
Israel forces at 1705. Between 1710 and 1716 mortar and artillery fire by
UAR forces. At 1928 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1949 artillery
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2010 and by UAR forces
at 2030. Between 22*4-5 and 22*4-6 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Red. Between 0531 and 0535 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. Between 0544 and 0546 artillery fire>- a/t 0957 one mortar round and
between 1530 and 1644 sporadic artillery fire, all by UAR forces. At 1713
mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1719 artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by UAR forces at 1721 and by Israel forces at 1723. At 1904 artillery
and mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1930 flares and, later, artillery fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 2030 and by Israel forces at 2045.

(c) OP Lima. Between 0532 and 05*4-8 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 1630 and 1636 artillery fire and between 1705 and 1722 mortar fire by
UAR forces. At 1906 sporadic mortar and artillery fire by'UAR forces and at
1932 sporadic mortar and artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 2032 and by UAR forces at 2033.

(d) OP Yellow. Between 0700 and 0719 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.
At 0932 sporadic tank fire by Israel forces and at 0936 tank, mortar and
artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1128 and by Israel
forces at 1230. Between 1307 and 1331 sporadic tank fire and at 1843 four
mortar bombs by Israel forces. Between 1845 and 1849 sporadic mortar fire by

I/ The locations of the Control Centres arid Observation Posts established by
UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2

2/ All times GMT.

70-16813 /.
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UAR forces. At 1933 sporadic mortar and, later, machine-gun fire by UAR
forces and at 1950 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces* Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1955 but recommenced at 2015 with sporadic mortar fire. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 2036 and by UAR forces at 2050.

(e) OP Green. Between 0815 and 082U machine-gun and tank fire by
Israel forces. Between 1051 and 1059 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.
At 1236 two bursts of machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(f) OP Echo. Between 1021 and llUl artillery fire by Israel forces.

(g) OP Copper. At 102 U sporadic artillery and, later, mortar fire by
UAR forces and at 105̂  sporadic artillery and mortar fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1107 and by UAR forces at 112k. Between
1203 and 1209 sporadic mortar and artillery fire and between 155*+ and 1557
mortar fire by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3). Between 1558 and 1559
mortar fire by Israel forces.

(h) OP Orange. At l6l5 one artillery round and between 1637 and 1639
artillery fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Kilo. Between 1903 and 1915 and between 2014 and 2020 artillery
fire by UAR forces.

(j) OP Foxtrot. Between 19̂ 3 and 1959 artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2, OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft-, where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks,
where relevant, were carried out on west side of Canal.

(a) OP Yellow. At 0656 one Phantom aircraft attacked with bombs
target west of OP. At 0704 one Vautour aircraft crossed Canal from east
to west, north of OP.

(b) OP Hotel. At 0702 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west over OP.

(c) OP Copper. Between 0720 and 0726 two Skyhawk and one Vautour
aircraft attacked with rockets target south-west of OP.

(d) OP Green. Between 07̂ 9 and 0812 four unidentified aircraft (sun
glare) attacked with bombs target north-west of OP. During this attack
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Red. At 1820 a number of unidentified aircraft (darkness)
attacked with napalm bombs target south-west of OP. Attack ceased immediately.
Between 1840 and 18*4-5 a number of unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked
with bombs and napalm bombs target south-west of OP.
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"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Copper. Between 155*4- and 1557 three iportar rounds, fired by UAR
forces, exploded within 100 metres of caravan. There were no Israel forces
personnel in the vicinity of the OP at the time.

"U. Cease-fire proposal. Officer-in-Charge, Kantara Control Centre, proposed
a cease-fire for 1220. Accepted by Senior Israel Representative at 1155 and
by Senior UAR Liaison Officer at 1200. Cease-fire was not effective.

"5. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"6. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b.) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer stated that one Israel forces
soldier was wounded in the Canal sector.

(c) UAR. No reports received."

r



UNITED NAT IONS Distr.
GENERAL

S/7930/Add.867
29 July 1970

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 28 July 1970 was

received on 29 July from the Chief of Staff of IMTSO, Lt. General Odd Bull:

reports.

2/
(a) OP Seven. Between 0̂ 55-' and 0̂ 05 and between 19̂ 0 and

machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Romeo. Between 0555 and 0600 machine-gun and tank fire by
Israel forces.

(c) OP Yoke. Between 0600 and 0603 machine-gun and mortar fire and
between 0820 and 0822 mortar fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Two. At 1212 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by
Israel forces.

\
(e) OP Winter. Between 1910 and 191̂  flares, machine-gun and mortar

fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/79JO/Add.222J para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16751
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C O U N C I L 29 July 19T°
ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

28. July 1970 was received on 29 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO,

Lt. General Odd Bull:

"l. OP— reports on ground activity.

2/(a) OP Foxtrot. Between 0255-' and 0259 artillery fire "by Israel
forces.

(b) OP Green. At 0615 tank fire by Israel forces and at O6l8 sporadic
mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0625 and by
Israel forces- at 0626. At 2035 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at
2037 machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
20*1-0 and by UAR forces at 20*4-2.

(c) OP Red. Between 0730 and 0731 mortar fire and at 1635 two
artillery rounds by UAR forces.

(d) OP Lima. Between 0809 and 0810 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Copper. At 0835 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and
at 0851 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 0852 and by UAR forces at 0853. At 1009 sporadic mortar and,
later, artillery fire by Israel forces and at 101*4- sporadic mortar and,
later, artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
1031 and by UAR forces at 10*4-6. Between 1050 and 1102 sporadic mortar and
artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1539 and 15*4-6 sporadic mortar
fire by Israel forces. At 1558 mortar fire, which ceased immediately,
and between 19*4-3 and 19*4-U mortar fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Kilo. Between 1116 and 1133 and between 1508 and 1520
artillery fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Suez Canal seqtor are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-167̂ 6 /•••
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(g) OP Orange. Between 1218 and 1220 artillery fire by UAR fortas.

(h) OP Yellow. Between 123̂ ' and 12U8 and between 1758 and 1800
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.

(i). OP Hotel. Between 16̂ 0 and 1653 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(j) OP Echo. Between 1735 and 1755 artillery fire (see also
paragraph 3) by Israel forces. Between 1808 and 1810 artillery fire by
UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft are Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses.
Attacks', where relevant, were carried out on the west side of the Canal,
and, unless otherwise stated, weapons employed were bombs.

(a) OP Orange. At 0750 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from
east to west and at 0753 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from west
to east over OP. Between 0907 and 0909 two unidentified aircraft
(high altitude) attacked target south-west of OP.

(b) OP Copper. Between 0755 and 080̂  four Super-Mystere and
two unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked targets west of OP.
During attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces. This attack report confirmed
by OP Echo.

(c) OP Kilo. At 0801 two Skyhawk aircraft, crossed Canal from
west to east over OP. During overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
Between 0826 and 0833 two Super-Mystere aircraft crossed Canal from
west to east over OP.

(d) OP Red. Between 0801 and 03̂ 5 thirteen Super-l̂ ystere and four
Phantom aircraft attacked targets west of OP. During attack ack-ack fire
by UAR forces. This attack report confirmed by OP Lima. At 1327 and at
1330 one Phantom aircraft, each time, crossed Canal from east to west, south
of OP. During these overflights ack-ack fire by .UAR forces. Between 1914
and 1916, between 1937 and 1938 and between 2003 and 200*4- a number of
unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked with napalm bombs target west of OP.

(e) OP Green. Between 1300 and 130̂  two unidentified aircraft
(sun glare) attacked target south-west of OP. During attack ack-ack fire
by UAR forces.



"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Echo. Between 1735 and 17̂ 0 three artillery rounds fired by
Israel forces exploded between 80 and 100 metres from the OP. There
were no UAR forces personnel in the vicinity, and the OP was illuminated
at the time.

nk. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5« Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 27 July 1970

was received on 28 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, Lt. General Odd Bull:

"OP-' reports:

(a) OP Six. Between 003̂  and 0037 and between 16JO and 163̂
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Romeo. Between 0605 and 0608 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(c) OP Uniform. Between 0916 and 0917 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(d) OP Five. At 1*H9 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by Israel forces.

\*

(e) OP Three. Between 20̂ 5 and 2050 machine-'gun fire by Syrian
forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document 8/7930 /Add. 222, para. 2.

All times GMT.

70-1667̂
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Distr.
GENERAL

S/7930/Add.864
28 July 1970

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

27 July 1970 was received on 28 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO,

Lt. General Odd Bull:

"1. OP-' reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Orange. Between 0132-7 and 0152 and between 03̂ 0 and OUlO

sporadic artillery fire,, between 0605 and 0615 artillery fire and at 0913
one round of artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(b) OP Red. Between 0332 and 0351 mortar and tank fire and between
OolU and Ool6 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. At 0712 sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces and at 07̂ -0 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 07̂ -6 and by Israel forces at 07̂ 7.
At 0824 sporadic artillery and later intense machine-gun fire by Israel
forces and at 0846 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
UAR forces at 0911 and by Israel forces at 09̂ 6.

(c) OP Kilo. At 0557 artillery and mortar fire by UAR forces and at
0600 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at Ooll
and by UAR forces at 06l6. Between 1643 and 165̂  artillery fire by UAR
forces,

(d) OP Foxtrot. Between Ool5 and 0617 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 071̂ - and 0716 machine-gun fire by Israel forces,

(e) OP Echo. Between 0712 and 0716 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 0719 and 0723 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 09̂ 2 artillery fire
by Israel forces and at 0952 artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
UAR forces at 0959 and by Israel forces at 1000. At 1027 artillery fire by
Israel .forces and at 1029 artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 103̂  and by UAR forces at

!/• The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez
Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16669
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(f) OP Lima. At 071̂  mortar fire by Israel forces and at 0721 mortar
and machine-gun fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0750
and by UAR forces at 0758- At 0835 mortar and machine-gun fire by UAR forces
and immediately after, mortar and machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 0900 and by UAR forces at 0926.

(g)- OP Hotel. Between 0739 and 07̂ 2 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Copper. At 09̂ 1 sporadic artillery and, later, sporadic mortar
fire by Israel forces and at 1036 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1037 and by UAR forces at lOUl. At 1703
sporadic mortar and small-arms fire by UAR forces and at 1709 sporadic
mortar and small-arms fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1712 and by UAR forces at 1719. Between 1928 arid 19̂ 0 sporadic mortar
and small-arms fire and between 20lU and 2015 small-arms fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Green. Between 1015 and 1028 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces (see also paragraph 3). At 10U5 machine-gun fire by UAR forces and
at 10̂ -7 machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties at
1051 (United Nations Military Observers could not determine which party
ceased fire first). Between 150** and 1508 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces (see also paragraph 3).

•(j) OP Yellow. Between 1850 and 1857 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports, unless otherwise
stated, all identified aircraft are Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft
were unidentified, reason for non-identificatioiav-is given in accompanying
parentheses. Unless otherwise stated, attacks, where relevant, were
carried out against targets on west side of Canal, and weapons employed
were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. Between 0731 and 0738 two Super-Mystere and two
unidentified aircraft (altitude) attacked target west of OP. During attack
ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Report confirmed by OP Echo. Between 0912 and
0918 four Super-Mystere aircraft and between 1110 and 1116 two Super-Mystere
and two unidentified aircraft (altitude) attacked targets north-west of OP.
During second attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between 1213 and 1220 four
Vautour aircraft attacked target north-north-west of OP. Between 2004 and
2005 a number of unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked target south-west
of OP. Report confirmed by OP Echo.

(b) OP Orange. Between 0921 and 0923 two Phantom aircraft attacked
target west of OP.

(c) OP Red. Between 0928 and 0950 five Phantom aircraft attacked
targets south-south-west, south-west and west of OP. Between 1010 and
1025 two Phantom and a number of unidentified aircraft (altitude) attacked
target south-south-west of OP. Between 10̂ 1 and 105̂  one Phantom, two
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Super-Mystere and a number of unidentified aircraft (altitude) attacked
targets south-west of OP. During above attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
Between 1805 and 1807 a number of unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked
with napalm target south-south-west of OP. Between 18̂ -0 and 1855 a number
of unidentified aircraft (darkness) crossed Canal from east to west. At
same time six flares seen on west side of Canal. During overflights
ack-ack'fire by UAR forces.

(d) • OP Green. At 1000 three UAR forces Sukhoi-7 aircraft and at
1^5 four UAR forces MIG-17 aircraft attacked targets on east side of
Canal,, north of OP. During attacks, which ceased immediately, ack-ack
fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Echo. Between 1313 and 1315 four Phantom aircraft crossed '
Canal from east to west.

"3. . Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Green. At 1015 two artillery shells, at 150̂  and at 1505, each time,
one artillery shell fired by UAR forces impacted between 60 and 100 metres
from OP. There were no Israel forces personnel j_n the vicinity.

"U. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.
\

V

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 26 July 1970

was received on 27 July from the Chief of Staff of UE'TSO:

"OP-' reports.

0010^. (a) OP Two. Between 0010^ and 0012 machine-gun and mortar fire,
"between 1725 and 1727 machine-gun fire and at l8lO machine-gun fire, which
ceased immediately, all by Israel forces.

(b) OP Six. At 0055 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, and
'between 1700 and 1709 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. At 1900
rocket fire by Syrian forces and, at same time, sporadic machine-gun and
mortar fire by Israel forces (United Nations Military Observers could not
determine whicn party fired first). Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 1905
and by Israel forces at 1951. Between 2006 and 202^1- sporadic mortar fire
and between 2ik& and 2157 intense machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

V

(c) OP Three. Between 1255 and 1318 small-arms fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Four. Between 2030 and 2032 machine-gun fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of tine Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16562
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

26 July 1970 was received on 27 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP-/ reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Hotel. Between 03̂ 6~/ and 0352 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. At 0602 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces.
Between 0953 and 103̂  artillery fire by Israel forces. At 2110 mortar
and artillery fire by Israel forces and at 2113 mortar and artillery
fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2lU2 but recommenced
at 2203 with mortar fire, which ceased immediately. Fire ceased by
UAR forces at 220U.

(b) OP Orange. Between 0350 and OU05 artillery fire, between 1̂ 53 and
1̂ 56 sporadic mortar fire and between 1630 anO, l6U6 sporadic artillery fire,
all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Lima. At 0̂ 03 and at l¥+5 machine-gun fire, which ceased
immediately both times, and between 2329 and 2330 mortar fire, all by
UAR forces.

(d) OP Copper. Between 0602 and 0622 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces. Between 1005 and 1018 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 110U and 1106 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. At 123̂  sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces and at 125̂  sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces
Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1310 and by Israel forces at 131̂ . Between
13̂ 9 and 1357 and between 1̂ 26 and lUUo sporadic mortar and artillery fire,
between 1627 and 1629 sporadic mortar fire and between 1911 and 1921 small-
arms fire, all by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

All times GMT.

70-16572
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(e) OP Echo. Between 0603 and 0619 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 0620 and 0623 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 095̂  artillery fire
by Israel forces and pt 1018 artillery fire by UAR forces. .Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1018 and by UAR forces at 1022. At 1̂ 22 tank fire, which
ceased immediately, by Israel forces.

(f) OP Yellow. Between 0605 and 0621 sporadic artillery fire and at
0725 two artillery rounds by UAR forces. Between 1027 and 1035 artillery
fire by Israel forces. At 1230 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces
and at 1253 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR
forces at 1255 but recommenced at IJlo. Fire ceased by UAR forces at
132o .nd by Israel forces at 1335-

(g) OP Foxtrot. Between 1022 and 1037 and between 2131 and 2158
artillery fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Green. Between lllu and 112H sporadic tank fire by Israel
forces.

(i) OP Red. Between 1318 and 1337 several rifle shots by UAR
forces.

(j) OP Kilo. Between 19̂ 9 and 1952 artillery fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses.
Attacks, where relevant, were carried out against*targets on west side
of Canal., and weapons employed were bombs.

(a) OP Orange. Between 0732 and 0758 six Skyhawk and four Phantom
aircraft and between 10̂ 3 and 1053 four Mirage and two Phantom aircraft
attacked targets far west and south-west of OP. Between 07̂ -8 and 0759
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Green.. Between 07 5 ̂ and 0302 two unidentified aircraft
(distance) and between 1210 and 12lU an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (distance) attacked target far south of OP. Ack-ack fire by
UAR forces at 08035 which ceased immediately.

(c) OP Echo. At 0759 two Super-Mystere aircraft crossed Canal from
east to west over OP.

(d) OP Copper. Between OoOl and 0802 and between 09[:-3 and 09̂ 8 an
unknown.number of unidentified aircraft (distance and high altitude), each
time5 attacked targets far north-west and north of OP.
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(e) OP Kilo. At OuUl two Mirage and one Phantom aircraft crossed
Canal from east to west over OP. Between 1059 and 1121 six Phantom, five
Skyhawk and three Mirage aircraft crossed Canal from east to west and
recrossed from west to east.

(f) .OP Yellow. Between 1009 and 101̂  an unknown number of
unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked target south-west of OP.
During attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Red. At 10̂ 0 two Mirage aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"H. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5- Casualties and damage.

•(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

Tiie following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 25 July 1970

was received on 26 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

reports.

(a) OP Seven. Between
2/
-7

forces.
and 0351 machine-gun fire by Israel

Ob) OP Romeo. Between Okk2 and 0525 machine- gun fire by Israel
forces.

(c) OP Yoke. Between 1830 and 1835 machine-gun fire, one mortar
bomb and one flare by Israel forces.

(d) OP Six. At 1931 machine-gun fire by Syrian forces followed
iiranecliately by macnine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian-
forces at 1931 and by Israel forces at 1933.

V

(e) OP One. Between 2100 and 2102 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UTITSO in the Israel-Syria,
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16̂ 7
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

25 July 1970 was received on 26 July from the Chief of Staff of UWTSO:

"!• OP-' reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Echo. Between 0626—' and 0636 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 1414 and 1416 artillery fire "by UAR forces. Between 1845 and 1847
mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 1848 and 1849 mortar fire by UAR forces,

(b) OP Hotel. At 0803 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR
forces. At 0859 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0915 mortar and artillery
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0924 and by Israel forces
at 0939- At 1114 and at 1210 mortar fire, which ceased immediately each time,
by UAR forces. At 1212 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel
forces. At 1654 mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1701 mortar fire by UAR
forces. Eire ceased by Israel forces at 1708 and by UAR forces at 1712.

(c) OP Foxtrot. Between 0928 and 0930 Artillery fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Red. Between 1048 and 1102 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.
At 1552 several rifle shots, followed by sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 1648 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces
at 1652 and by Israel forces at 1718. At 1725 two artillery rounds and at
1925 one artillery round by UAR forces.

(e) OP Copper. Between 1129 and 1215 sporadic mortar fire by UAR
forces. Between 1217 and 1228 artillery fire by Israel forces. At 1248 one
artillery round by UAR forces. At 2358 small-arms and, later, sporadic
mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0008 (26 July) small-arms fire by Israel

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16567
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forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0009 (26 July) and by UAR forces
at 0021 (26 July).

(f) OP Lima. Between 1620 and 1703 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Orange. Between 1643 and 1654 and between 2033 and 2109
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 2119 and 2125 sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 2126 and 2144 sporadic artillery
fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Kilo. At 2021 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 2032
mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2036 and by UAR
forces at 2054. At 2124 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces and at
2l4l artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2144
and by UAR forces at 2149.

(i) OP Yellow. At 2213 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 2215
artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2232 and by
UAR forces at 2248. At 2314 one artillery round by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks,
where relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side of the
Canal and weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. The following attacks were carried out against
targets north-west of OP: between 0736 and 0741 by an unknown number of
unidentified aircraft (distance), between O8oi and 0828 by one Super-Myst£re
and an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (distance), and between
1300 and 1317 by an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (distance and
high altitude).

(b) OP Hotel. Between 0745 and 0749 four Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target west of OP. During the attack, which was confirmed by OP Yellow,
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Red. Between 1245 and 1248 two Phantom aircraft and between
1319 and 1335 four Phantom aircraft attacked targets west of OP. During
both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Yellow. Between 2240 and 2256 two unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked target north-west of OP.

"3« Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"4. Complaints by the parties. Nil.
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"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received

(c) UAR. No reports received."

r
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Supplemental i

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 24 July 1970
•was received on 25 July from the Chief of Staff of UN1SO:

"OP^/ reports.

2/(a) OP Seven. Between 0407-7 and 0410 and between 0850 and 0856
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(b) op Five. Between 1510 and 1511 and between 1948 and 1949
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two, Between 1^8 and '±'fk± macliine-gun fire, between 1847 and
1918 machine-gun and mortar fire ar.d er, 1^40 machine-gun fire, which ceased
Immediately, all by Israel forces.

(d) op One, Between 18Q? and 1806 machine-gun and mortar fire by
Israel forces-" v

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7950/Add«222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 2k July 1970

was received on 25 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP— '. reports on ground activity.
P /

(a) OP Copper, At 004l-7-' small-arias Tire by UAR forces and at 0045
email-arms and artillery lire by Israel forots. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 0106 and by UAR forces at 0110. Between 0850 and 0910 sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1304 and 1312 sporadic artillery
fire by Israel forces. Between 1650 and 1631 artillery fire and between
20225 a-d 2030 sporadic small-arms fir-i by TTAR forces.

(b) OP Green. Between G4CO and 04l8 sporadic tank fire by Israel
forces .

(c) OP Kilo. Between 0646 and 0655 artillery fire by UAR forces.
At 1340 artillery fire by UAR forces ar— . at 134k artillery fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Isreial fc^ao fit 135̂  '*-' "^ "y UAR forces at 1358.
Between 1700 and 1710 artillery fire V UAR forces.

(d) OP Hotel. Between 070̂  and 0705 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 0708 and 0709 artillery fire, between 1208 and 1224 mortar fire
and between 1911 and 1917 artillery fire, all by Israel forces. Between
2100 and 2105 and at 2200 mortar fire, which ceased immediately on second
occasion, by UAR forces.

(e) OP Echo. Betveen 0801 and 08j8 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 084l ard 08s4 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces. Between
1304 and 1320 artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1357 and 1402
artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1933 and 1936 mortar fire by Israel
forces. Between 1936 and 1940 mortar fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16484 /...
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(f) OP Lima. Between 0909 and 092? and between 1930 and 19̂ 7 rifle
and machine-gun fire by UAR forces. At £113 artillery fire by Israel forces
and at 2115 aachine-gun and artillery f5.re by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 2152 and by UAR forces at 2136.

(g) OP Yellow. Between 09̂  and 09̂ 5 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Orange. Between 151? end 1521 and between 1655 and 1700
sporadic artillery fire by UAH forces.

(i) OP Fed. At 1626 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and at
1627 sporadic artillery f5.re by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces
at 1652 and by Israel forces at 1705. At 19̂ 5 sporadic machine-gun and
mortar fire by Israel forces ami at 19>£ sporadic machine-gun and artillery
fire by UAR f^ices. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2005 and by UAR forces
at 2008. At 2111 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 21*1 sporadic
mortar firu by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2136 and by
UAR forces st 2137*

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given' in accompanying parentheses.
Attacks, vhere relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side
of the Canal and, unless otherwise stated, weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Red* Between 0850 and 0958 ten Vautour end three Skyhawk
aircraft attacked targets south-west, west and north-west of OP. Between
0936 and 09̂ 1 ack-ack fire by UAH forces. v

 v

(b) OP Lima. Between 0911 arid 0918 six Phantom aircraft crossed Canal
from east to west and recrossed from west to east. Between 0918 and 0930
four Super-MyBtere aircraft attacked with rockets target west of OP. Ack-ack
firs by UAR forces during attack. Between 09̂ 7 and 0955 five Phantom
aircraft attacked target west of OP.

(c) OP Hotel. Between 1009 and I$k8 twelve Ouragan, one Phantom
and four unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked target north-west of OP.
Daring th<3- attack, which was confirmed by OP Yellow, ack-ack fire by UAH
forces.

(d) OP Foxtrot. At 1030 two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target
west of OP, During the attack, which ceased immediately, ack-ack fire by
UAR forces.

(e) OP Kilo. Between 123̂  and 1239 one Phantom and two unidentified
aircraft (high altitude) crossed Canal from east to west and recrosstd from
west to east. At 1309 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from west to east.
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(f) OP Orange. Between 1238 end 1?40 two Phantom aircraft attacked
target south-west of OP.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"4a Complaints try the parties. Nil.

"5» Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(t>) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 23 July 1970

was received on 2^ July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. 0^" reports on ground activity.

2/
( f a ) ' OP Six. Between 0011-' and 0012 machine-gune fire by Israel

forces. Between 0751 and 0756 mortar fire "by Syrian forces.

("b> OP Seven. Between 03^8 and Olj-00 and between oMj-0 and
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Yoke. Between 0^3^ and 0^38 and between 1037 and
machine-gun and mortar fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Four, Between 0^38 and 0446 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Two, Between 17^ and 1803 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(f) OP Three. Between 1752 and 1755 machinte-gun fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity.

OP Sierra. Between 0615 and 062^ one Israel forces Piper Cub aircraft
crossed the area between the limits of the forward defended localities
indicating the cease-fire lines, circling north of OP."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16435
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 23 July 1970

was received on 24 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO.

"1. OP-' reports on ground activity.

' (a) OP Orange. Between 0135̂  and 0152, between 1212 and 1215 and
between 2210 and 2220 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(b) OP Lima. Between 0534 and 0539 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 0707 and 0727 and between C8l2 and 0821 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Kilo. Between 0620 and 0636 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Hotel. At 0655 and at 0725 mortar fire, which ceased immediately
each time, by UAR forces. At 0757 mortar, rocket and artillery fire by UAR
forces and at 08l4 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR
forces at 0831 and by Israel forces at 0847. Between 0847 and 0856 mortar,.
rocket and artillery fire by UAR forces. At 0954 artillery fire by UAR
forces and at 1006 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1025 and by UAR forces at 1131. Between 1141 and 1143 artillery
fire by Israel forces. Between 1153 and 1155 and between 1220 and 1248
artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1252 and 1254 and between 1336 and
1338 artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1350 and 1352, between l624
and 1629 and between 1704 and 1711 artillery fire by Israel forces. At 2329
mortar fire by Israel forces and at 2338 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by UAR forces at 2346 and by Israel forces at 0002 (24 July).

(e) OP Copper. At 0655 artillery and, later, mortar fire by UAR
forces and at 0704 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 0721 and by UAR forces at 0722. Between 0739 and 0752 sporadic
mortar fire and between 0826 and 0845 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16440
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At 11̂ 3 sporadic artillery fi-re by UAR- forces and at 1155 sporadic artillery
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel ibrces at 1207, and by UAR
forces at 1215. At 1252 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1325
one artillery round by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1326.
At 1531 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1536 artillery fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1537 and by UAR forces at
15^0. At 1625 one artillery round by Israel forces. At 1858 two bursts of
machine-gon fj.re, at 1919 six rifle shots and between 23^1 and 23^ rifle
fire, all ty UAR forces-

(f) OP Yellow. At 07OO sporadic, artillery fire by UAR forces and at
07^-5 tank fire by Israel £brces'.':-1?iTe ceased by UAR forces at 0750 and by
Israel forces at 0753- At 1055 artillery,-'fire by 4JAR forces and at 11̂ 5
artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by^Is'rael forces at 11̂ 7 and
by UAR forces at 115 .̂ At 1535 one artillery round and at 2058 mortar fire,
which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. At 210U sporadic mortar fire by
UAR forces and at 2136 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 2137 and by UAR forces at 2150.

• (g) OP Red. Between 0707 and 0718 and between 0812 and 08U6 sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Foxtrot. Between 0825 and 0928, between 0951 and 0956, between
13̂ 6 and 1350 and between 163̂  and 1712 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(i) OP Echo. Between llkk and 11̂ 8 and between 1231 and 1326
artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1^2U and 1^33 and between 1535 and
1537 artillery fire by Israel forces. Between £12U and 21^9 mortar fire
by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. All
targets are on the west side of the Canal and, unless otherwise stated,
weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Red. Between 0910 and 0916 two Vautour aircraft attacked target
south-west of OP. Between 23^5 and 0025 (2^ July) eight unidentified
aircraft (darkness) attacked target south-west of OP. During above attacks
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Orange. Between 0920 and 0937 six Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target south-west of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Green. Between 09^+7 and 095^ a number of unidentified aircraft
(distance) attacked target south-west of OP.
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(d) OP Copper.. Between 1006 and-1013 four Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked target north-wesi of-OP, During this attack"-ack-ack fire by UAR
forces. Between 2322 and 23^3 a number of unidentified aircraft (darkness)
attacked with napalm bombs targets* tibrth,-west of OP.

(e) OP Hotel. Between 2251 and 230? four unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked with napalm bombs and strafing target south of OP.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"U. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 22 July 1970

was received on 23 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

>!OP-' reports.

(a) OP Seven. Between 0338—' and 03^3 sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces.

(b) OP Four. At C4l5 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. At 1328 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
between 173*4- and 17*1-3 machine-gun fire and between 1839 and 1852 machine-gun
fire and flares, all by Israel forces.

(d) OP November. Between 2158 and 2201 Wchine-gun fire by Israel
forces. At 2301 machine-gun fire by unidentified party (United Nations
Military Observers could not identify firing party) and at 2302 machine-gun
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties at 230*1- (UNMOs cculd
not determine which party ceased fire first).

(e) OP Six. Between 2253 and 2257 machine-gun fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16368
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 22 July 1970

was received on 23 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP—' reports on. ground activity.

2/(a) OP Lima. Between 02lW and 0232 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 02̂ 5 and 0250 artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 0939 and 09̂ 7
artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1508 and 15l6 rocket fire, between
15̂ 1 and 1559 and between 20̂ 0 and 20̂ 2 mortar fire, all by UAR forces
(see paragraph 3)»

(b) OP Hotel. Between 0315 and 0321 recoilless rifle and machine-gun
fire, between 05̂ 0 and 0550 and between 0607 and 0618 mortar fire, all by
UAR forces. Between O8l8 and 08l9 machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between
lUU5 and lU55 and between 2025 and 20kk mortar fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Echo. Between 0635 and 0655 and between 0735 and 07̂ U artillery
fire by Israel forces. Between 0759 and OSOO artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 08l6 and 0825 artillery fire by Israel forces. At 1100 artillery
fire by UAR forces and at 1110 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 1122 and by UAR forces at 1130. Between 1150 and 1155
and between 1̂ 5̂ - and 1500 artillery fire and between 2030 and 20̂ 2 mortar
fire, all by UAR forces.

(d) OP Yellow. Between C6Ul and C6̂ 8 sporadic artillery fire by Israel-
forces. Between-0746 and 0823, between 1325 and 1331 and between 1605 and
l6lU, on each occasion, sporadic artillery fire, between 1850 and 185̂  and
between 2032 and 20̂ 0 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(e) OP Kilo. Between 065̂  and 0659 mortar fire by UAR forces.

_!/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16363 /...
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(f) OP Copper. Between 0725 and 0737 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 0740 and 07^4 artillery fire by Israel forces. At 1101 sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1110 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1123 and by UAR forces at 1132.
At 1432 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1449 artillery fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1457 and by UAR forces at
1459. Between" 1547 and 1626 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Green. At 0906 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and,
immediately after, sporadic tank fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 0910 and by UAR forces at 0912. At 2CC8 machine-gun and,
later, mortar fire by UAR forces and at 2030 tank fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2050 and by UAR forces at 2055.

(h) OP Red. At 0938 tank fire by Israel forces and at 0943 sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0944 and by
UAR forces at 0946. At 1101 one round of artillery fire by UAR forces. At
1507 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1557 mortar fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at l6l6 and by Israel forces at 1620.
Between 1724 and 1725 mortar fire and between 1750 and 1754 mortar and
ma,chine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between 1759 and- 1800 artillery fire by
UAR forces.

(i) OP Foxtrot. At 1023 artillery fire by Israel forces and at
artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1112. Between 1232 and 1257 artillery fire by Israel forces

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks,
where relevant, were carried out on the west side of the Canal, and weapons
used were bombs .

(a) OP Green. Between 0704 and 0717 two Vautour and four unidentified
aircraft (distance) attacked target south of OP. During the attack ack-ack
fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Orange. Between 0724 and 0826 two Phantom, two Skyhawk and two
unidentified aircraft (altitude) attacked target west of OP. Between 0850
and 0940 two Skyhawk, two Phantom and a number of unidentified aircraft
(altitude) attacked targets west and north-west of OP.

(c) OP Copper. Between 1024 and 103 -̂ two unidentified aircraft
(altitude) attacked target north of OP.

(d) OP Hotel. Between 1229 and 1249 six Phantom aircraft crossed
Canal from west to east and from east to west. At 13 l6 one Phantom aircraft
crossed Canal from west to east.
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(e) OP Foxtrot. Between 12^5 and 12^7 two Phantom and two
unidentified aircraft (altitude) crossed Canal from east to west and from
west to east. During the overflights ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Lima. . Between 20^0 and 20*42 three mortar shells, fired by UAR
forces, impacted within 30 metres from the OP. One shell exploded 2 metres
from the United Nations sign, which was illuminated. There were no Israel
forces personnel in the vicinity.

"If. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

• (b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The folio-wing report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 21 July 1970

was received on 22 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP̂ / reports.

2/
(a) OP Romeo. Between 0611-̂ and 0619 mortar fire by Syrian forces.

Between 0621 and 0629 and between 06U8 and 0650 tank fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP One. Between 06̂ 9 and 0652 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. Between 0824 and 0852 sporadic small-arms and mortar fire,
"between 1507 and 1520 sporadic small-arms fire and between l620 and l6*K)
sporadic machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(d) OP Five. At 1900 rocket fire by unidentified party (United Nations
Military Observers could not identify the firing" party) and immediately after
machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by unidentified party at 1902
and by Israel forces at 1909-

(e) OP Four. Between 20l6 and 2018 intense machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(f) OP Victor. At 2022 rocket fire by unidentified party (UNMOs could
not identify the firing party) and immediately after machine-gun fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by unidentified party at 2023 and by Israel
forces at 202*1."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16292
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 21 July 1970

•was received on 22 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP-/

(a) OP Red. Between 0552^ and 0555 artillery fire and between
0926 and 0930 tank fire "by Israel forces. Between 093! and 09^0
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1210 and 1220 sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1^25 and 1̂ 28 artillery fire
by UAR forces. At 1526 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at
16U6 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces
at 1653 but recommenced at 1720. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 172^ and
by Israel forces at 1726.

(b) OP Lima. Between 05514- and 0556 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 0926 and 0931 artillery fire by IsraelVfprces. Between 093^
and 09^0 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1220 Artillery fire, which '
ceased immediately, by Israel forces. At 1636 mortar fire, which ceased
immediately, by UAR forces. At 1710 mortar and recoilless gun fire by
UAR forces (see paragraph 3) and at 1802 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1803 and by UAR forces at 1811. Between
1852 and 1853 recoilless gun fire by UAR forces. Between 1909 and 1925
mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 2007 and 2010 artillery fire by
UAR forces.

(c) OP Yellow. At 0635 sporadic artillery and, later, mortar fire
by Israel forces and at 0650 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0707 and by Israel forces at 0712. Between
0725 and 0727, between 0957 and 1009 and between 1110 and 11̂ 1 artillery
fire, all by UAR forces. Between 2113 and 2132 sporadic artillery fire
by Israel forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

YO-3.6287
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(d) OP Hotel, At 0650 tank and artillery fire by UAR forces and
at 0701 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 0710 and by UAR forces at 07^6. Betveen 0958 and 1008 and between
1108 and 1204 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1203 artillery fire,
•which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Betveen 13^0 and 13̂ 1
machine-gun fire, at 1^00 mortar fire (ceasing immediately), and between
1*4-35 and 1502 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At 1520 machine-gun fire,
which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. At 15 -̂4 mortar fire, which
ceased immediately, by UA.R forces. Between 1658 and 1716 mortar fire
by Israel forces.

(e) OP Echo. Between 0650 and 0710 artillery fire by Israel
forces. Between 08^5 and 0850, between 1025 and 1055 and between 1225
and 1255 artillery fire and between 2213 and 2217 mortar fire, all by
UAR forces.

(f ) OP Copper. Between O&kk and 08^8 and between 102^ and 1025
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1036 and 10U6 sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces.

(g) OP Kilo. Between CQkj and 0853 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Green. Between 102U and 1050 and between 1108 and 1116
mortar fire and between 1215 and 1250 small-arms fire, all by UAR
forces. Between 1702 and 17 -̂5 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(i) OP Orange. Betveen 1032 and 1040 anti-tank gun fire by
UAR forces.

v
"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports, unless
otherwise stated, all identified aircraft were Israel forces aircraft;
where aircraft were unidentified, reason for non- identification is
given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks, where relevant, were
carried out on the west side of the Canal, and, unless otherwise stated,
weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Red. Eetw.een 06^3 and 0757 a number of Skyhawk aircraft
attacked targets west and west-south-west of OP. UNMOs could not
determine number of aircraft owing to frequency of air attacks. During
these attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between 1203 and 1210 four
Skyhawk aircraft attacked target west of OP. Between 1225 and 12^7
fourteen Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets north-west and west-south-
west of OP. All the above attack reports confirmed by OP Lima.

(b) OP Echo. At 0710 two UAR forces Sukhoi-7 aircraft crossed
the Canal from east to west, south of OP. Between 0800 and 0815 four
Phantom and two Super-Myste're aircraft attacked target south of OP.
During this attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between 12^6 and 1257
four Vautour aircraft attacked target south of OP. During the attack
ack-ack fire by UAR forces. This attack confirmed by OP Copper.
Between 2052 and 2118 two unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked
target south-west of OP.



(c) OP Green. Between 0718 and 072 U two Vautour and two
unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked target north of OP on
the east side of Canal. Between 0833 and 03*4-5 eight unidentified
aircraft (high altitude) attacked target south-vest of OP. During this
attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At 0922 two UAR forces MIG-2.1
aircraft crossed the Canal from east to west, north of OP. Between
1201 and 1208 four unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked
target south-west of OP. During this attack ack-ack fire by UAR
forces. Between 2150 and 2156 a number of unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked with napalm bombs target south-west of OP.

(d) OP Copper. Between 0758 and 08lU three Guper-Mystere and
two Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets north-west and south-west of OP.
Between 1229 and 1233 three Ouragan aircraft attacked target north-

^ west of OP. During the above attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Yellow. Between 0813 and 0819 two unidentified aircraft.
(distance) attacked target north-west of OP. During the attack ack-
ack fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Orange. Between 1218 and 1232 two Skyhawk aircraft
attacked target south of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR
forces.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Lima. At 1727 three mortar rounds, fired by UAR forces,
exploded approximately 15 metres frcm the OP shelter. There were no
Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"Ij-. Complaints by the parties. Nil.
r

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 20 July 1970

was received on 21 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"Dpi/reports.

(a) OP Two. Between 0^50-/and 0^58 sporadic machine-gun fire, between
0605 and 0620 sporadic sub-machine-gun fire, at 07^2 one mortar round and
between 1716 and 17?8 sporadic machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(b) OP Five. Between 1758 and 1759 light-machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. At 2215 light-machine-gun and rocket fire by unidentified party
(United Nations Military Observers could not identify the firing party) and,
immediately after, machine-gun and flares by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
both parties at 2237 (UNMOs could not determine which party ceased fire
first).

\
(c) OP Four. Between 1808 and 1809 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Six. Between 19^7 and 1951 machine-gun fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16185
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

20 July 1970 was received on 21 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP-/ reports on ground activity.

2/"(a) OP Red. Between 0550-' and 0553 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces. Between Ob07 and 0619, between 193̂  and 20C4 and between
2029 and 2CU7 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(b) OP Lima. Between 0553 and 055& artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 0617 and Oo20 artillery fire, at 065̂  mortar fire (ceasing
immediately), at 1351!- and at l̂ lo mortar fire (ceasing immediately on both
occasions) and between 1529 and 1615 sporadic artillery fire, all by UAR
forces.

(c) OP Yellow. Between 0707 and 0725 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces. Between 0805 and 0809 sporadic aVtillery fire by UAR forces
At 1008 mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1016 mortar fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1017 and by UAR forces at 1018.

(d) OP Echo. At 0727 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 0750
artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at OSOl and by
UAR forces at 0815. Between 09̂ 5 and 1010 artillery fire, between 1705
and 1715 and between 23̂ 1 and Zjhk mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(e) OP Copper. Between 0913 and 09l6 sporadic mortar fire by UAR
forces. At 0919 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and at 0932
sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and at 0932 sporadic mortar fire
followed by artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at
0955 and by Israel forces at 1002. Between 11U9 and 1151 mortar fire by
UAR forces. Between 1350 and 1359 and between 151̂  and 1516 artillery fire
by Israel forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established
by UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222,
para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-l6l80 /...
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(f) OP Orange. Between 100? and 1015 and between 1123 and 1135
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3)« Between
1505 and 1507 and between 1551 and 1553 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces. Between 17 OS and 1711 and between 2201 and 2206 artillery fire
by UAR forces.

(g). OP Kilo. Between lOlU and 1022, between 1115 and 1125 and between
1521 and 15̂ o artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(h) OP Hotel. At 1209 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by
UAR forces.

(i) OP Green. At 1505 one mortar bomb and one burst of machine-gun
fire by UAR forces. Between Io55 and 1750 and between 19lU and 1915
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses.
Attacks, where relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side
of the Canal and, unless otherwise stated, weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Red. Between 0721 and 082o eight Skyhawk and an unknown
number of unidentified aircraft (high altitude and distance) attacked targets
west and north-west of OP. Between 0852 and 0911 an unknown number of
unidentified aircraft (high altitude and distance) attacked target
north-west of OP. During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between
1255 and 1303 one Phantom and seven unidentified aircraft (high altitude)
crossed Canal from east to west and recrossed from west to east. Between
1̂ 23 and 1̂ 32 two Vautour aircraft attacked target south of OP. Between
20C6 and 2010 one unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked with cannon
fire target west of OP.

(b) OP Lima. Between 0722 and 0738 eight Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target west of OP. During attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between
1255 and 1327 five Phantom, two Skyhawk and twelve unidentified aircraft
(high altitude) crossed Canal from east to west and from west to east.
During the period of these overflights two surface-to-air missiles by UAR
forces. At 1̂ 1-2̂  two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target south of OP.
Attack ceased immediately.

(c) OP Copper. Between 0732 and 07̂ 2 six Ouragan aircraft attacked
target 50^ metres north-west of OP. Between 1330 and 1335 two Vautour
aircraft attacked target south-west of OP. During both attacks ack-ack fire
by UAR forces. The latter attack confirmed by OP Echo. Between 2203 and
22̂ 0 an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked with .
napalm and cannon fire target north-west of OP.
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(d) OP Kilo. Between CTfbk and 0312 and between C8UU and 0912 an
unknown number of Phantom and Super-Mystere aircraft, respectively, attacked
targets west of OP (on each occasion United Nations Military Observers could
not determine number owing to frequency of attacks). Between 1306 and 1350
an unknown number of Phantom aircraft crossed the Canal from east to west
and from west to east. (UNMOs could not determine number of aircraft
owing to frequency of overflights). At 1̂ 15 two Phantom and two
Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target west of OP.' During all of the above
attacks and overflights ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Echo. Between 1255 and 1257 four Phantom and two unidentified
aircraft (high altitude) crossed Canal from east to west and from west to
east. Report .confirmed by OP Copper. The following attacks were carried
out against target south of OP: between 2055 and 2100 by two Super-Mystere
aircraft using bomb and napalm; between 21̂ 5 and 2150 by two Super-Mystere
aircraft using napalm, and cannon fire, between 2225 and 2231 by two
Super-Mystere aircraft using bombs, napalm and cannon fire, and between
2256 and 2258 by two Ouragan aircraft using bombs, napalm and cannon fire.
Auk-ack .fire by UAR forces during the first of these attacks.

(f) OP Yellow. At 1255 eight Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from
east to -west, south of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during this
overflight.

(g) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. At 1257 one Phantom and
one Mirage aircraft crossed Canal from west to east over the OP. During
the overflight one surface-to-air missile by UAR forces. Between 1259 and
1303 four Super-Mystere and four Vautour aircraft attacked target west of OP.

(h) OP Orange. Between 1312 and lUl7 four Vsutour, one Skyhawk and
.an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked targets
south-south-west of OP. Between 13̂ 7 and 1̂ 17 ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Orange relief patrol. Between 1130 and 1133 approximately ten
artillery rounds, fire by UAR forces, exploded at distances of 10 to
50 metres from the incoming OP relief patrol. Initial firing close to
occurred when this patrol was approximately ^00 metres north-east of
road junction leading to OP. There were no Israel forces personnel or
vehicles in the vicinity, and the movetre nt of this patrol had been
co-ordinated previously through ICC.
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"U. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received,

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 19 July 1970

was received on 20 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP^ reports.

(a) OP Three. Between 1720-/and 1723 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(ID)' OP Two. Between 1720 and 1725 machine-gun fire by Israel forces

(c) OP Four. Between 1901 and 1903 and between 2310 and 2312
machine-gun fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are giver, in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16072
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 19 July 1970

was received on 20 July from the Chief of- Staff of UNTSO:

"l. . OP—' reports on ground activity.

2/(a) OP Yellow. At 0015—̂  sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and
at 'OO19 machine-gun and sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 0038 and by UAR forces at 0105- At 115o and at 1157,
each time, one mortar round by UAR forces. Bet-ween 1713 and 1730 sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Echo. Between 0215 and 0222 and between 06U7 and 06U8 artillery
fire by Israel forces. Between 1925 and 1937, between 2132 and 2135 and
between 2215 and 2217, on each occasion, mortar fire by UAR forces.

\.
(c) OP Green. Between 02Ul and 0253 machine-gun and tank fire by

Israel forces. Between 12UO and 1315 sporadic machine-gun fire »by UAR
forces. Between 1701 and 1733 sporadic machine-gun fire and between 19̂ 1 and

sporadic mortar and machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Kilo. Between 06̂ 5 and 0656 and between 08l8 and 081+0 artillery
fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Copper. Between 0922 and 0923 mortar fire and between 1132 and
1157 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Hotel. At 1038 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by
UAR forces. At 1055 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces and at 11̂ 7
artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1152 and by
UAR forces at 1153- At lUUo mortar fire, which ceased immediately, and
between l62U and Io27 recoilless rifle fire by UAR forces. Between 1659
and 1711* mortar fire by Israel forces. At 1720 machine-gun fire, which
ceased immediately, by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez
Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2

2/ All times GMT.

70-16067
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(g) OP Red. At 1151 one round of artillery fire and between
and 1700 sporadic artillery and, later, small-arms and sporadic mortar fire
by UAR forces (see paragraph 3) •

(h) OP Lima. Between 1U46 and 1506 artillery fire, between l6l5 and
1629 and between 1655 and 1658 mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(i) OP Orange. Between 1650 and 1655 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses.
Attacks, where relevant., were carried out against targets on the .west side
of the Canal, and weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Kilo. Between 0706 and 071^ two Phantom and one Skyhawk
aircraft attacked target north-west of OP. During the attack ack-ack
fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Orange. Between 0710 and 0730 and between 07^6 and 08073

each time, four unidentified aircraft (altitude, distance) attacked targets
south- south-west and south-west of OP. Between 08^7 and 0917 four
Phantom and twD unidentified aircraft (altitude) attacked target south-west
of OP. During this attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At 1.20k two
Phantom aircraft crossed the Canal from east to west.

(c) OP Copper. At 0721 three Phantom air^p^ft crossed the Canal
from east to west. Between 1037 and ICMf two Vautour and between 1115 a^d
1129 four Vautour aircraft attacked targets north-north-west of OP.
Between 12^3 and 12^8 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked target 200 metres west
of OP. During this attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Yellow. Between 1235 and 12^1 one Phantom aircraft and
between 125& and 1257 "two Phantom aircraft attacked targets south-south-west
and west of OP, respectively.

(e) OP Echo. Between 1236 and 12^6 two Phantom aircraft attacked
target north of OP and at 1253 two Phantom aircraft crossed the Canal from
west to east. During the attack and overflight ack-ack fire by Uar forces.

(f) OP Hotel. Between 1236 and 12^2 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target north-west of OP.
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"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Red. At 1535 two rifle shots, fired by UAR forces, passed above
the OP caravan. There were no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"h. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

/"""" (c) -UAR. No reports received."

r
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 18 July 1970

was received on 19 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

reports.

(a) OP Six. At 1632-̂  artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by
Syrian forces.

(b) OP Two. Between 1715 and 1725 machine-gun fire and between
1819 and 1823 mortar fire by Israel forces,

(c) OP One. At 1805 mortar fire by Syrian forces, followed immediately
by mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties at 1812 (United
Nations Military Observers could not determine which party ceased fire
first).

(d) OP Pour. Between 1818 and 1831 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.2229 para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16062
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The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 18 July 1970

was received on 19 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Echo. At 0255-' tank fire by Israel forces and at 0305 mortar
fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0308 and by UAR forces
at 0311. Between 0727 and 0732 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1701
artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1701; intense mortar fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1701; and by Israel forces at 1722.

(b) OP Copper. At 0727 two mortar bombs, between 1010 and 1021; sporadic
mortar fire, between 1227 and 1229 mortar and artillery fire and between
15l;5 and 15̂ 6 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At l6ll sporadic machine-gun
and mortar fire by Israel forces and at l6l2 one burst machine-gun fire by
UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1625. Between 1659 and 1706
sporadic mortar fire and three tank gun rounds by UAR forces. Between 1716
and 1723 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces..v

(c) OP Hotel. Between QTfkk and 07̂ 8 artillery fire.by UAR forces.
Between 0751 and 0837 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between
0850 and 0913 artillery fire and between 1501 and 1502 mortar fire by UAR
forces.

(d) OP Red. At 0855 one artillery round by UAR forces.

(e) OP Yellow. Between 0855 and 0913 sporadic artillery fire by
UAR forces.

(f) OP Green. Between 1315 and 1317, between 1̂ 55 and 1520 and
between 1638 and 17̂ 5 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. At
2030 machine-gun and mortar fire by UAR forces and at the same time machine-
gun and mortar fire by Israel forces (United Nations Military Observers
could not determine which party fired first). Fire ceased by UAR forces at
2057 and by Israel forces at 20̂ 5.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established by
UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16127
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V

(g) OP Orange. At 1335 one artillery round, between 15̂ 0 and l6lO sporadic
mortar fire and between 1625 and 1629 sporadic artillery fire, all by UAR forces.
Between 1730 and 17̂ -6 machine-gun fire by Israel forces (see also paragraph 3)«
Between 23̂ 5 and 2352 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified aircraft
were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified, reason for
non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks, where
relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side of the Canal and,
unless otherwise stated, weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Kilo. Between 0800 and 0802 two unidentified aircraft (sun glare)
attacked with bombs and napalm target north-west of OP. Between 0907 and 0910
two Phantom, two Skyhawk and two unidentified aircraft (sun glare) attacked
target north-west of OP. Between 1005 and 1007 four Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target north-west of OP.

(b) OP Echo. Between 0839 and 03̂ 5 two unidentified aircraft (sun glare)
attacked target south of OP.

(c) OP Yellow. Between 08̂ 3 and 08̂ 5 two Super-Nfystere aircraft attacked
target 500 metres south-west of OP. At 08̂ 4-5 ack-ack fire, which ceased
immediately, by UAR forces. At 0916 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from
east to west. Aircraft recrossed from west to east at 0920. Between 095̂  and
0957 two Phantom aircraft attacked target south of OP. At 103*4- four unidentified
aircraft (high altitude) crossed Canal from east to west. Aircraft recrossed
from west to east at 1039- Ack-ack fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces
during initial overflight.

(d) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. At 0920 one Skyhawk aircraft
crossed Canal from west to east. Between 095̂  and 0957 four Vautour aircraft
attacked with rockets target north-west of OP. Between 10*4-0 and 10*4-8 one
Vautour and three unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked target south-
west of OP. During the latter attack surface-to-air missiles by UAR forces.

(e) OP Green. At 1033 "two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west. Aircraft recrossed from west to east at 10̂ 1. Ack-ack fire by UAR
forces during the recrossing.

(f) OP Copper. Between 1037 and 10*4-1 four Phantom aircraft crossed Canal
from east to west and two"Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from west to east.

(g) OP Foxtrot. At 10*4-0 four Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from east
to west. During the overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Lima. At 10*4-3 "two Mirage aircraft crossed Canal from west to
east.
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"3« Firing on or close to United Nations installations and personnel.

OP Orange. At 17̂ 5 two rounds of machine-gun fire by Israel forces hit
the OP antenna mast approximately 10 metres above ground level. At the time
of this incident the OP was illuminated and the UNMOs were standing
approximately 15 metres from the OP antenna.

"4. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. The Assistant IDF Liaison Officer reported that one Israel
forces soldier, was wounded .in the Suez Canal sector.

(c) UAR. Nil."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 17 July 1970 was
received on l8 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP̂  reports.

2/
(a) OP Yoke. Between 1507-' and 1322 sporadic machine-gun fire by

Israel forces.

(b) OP Two. Between 16̂ 5 and 1650 and between 1728 and 1738 sporadic
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP November. At I9hl machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 17 July 197°

was received on l8 July from the Chief of Staff of UETSO:

111. OF- reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Copper. At 071̂ —' one round of artillery fire arid between

1053 and 1056 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1510 and 1520
sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 152U and 1527 sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Green. Between 0731 and 07-I40 sporadic tank fire by Israel-
forces. At 07̂ 6 one round of mortar fire and at 0803 three tank gun shells
by UAR forces. Between 09̂ 6 ana 1007 sporadic artillery fire and between
l6̂ 0 and 1735 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces and at l6Uo sporadic
machine-gun Tire by UAR forces. Fire ceased, bv UAR forces at 15̂ 7 an^ by
Israel forces at 1850. Between 191̂ - and 2020 oia£hine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(c) OP Hotel. Between 0857 and 0919 mortar and artillery fire by
UAR forces. Betv,Teen 0920 and OQjk mortar and machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. Between 0950 and 095̂  mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces.
At 1033 artillery and. mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1.053 artillery fire
by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces nt 1055 but recommenced at
1120 with mortar fire. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 112̂ - and by UAR
forces at 11̂ 5 • 'Between 12J>8 and 1330 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.
Between 1507 and 1509 mortar fire by Israel, forces. At 1929 mortar fire
by Israel forces and at 1931 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
UAR forces at 1933 and by Israel forces at 19̂ 1. Between 2U01 and 2002
mortar fire by UAR forces. Between 2105 and 2108 mortar fire by Israel
forces. Between 2110 and 2112 mortar fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Sues Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2..

2/ All times GMT.

70-15950
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(d) OP Kilo. Between 0901 and 0929 and between 1003 and 1014 artillery
fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Yellow. At 09lU mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0915 one round
of mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0915* Between
1239 and 12U2 sporadic mortar fire and at iSjU several rifle shots (see
paragraph 3) by UAR forces.

(f) OP Lima. Between 09*|0 and 09li2 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Report confirmed by OP Red.

(g) OP Echo. Between 1053 and 1059 artillery fire, between 1126 and
1128 mortar fire, between 1900 and 19l8 mortar and machine-gun fire, and
between 200*4- and 2006 artillery fire, all by UAR forces. Between 2100 and
2107 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(h) OP Orange. Between 1108 and 1125 and between 1713 and 1717
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified aircraft
were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified, reason for
non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks, where
relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side of the Canal
and weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Kilo. Between 0710 and 0730 six Phantom aircraft crossed Canal
from east to west and from west to east. Between 07U8 and 0801 seven Phantom
aircraft crossed the Canal from east to west and £rom west to east. Between
09̂ 5 and 0953 two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked tdrget north of OP.
Between 1125 and 1137 four Skyhawk aircraft attacked target 300 to UOO
metres west of OP.

(b) OP Copper. Between 073̂  and 0736 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target west of OP. Targets north-north-west of OP were attacked as follows:
between 090̂  and 0922 by two Super-Mystere and two Ouragan aircraft, between
1057 and 1059 by two Ouragan aircraft, between 1117 and 1119 by two Ouragan
aircraft, between 1153 and 115̂  by one Skyhawk aircraft and between 1210
and 1211 by one Vautour aircraft. Between 0905 and 0906 and between 1058
and 1059 ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Echo. At 0735 two Phantom aircraft attacked target north-west
of OP. Attack ceased immediately.

(d) OP Lima. At 0750 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west and at 1031 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from west to east.
Between 103U and 1113 two Mirage and twelve Phantom aircraft attacked target
south-west of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Red. Between 1025 and 1117 eight Vautour and twelve Super-Mystere
aircraft and between lU25 and 1̂ 4-35 one Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets west
of OP. During the first attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
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(f) OP Green. Between 1150 and 1201 two Phantom aircraft attacked
target north-west of OP. Between 1856 and 1857 a number of unidentified
aircraft (darkness) attacked target south of OP.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP. Yellow. - At l83l| two rifle shots, fired by UAR forces, passed close
above the OP caravan. The OP was illuminated arid there were no Israel forces
personnel in the vicinity.

"4. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on l6 July 1970

was received on 17 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP^. reports.

(a) OP Seven. Between 0255—' and 0325 sporadic machine-gun fire
by Israel forces.

(b) OP Four. Between 0312 and 0316 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(c) OP One. Between 0735 and 07̂ -2 sporadic machine-gun and small-arms
fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Two. Between I^kO and 15^5, between 1625 and 1629 and between
1715 and 1723 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

\
(e) OP Five. At 1855 rocket fire by unidentified party east of OP,

distance unknown, (United Nations Military Observers could not identify
firing party) followed immediately by intense machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by both parties at 1856 (UNMOs could not determine
which party ceased fire first) (see also paragraph 2).

(f) OP Three. At 1905 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by unidentified party to north of OP, distance unknown (see also
paragraph 2). .

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15921
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"2. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Five. Between 1855 and 1856 three rocket projectiles,
fired by unidentified party, exploded within 100 metres to the east of
OP. During the same period intense machine-gun fire by Israel forces
passed within.25 metres of the OP caravan. The OP was illuminated.

(b) OP Three. At 1905 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by unidentified party passed approximately 15 metres over the OP trailer,
The OP was illuminated."
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on l6 July 1970

•was received on 17 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP—' reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Kilo. Between 0323-' and 0329 artillery fire by Israel
forces. Between 0336 and OMD9 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Copper. Between 0732 and 073ij. sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces. Between 0750 and 0757 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.
At 1311 sporadic mortar and tank fire by Israel forces and at 1322 sporadic
mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1323 and by
UAR forces at 1333. At 1415 sporadic' mortar fire by UAR forces and at
sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces . Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1^ and by UAR forces at

(c) OP Hotel. Between 0733 and 0752 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. Between 0920 and 09̂ 5 artillery fire £y Israel forces. At 1016
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1048 artillery f ire, which
ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1118.
Between IbJO and 1̂ 52 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Yellow. Between 0759 and OQhO sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces. Between 10U8 and 1106 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Red. Between 1055 and 1122 and between 1206 and 12̂ 8
artillery fire by UAR forces.

(f ) OP Orange. Between 1105 and 1123 sporadic mortar1 fire and
between 1̂ 21 and 1̂ 35 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established
"" by UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222,

para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15916



(g) OP Lima. Between 1112 and 1121 and between 1205 and
artillery fire and at 1900 machine-gun fire (ceasing immediately), all
"by UAR forces.

(h) United Nations reconnaissance party. Between 11̂ 5 and -
and at 1155 (ceasing immediately) machine-gun fire by UAR forces (see
also paragraph 3 ) •

(i) OP Echo. Between 1221 and 1223 artillery fire by UAR forces.
At 1*4-00 tank fire by Israel forces and at 1̂ 08 artillery fire by UAR
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1*4-20 and by UAR forces at 1*4-27 •
Between lMj-6 and 1*4-50 mortar fire by Israel forces.

(j) OP Green. At 183*4- machine-gun and, later, sporadic mortar fire
by Israel forces and at 1835 machine-gun fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased
by UAR forces at 1814-3 and by Israel forces at 1852.

"2. OP reports on air activity.

(a) OP Kilo. Between 0*4-33 and 0*4-35 one Israel forces Mirage aircraft
and between 0515 and 0517 two' Israel forces Skyhawk aircraft attacked with
bombs target north-west of OP. Between 05*4,6 and 0601 two Israel forces
Vautour aircraft attacked with bombs target west of OP.

(b) OP Green. Between 1132 and 1151 and between 12*4-1 and 1302 an
unknown number of unidentified aircraft, each time, attacked with bombs
target south-south-west of OP (United Nations Military Observers could
not determine number, type of nationality or aircraft owing to distance
and high altitude). During the last attack ack-adk fire by UAR forces.

"3.- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

United Nations reconnaissance party. At 11*4-5 machine-gun fire by UAR
forces was opened up and directed at a United Nations reconnaissance party
standing on the eastern Canal embankment north-west of the OP Blue site
(OP was temporarily closed 7 June 1970). 3/ This firing ceased at 115*4-
but recommenced at 1155 when the party was evacuating the area in two
United Nations vehicles. This second firing, which was directed at
these vehicles, ceased immediately. The presence of this party in the
area of OP Blue and their associated movements had been co-ordinated
by Officer -in -charge, Kantara Control Centre, with the Senior UAR Liaison
Officer on 11 July 1970 and confirmed on 15 July 1970 (see also paragraph 6).

3/ See document S/7930/Add.762, foot-note 3.
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"Ij-. Cease-fire proposal. An immediate cease-fire was proposed to SUARLO
by Officer-in-charge, Ismailia Control Centre, for 1155* The cease-fire
proposal was accepted upon receipt.

"5. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"6. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Whilst carrying out United Nations
reconnaissance duties in the area of OP Blue, QIC, KCC, Major J.E. Bogvad,
Swedish Army, sustained fatal injuries from UAR machine-gun fire, and
Operations Officer, UWTSO headquarters, Major R.S. Fox, New Zealand Army,
sustained' minor injuries from the same firing. An inquiry is being
conducted.

(b)- Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 15 July 1970

was received on 16 July from the Chief of Staff of UWTSO:

"OP-' reports.

-(a) OP Six. Between 005&-' and 0100 intense machine-gun fire with
flares by Israel forces.

(b) OP Seven. Between 0307 and 0335 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(c) OP Three. At 0̂ 32 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately
between 1650 and 1658 and between 1713 and 1719 sporadic machine-gun fire,
all by Israel forces.

(d) OP One. Between 072̂  and 0727 sporadic light-machine-gun and
small-arms fire by Israel forces. ^ v

(e) OP Two. Between 1658 and 1726 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(f) OP Four. At 1658 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
between 1924 and 1931 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(g) OP Five. Between 17̂ 7 and YfkQ machine-gun fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15777
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 15 July 1970

was received on 16 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP-' reports on ground activity.

.(a) OP Lima. Between Q657-/ and 0709 tank fire by Israel forces.
At 1127 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 1142 artillery fire "by
UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1147 and by UAR forces at 1204.

(b) OP Red. Between 0658 and 0711 tank fire by Israel forces.
At 1126 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and at Il4l sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1145 and
by UAR forces at 1204.

(c) OP Hotel. Between 0706 and 0747 recoilless rifle and artillery
fire and at 0942 recoilless rifle fire, which ceased immediately, by
UAR forces. V v

(d) OP Copper. Between 0829 and 0831, between 1220 and 1230 and
between 1318 and 1322 artillery fire, all by UAR forces. At 1342 sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1355 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1356 and by UAR forces at 1357.
Between 1424 and 1426 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. At 14-56
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1517 artillery fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1518 and by UAR forces at 1523.
At 1549 small-arms fire by UAR forces and at 1551 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1552 and by Israel forces-at 1557,

(e) OP Yellow. Between 0915 and 0930 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces. At 1510 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and,at 1512 three
tank-gun rounds "by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1516.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez
Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15772
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(f ) OP Orange. Between 1021 and 1046 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces.

(g) OP Echo. Between 1546 and 1628 mortar fire by Israel forces.

(h) OP Foxtrot. Between 2135 a d̂ 2148 artillery fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non- identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks,
where relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side of the
Canal and, unless otherwise stated, weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Lima. Between 0634 and 0644 four Super-Mystere aircraft crossed
Canal from west to east, south of OP. During the overflight ack-ack fire
by UAR forces.

(b) OP Red. Between 0637 and 0644 six Super-Jfystere aircraft and
between 0706 and 0713 four Super-Jfystere aircraft attacked target west of OP.
Between 0731 and 0743 eight Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target south-west
of OP. Between 1331 and 1440, a total of thirteen Skyhawk and an unknown
number of unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked targets west and
north-west of OP. Between 1512 and 1523 six Super-Ifystere and two Skyhawk
aircraft attacked target west of OP. At 1812 an unknown number of
unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked target south-west of OP. Attack
ceased immediately with the exception of the first and last attacks. All
reports confirmed by OP Lima. During all of the above attacks ack-ack fire
by UAR forces.

(c) OP Echo. Between 0650 and 0739 ten Ouragan, eight Super-lfystere
and two unidentified aircraft (sun glare) attacked with bombs and cannon fire
targets approximately 700 metres south and 4 kilometres north of OP.
During the attacks, which were confirmed by OP Copper, ack-ack fire by UAR
forces.

(d) OP Foxtrot. Between 1249 and 1253 two Phantom and eight
unidentified aircraft (high altitude) crossed Canal from east to west and
from west to east. During the period of these overflights ack-ack fire and
four surface-to-air missiles by UAR forces.

(e) OP Yellow. Between 1250 and 1252 six Phantom aircraft crossed
Canal from east to vest over the OP.

(f ) OP Kilo. At 1251 six Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west, north of OP.
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(g) OP Copper. At 1256 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from
vest to east. Between 1809 and 1812, "between 18̂ 0 and 18̂ 1 and between
19̂ 7 and 1952 two, two and three unidentified aircraft, respectively
(darkness) attacked with bombs, napalm and cannon fire targets north
and south-west of OP, the closest target being ̂ 00 metres south-west.

(h) OP Orange. Between 1̂ 50 and 1̂ 58 two Phantom aircraft attacked
target south-west of OP. During period of attack, ack-ack fire by UAR
forces.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"4, Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.
.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR, No reports received.
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Supplemental information

1. The following report concerning an incident in the Suez Canal sector -was

received from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO, Lt. General Odd Bull, on the morning

of 16 July 1970:

"1. Today, 16 July 1970, at 11562 a reconnaissance party consisting of
QIC (Officer-in-charge) KCC (Kantara Control Centre), two Operations Officers
UNTSO headquarters and SIR (Senior Israel Representative) came under
small-arms fire from UAR forces in the area of OP Blue. As a result of
this firing QIC KCC, Major J.E. Bogvad, Sweden, was seriously wounded and
Major R.S. Fox, New Zealand, Operations Officer, UNTSO headquarters, was
wounded by a bullet in the left forearm. OIC KCC is in very critical
condition. Evacuation operation was undertaken immediately by Israeli
forces. SUARLO (Senior UAR Liaison Officer) has been informed and has
agreed to helicopter evacuation. Swedish authorities are being informed.

"2. Will keep you informed of further developments."

2. The following further message was received from Lt. General Odd Bull

shortly after the receipt of the first message:

"1. I was informed by KCC at 1350Z today, 16 July 1970, that IDF doctor
confirms that OIC KCC, Major J.E. Bogvad, has passed away.

"2. KCC also confirmed that Major R.S. Fox was wounded by machine-gun fire
in his left forearm and has been evacuated to hospital.

"3. The body of Major Bogvad will be brought to Jerusalem airport by Israel
forces aircraft.

"if. Full report on the incident will be forwarded soonest."

3. The Secretary-General expresses his deep shock and regret at this tragic
incident.

70-15762
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on

li»- July 197O vcs received on 15 July from the Chief of Staff of UWTSO:

"l. OF-' reports on ground activity.

2/(a) OP Seven. Between 0̂ 00— ' and 0306 sporadic machine-gun fire
"by Israel forces .

(b) OP Yoke. At 0730 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces
and at 0732 mortar fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces
at 0736 and by Israel forces at 073B.

(c) OP Three. At 1̂ 32 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by Israel forces.

(d) OP Two. Between 155̂  and 1557 machine-gun fire, between
1626 and l6UO small-arms fire, between 1706 an<i 1716" sporadic machine-gun
fire, and between 1906 and 1916 sporadic small-arms fire, all by Israel
forces .

(e) OP Four. Between 1632 and l6Vf sporadic small-arms fire and
between 1720 and 1732 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces (see
also paragraph 3)«

(f) OP Five. Between 1713 and 1720 and between 1313 and I3l6
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. Nil.

"3» Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Four. At 1732 one burst of raachine-gun fire by Israel forces
passed between 5 an(^ 10 metres over the OP caravan. There were no
Syrian forces personnel in the vicinity. The OP was illuminated."

I/ The-locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ Ail times GMT.

70-15718
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on l4 July 1970

was received on 15 July from the Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OF-/ reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Kilo. Between Ô l-7 and 0433 and between 0459 and 0503

artillery fire by UAR forces. At 0531 artillery fire by UAR forces and
at 0546 rocket fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
0555 and by UAR forces at 06lO. Between 0710 and 0726 artillery fire by
Israel forces. Between 1224 and 1238 artillery fire, between 1605 and l6lO
and between 1658 and 1700 mortar fire, between 1840 and 1843 rocket fire
and between 2057 and 2100 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(b) OP Lima. Between 0̂ 56 and 05̂ 3 mortar fire by UAR forces. At
0633 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces and at 0659 artillery fire
by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces^- afc 0726 and by UAR forces
at 0740. Between 08l7 and 0859 and between 0933*and 0943 artillery fire,
between 1004 and 1022 mortar and artillery fire, between Ii47 and 1050
artillery fire, between 1115 and 1204 mortar and artillery fire, between
1250 and 1256 mortar fire, between 1326 and 1440 sporadic artillery fire,
between 1522 and 1536 mortar and artillery fire, between 1631 and l640
and between 1657 and 1659 artillery fire, between 1836 and 1855 rocket
and mortar £ire and between 2110 and 2111 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Yellow. Between 0625 and 0626 machine-gun fire and between
0715 and 074l sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1045 and
1048 and between 1108 and 1120 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. At
1126 three artillery rounds by Israel forces. At 1648 sporadic artillery
and, later, sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1700 sporadic
mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1729 and by
UAR forces at 1735- Between 1844 and 1900 machine-gun, mortar and artillery
fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established by
UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15713
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(d) OP Red. Between 0638 and 0700 sporadic mortar fire and one artillery
round by UAR forces. At 0700 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and at
0709 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
0727 and by UAR forces at 07*4-7. At 08l7 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 0905 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR
forces at 0912 and by Israel forces at 0932. Between 0932 and 09*1-3 sporadic
mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces. At 100*4- sporadic artillery fire by
UAR forces and at 1005 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 1018 and by UAR forces at 1021. Between 10*48 and 1051
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1115 intense mortar and, later,
artillery fire by UAR forces and at 11*4-0 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 11*4-3 and by UAR forces at 120*4-. At
1255 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1310 artillery fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1*4-1*4- and by UAR forces at
l*4-*4-0. Between 1522 and 1535 sporadic mortar and artillery fire, between
1631 and 175̂  sporadic artillery fire and between 1838 and 1855 intense
artillery and rocket fire, all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Hotel. Between 10̂ 9 and 1125 artillery fire and between 1355 and
1*4-22 recoilless rifle fire by UAR forces. At 1625 mortar, recoilless rifle
and artillery fire by UAR forces and at l6U7 mortar and artillery fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1720 and by Israel forces at
1730 (see also paragraph J>). Between 18*4-1 and 1906 mortar and artillery fire
by UAR forces.

(f) OP Copper. Between 1332 and 1339 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces. At 1701 intense rocket fire and, lateî  sporadic artillery fire
by UAR forces and at 1706 mortar and sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1730 and by UAR forces at 1752. Between 18*46
and 1900 intense rocket and sporadic mortar fire and between 221̂  and 22*4-0
sporadic machine-gun fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Orange. Between 1*4-08 and 1*4-18, between 1503 and 1532, between
1558 and 1605 (see also paragraph 3)7 between 1631 and 1720, between 18*4-0
and 18*4-5 (see also paragraph 3) and between 1923 and 1955 (see also
paragraph 3) artillery fire on each occasion, all by UAR forces.

(h) OP Foxtrot. Between 1*4̂ 0 and 1*4-U6 and between 153& and 1537
artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1700 and 1703 and between 1721
and 1738 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Green. Between 1*4-57 and 1502 sporadic mortar fire and between
1559 and l6o*4- sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. At 1933 machine-
gun fire by UAR forces and, at the same time, machine-gun fire by Israel
forces (United Nations Military Observers could not determine which party
fired first). Fire ceased by UAR forces at 193& and by Israel forces at 1937-
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(j) OP Echo. At 1701 recoilless rifle, rocket and artillery fire by
UAR forces and at 1716 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1732 and by UAR forces at 175̂ . Between 1813 and l8l6
tank fire by Israel forces. Between 1837 and 1902 rocket and artillery fire
by UAR forces. Between 2007 and 2028 artillery fire by Israel forces
(see also paragraph 3).

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified aircraft
were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified, reason for
non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks, where
relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side of the Canal
and, unless otherwise stated, weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. Between 0731 and 07*4-2 two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked
target north-north-^est of OP.

(b) OP Yellow. Between 11̂ 5 and 1311 a total of twelve Phantom, four
Vautour and an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked
target west and south-west of OP. Between 1237 and 1312 ack-ack fire by UAR
forces.

(c) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 11̂ 4-6 and 1311 a total
of eighteen Skyhawk 'and ten Super-Mystere aircraft attacked targets west and
north-north-west of OP. Between 12̂ 3 and 1311 intermittent ack-ack fire by
UAR forces.

(d) OP Echo. At 1202 one Phantom aircraft, crossed Canal from east to
west over the OP. Between 1820 and 1823 and between 1955 and 1957 an unknown
number of unidentified aircraft (darkness) on each occasion attacked with
napalm bombs target to north of OP. Both attacks confirmed by OP Copper.

* (e) OP Red. Between 1825 and 1909 a total of nine unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked with napalm bombs and cannon fire target 300 metres west
of OP. During the attack, which was confirmed by OP Lima, ack-ack fire by
UAR forces.

(f) OP Kilo. Between 2000 and 2034 an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (darkness) attacked with napalm bombs and cannon fire target to
north of OP. Between 2000 and 2010 ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Hotel. Between 1705 and 1710 four artillery rounds, fired by
UAR forces, exploded within 50 metres of the OP.

(b) OP Orange. At 1603 three artillery rounds exploded within 20 metres
of the OP caravan. Between iQkO and l8U2 two artillery rounds and at 1939
one further artillery round exploded within 30 metres of the OP. All firings
were by UAR forces. On all occasions there were no Israel forces personnel
in the vicinity, and during the latter two incidents the OP was illuminated

;' (see also paragraph 5)-
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(c) OP Echo. Between 200? and 202? a total of fifteen artillery rounds,
fired by Israel forces, exploded at distances of 35 to 150 metres from the OP.
There were no UAR forces personnel in the vicinity, and the OP 7nited Nations
sign was illuminated (see also paragraph 5).

"h-. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5- Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations.

(i) OP Orange. As a result of artillery rounds exploding in the
vicinity of the OP, the OP caravan, United Nations sign and
shower installation were holed by splinters.

(ii) OP Echo. As a result of artillery rounds exploding in the
vicinity of the OP, the roof of a United Nations portable tent
was holed by splinters.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. Wo reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 13 July 1970

was received on lk July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UKTSO:

"l. OP-/ reports on ground activity.
2 /

(a) OP Yoke. Between 0506-' and 0512 sporadic machine-gun and mortar
fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Two. Between 1013 and 1032 sporadic machine-gun and small-arms
fire and between 1701 and 1720 sporadic rifle and machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(d) OP Four. At 1726 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by
Israel forces. v

(e) OP Five. Between 1755 and 1758 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. Nil.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Three. Between 1630 and 1653 several rifle shots fired by Israel
forces passed between 50 to 100 metres from the OP."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2,

2/ All times GMT.

70-15636
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 13 July 1970

was received on 1*4- July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP-', reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Orange. Between 0822-' and 0823 sporadic artillery fire,

between 1326 and 13*4-3 sporadic artillery and mortar fire, between 1512
and 1520 (see paragraph 3) and between 1606 and I6l8 sporadic artillery
fire,-all by UAR forces. Between 1702 and 170*1- sporadic tank fire by
Israel forces. Between 170*1- and 1725 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces.

(b) OP Yellow. Between 0856 and 09*1-0 sporadic machine-gun fire
by Israel forces. At 1908 machine-gun and, later, sporadic artillery fire
by Israel forces and at 1910 machine-gun and, later, sporadic artillery
fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 19*4-*4- and by UAR
forces at 19*4-6.

(c) OP Green. Between 1115 and 1119 sporadic machine-gun fire,
between 1*1-22 and 1*4-2*4- and between l*4-*4-3 and 14*4-6 mortar fire, all by
Israel forces.

(d) OP Red. Between 1202 and 1207 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces. At 17*4-3 machine-gun and, later, mortar fire by Israel
forces and at 1800 three rounds of mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1820. At 1821 eight rounds of mortar fire and
between 1915 and 1927 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Lima. Between 1203 and 1208 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Copper. Between 123*4- and 1236 and between 1339 and 13*4-2
sporadic artillery fire and between 1*4-37 and 1*4-50 sporadic mortar fire,
all by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15601
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(g) OP Hotel. Between 1655 and 1716 mortar fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parenthesis.
Attacks, where relevant, were carried out against targets on the west
side of the Canal, and unless otherwise stated weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. Between 0607 and 0612 and between 0636 and 0644 a
number of unidentified aircraft (far distance) attacked targets
north-north-west of OP. During the latter attack, which was confirmed by
OP Echo, ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between 0805 and 0806 two
Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target north-west of OP. Between 1856
and 1901 eight unidentified aircraft and between 1958 and 2004 four
unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked with napalm targets south-west
of OP. All three reports confirmed by OP Echo.

,(b) OP Green. Between Ofkk and 07̂ 7 and between 1308 and 1309, each
time, a number of unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked targets
south-south-west of OP. During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Red. Between 0855 and 0920 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked
with bombs and cannon fire target south-west of OP. Between 1217 and 12̂ -1
a number of unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked target south-west
of OP. During the latter attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Lima. Between 0857 and 0921 five Skyhawk and three
unidentified aircraft (altitude) and between 1217 and 12l;9 eight Skyhawk
aircraft attacked targets south-west of OP. Dbr̂ ng the attacks, which
were both confirmed by OP Red, ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Orange. Between 09̂ 3 and 0$&8 four Vautour aircraft attacked
target west of OP. At 1308 four unidentified aircraft (distance) crossed
the Canal from west to east, north of OP. During the overflight ack-ack
fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Yellow. Between 1305 and 131̂  six Phantom aircraft crossed the
Canal from east to west. During the overflights ack-ack fire by UAR
forces. Between 2011 and 2015 a number of unidentified aircraft (darkness)
attacked target west of OP.

(g) OP Hotel. Between 1308 and 1309 six unidentified aircraft
(high altitude) crossed the Canal, four from east to west and two from
west to east. Between 1308 and 1311 ten ground-to-air missiles were
fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Echo. At 1313 two Phantom aircraft crossed the Canal from
west to east. Between 1957 and 2020 a number of unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked with bombs and napalm target south of OP.
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"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Orange. At 1514 two artillery shells, fired by UAR forces,
exploded approximately 50 metres from the OP caravan. There were no
Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"Ij-. Complaints "by the parties. Nil.

"5« Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 12 July 1970

was received on 13 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP-' reports.

. (a) OP Two. Between 0230-' and 0235 mortar fire by Syrian forces.
Between 0305 and 0307 mortar fire, between IDOk and 1028 small-arms,
machine-gun and mortar fire, between 1239 and 12̂ 3 and between 1659 and
1725 machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(b) OP Yoke. Between 0808 and 08l5 machine-gun and mortar fire by
Israel forces.

(c) OP Five. Between 0925 and 09̂ 3 small-arms fire, between 1105 and
1106 and between 175̂  and 1757 machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(d) OP Three. Between 1255 and 1304 machine-gun fire by Israel forces

(e) OP Six. Between 1855 and 1910 intense machine-gun fire and flares
by Israel forces.

(f) OP Uniform. Between 2130 and 2132 machine-gun fire and at 2158
flare activity, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15516
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 12 July 1970

was received on 13 July frtm the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP— ' reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Orange. At 010?-̂  sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and

at 0137 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 01̂ 7
and by UAR forces at 0202. Between 0901 and 0903 ack-ack fire and between
1538 and 1609 sporadic mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces. Between
1630 and 1707 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between lyiU
and 1720 sporadic mortar and artillery fire and between 2330 and 2335
artillery fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Lima. At 0200 machine-gun fire by UAR forces and, at the
same time, machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties
at 0208 (United Nations Military Observers ĉ uld not determine which party
commenced or ceased fire first). Between 06lOv-and 0625 and between 0901
and 0909 mortar fire and between 1001 and 1006 artillery fire, all by
UAR forces. Between 1013 and 1014 tank fire by Israel forces. At 1031
artillery fire by Israel forces and at 1046 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1107 and by UAR forces at 1116. Between
1340 and 1341 and between 1659 and 1701 mortar fire by UAR forces. At 1917
machine-gun, recoilless rifle and mortar fire by UAR forces and, at the same
time, machine-gun and artillery fire by Israel forces (UNMOs could not
determine which party fired first). Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1955 and
by Israel forces at 2002.

(c) OP Hotel. Between 0206 and 0226, at 0344 and at 0607 (ceasing
immediately on both occasions) and between 0728 and 07̂ -5 mortar fire, and
between 0819 and 0848 mortar and artillery fire, all by UAR forces. At
0922 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0935 rifle fire, which ceased
immediately, by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1015. At 1028
artillery fire, which ceased immediately, between 1206 and 1209 and between
1232 and 1237 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At 1258 mortar fire by Israel
forces and at 1300 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. Fire

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.
70-15511
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ceased "by Israel forces at 1303• Between 1355 and 1̂ 12 machine-gun fire by
Israel forces. Between 1̂ 30 and 1̂ 35 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Green. Between 0835 and OSkO artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 0900 and 0901 tank fire, between 1005 and 1010 artillery fire and
between 16̂ 6 and 1656 sporadic machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(e) OP Red. At 0856 two mortar bombs and between 095& and 1018 mortar
and artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1030 sporadic artillery and tank fire
by Israel forces and at 10̂ 5 sporadic mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 10̂ 8 but recommenced at 1105 with artillery
fire. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1106 and by UAR forces at 1LU. At
1919 sporadic maehine-gun and, later, sporadic mortar and artillery fire by
UAR forces and at 1921 sporadic machine-gun, mortar and artillery fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2000 and by UAR forces at
200̂ .

(-f) OP Copper. Between 0958 and 1020 and between 113̂  and 1137
sporadic artillery fire, between 1230 and 123̂  sporadic mortar fire and
between 12̂ 6 and 1303 sporadic artillery fire, all by UAR forces. At 13̂ 2
one artillery round by Israel forces. At 1352 one artillery round and between
1̂ -18 and 1̂ 30 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Between 155̂  and 1607
sporadic recoilless rifle fire by Israel forces. Between 1617 and 1619
artillery fire and between 163̂  and 1636 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Yellow. Between 1019 and- 1O29 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces. Between 11̂ 7 and 1153 mortar fire and at 1̂ 55 two mortar
bombs by UAR forces.

V

(h) OP Kilo. Between 1639 and l6U2 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 16̂ 7 and IJOk mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 2022 and 2025
artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Attacks, where relevant, were carried
out against targets on the west side of the Canal, and weapons used were
bombs.

(a) OP Red. Between 08lU and 0835 four Super-Mystere and two Phantom
aircraft attacked targets south and south-west of OP. During the attack
ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At 12̂ 0 two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked
target west of OP. Attack ceased immediately. Both reports confirmed by
OP Lima.

(b) OP Orange. Between 1238 and 1239 t-w° Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target south-west of OP.

(c) OP Yellow. At 1321 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east
to west over OP.
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(d) OP Hotel. Between 1329 and 1335 three Phantom aircraft attacked
target west of OP. During the attack, which was confirmed by OP Yellow,
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Foxtrot. At 133̂  two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from
east to west north of OP. During the overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Green. Between 1̂ 35 and 1̂ 57 an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (United Nations Military Observers could not determine number, type
or nationality of aircraft due to high altitude and distance) attacked
target south-south-west of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces,

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"k. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 11 July 1970

was received on 12 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP!/'OP-' reports

=2/(a) OP Sierra. Between 0525-' and 0527 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(b) OP Yoke. Between 0525 and 0526 mortar fire and "between 0528
and 0532 machine-gun fire "by Israel forces.

(c) OP Three. Between 1630 and 1637 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(d) OP Two. Between 1627 and 1630, between 1659 and 1700 and
between 1727 and 1728 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

\
\

(e) OP Five. Between 1806 and 1807 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UWTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15506
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 11 July 1970

was received on 12 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. O'P— ' reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Red. At 0203-' sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and

at 0221 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Pire ceased by Israel
forces, at 0227 and by UAR forces at 02̂ 8 . Between 0702 and 0708 and
between 08UO and 0846 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1518 sporadic
mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1525 sporadic mortar fire by UAR
forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1533 and by Israel forces at
1535- At 1555 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1557
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
1557 and by UAR forces at 1559- At 172U mortar fire by Israel forces
and at 1725 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1725 and by UAR forces at 1726. At 1900 sporadic machine-gun fire
by Israel forces and at 1910 machine-gun fire bV UAR forces. Fire
ceased by UAR forces at 1915 and by Israel forces at 1930.

(b) OP Lima. Between 0225 and 0229, between 0250 and 0251 and
between 0840 and 0846 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 150̂  sporadic
mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1520 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1619 and by UAR forces at 1625.
Between 1658 and 1659 mortar fire by UAR forces .

(c) OP Hotel. At 0337 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by
UAR forces . Between 06l2 and 0621 mortar fire and between 0855 and 09̂ 0
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1031 artillery and mortar fire
by UAR forces and at 1105 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at lll̂ . At 1130 mortar fire
by Israel forces and at 11̂ -4 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by

JL/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add .222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15528
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UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 11̂ 5. At L2LL mortar fire
by UAR forces and at 1223 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1224. At 12̂ 1 artillery
fire by UAR forces and at 12̂ 8 artillery fire by Israel forces . Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 12̂ 9 and by UAR forces at 1302. Between
1̂ 10 and 1̂ 11 artillery fire, between 1522 and 1526 mortar fire, between
1605 and 1607 and" between l6̂ k and l6kl artillery fire, all by UAR
forces. At 1705 artillery and tank fire by UAR forces and at the same
time artillery fire by Israel forces (United Nations Military
Observers could not determine which party commenced fire first). Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1720 and by UAR forces at 173̂ . At 1846
artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. At 1852
and at l̂ kk each time mortar fire (ceasing immediately) by UAR 1'orces.
Between 2003 and 2O11 and between 2329 and 2jkk mortar fire by UAR forces

(d) 'OP Echo. Between 0521 and 0550 mortar fire by Israel forces.
Between 0637 and C6k0 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 07l6 artillery
fire by Israel forces and at 0729 artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 0755 and by UAR forces at 0801. Between
l621 and 1̂ 31 artillery and recoilless rifle fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Yellow. Between 0525 and 0550 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces. Between 0753 and 0755 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces. At 10U6 machine-gun and sporadic tank fire by Israel forces
and at the same time sporadic mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces
(UWMOs could not determine which party commenced fire first). Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1127 and by UAR forces at 1137 (see also
paragraph 3)» At 12̂ 3 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1325
sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 13̂ 4 and by UAR forces at 13̂ 6. At 1̂ 02 sporadic mortar fire by
UAR forces and at 1̂ 03 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1̂ 05 and by UAR forces at 1408. At 1707
sporadic mortar and later artillery fire by UAR forces and at the same
time sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces (UNMOs could not determine
which party commenced fire first). Fire ceased by Israel forces at
and by UAR forces at

(f) OP Kilo. Between 0636 and 0639 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 06UO and 0659 artillery and mortar fire by Israel forces. At
091*9 artillery fire by UAR forces and at 095̂  artillery fire by Israel
forces . Fire ceased by UAR forces at 095̂ - and by Israel forces at
1006. Between 1222 and 1225 artillery fire by UAR forces. Between
1256 and 1308 artillery fire by Israel forces .

(g) OP Copper. At 0720 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces
and at 073̂  sporadic artillery and anti-tank fire by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by UAR forces at 0812 and by Israel forces at 0817. At 0904 one
artillery shell and between 10̂ 8 and 1053 mortar fire by UAR forces.
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(h) OP Orange. At 0952 artillery fire by UAR forces and at 0957
artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0958 and
by Israel forces at 1005. At 1528 artillery fire by UAR forces and at
1-537 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR
forces at 1538 and by Israel forces at 1550. Between 1639 and 1655
sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 1657 and 1658 artillery
fire by UAR forces. At 2258 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and
at 2318 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
2320 and by UAR forces at 2335-

(i) OP Green. Between 1018 and 1026 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(j) OP Foxtrot. Between 1739 and 17̂ 6 artillery fire by UAR forces

f~~~ "2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports, unless otherwise
stated, all identified aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Where
aircraft were unidentified, reason for non-identification is given in
accompanying parentheses. Weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Lima. Between 0807 and 0827 two Super-Mystere and two
Skyhawk aircraft attacked target south-west of OP. Between 1316 and
1332 four Skyhawk aircraft attacked target south-west of OP. Between
1352 and IkOQ one Vautour, two Super-Mystere and two Skyhawk aircraft
attacked target south-west of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during
the first and last attacks. All attacks confirmed by OP Red.

(b) OP Kilo. At 0820 one Vautour aircraft crossed Canal east to
west south of OP.

(c) OP Copper. Between 0915 and 0920 two Super-Mystere and one
/*-- unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked target north of OP. Between

1̂ 10 and l4l6 four unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked target
north of OP.

(d) OP Green. Between 1350 and 1358 a number of unidentified
aircraft (distance) attacked target south-south-west of OP.

"3 • Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Yellow. At 1101 several single machine-gun shots, fired by
Israel forces, passed 2 metres over the OP caravan.

"b. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5- Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 10 July 1970

was received on 11 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP. reports on. ground activity.

-(a) OP Romeo. Between 0606— and 0607 machine-gun fire by Israel forces

(b) OP Four. Between 0719 and 0720 small-arms fire "by Israel forces
(see also paragraph 3)»

(c) OP Three. Between l6lO and 1615 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(d) OP Two. Between 1715 and 1730 sporadic machine-gun fire and
between 2655 and 2058 intense machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Five. Between 17̂ 9 and 1803 spor̂ d̂ ic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

"2. OP report on air activity.

OP Seven. At 13̂ 0 and at 13̂ 5 "two Phantom aircraft observed flying
north to south, east of OP.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Four. Between 0719 and 0720 four rounds of small-arms fire by
Israel forces passed through the OP site, ten metres west of the caravan.
There were no Syrian forces personnel in the vicinity."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15501
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 10 July 1970

was received on 11 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UMTSO:

wl. OP^ reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Hotel. Between OU31-/ and 0̂ 32 mortar fire by UAR forces.
At 0508 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 0525 artillery fire by
UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0526 and by Israel forces at
05U8 4 At C722 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces.
At C738 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 07̂ 7 mortar fire, which
ceased immediately, by UAH forces. Fire by Israel forces ceased at
0815. Between 1155 and 1159, between lUlO and ll£3, at 1553 and between
1928 and 19̂ 5 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 2055 and 2110
mortar fire by Israel forces. At 2112 mortar fire, which ceased
immediately, by UkR forces.

(b) OP Copper. Between OW and OUU9 artillery fire, between 0751
and 0753 sporadic artillery fire, between 08U3 anet 0858 two mortar bombs,
between 1U36 and 1U40, between 1509 and 1512 artillery fire, at 15̂ 4
two rounds of artillery fire, between 163̂  and K&O artillery fire, all
by UAR forces .

(c) OP Echo. At Oi*51 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, between
0750 arid 0852 mortar and artillery fire, between 1̂ 36 and iW), between
1503 and 1512, between 15̂  and 15̂ 5 artillery fire and between 1633 and
16̂ 0 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At 2020 machine-gun fire by UAR
forces and at 2030 tank and machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 2126 and by UAR forces at 2130.

(d) OP Yellow. Between 0511 and 0533 sporadic artillery fire and
between 08l3 and OQ2k mortar and sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UWTSO in the Suez
Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-151*80 /...
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Between 0832 and 0839 small-arms fire and at 1̂ 51 two mortar bombs by
UAR forces. At 1635 two artillery rounds and between 1905 and 19l8
sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Foxtrot. Between 0518 and 0530 artillery fire by Israel
forces .

(f) OP Kilo. Between 0621 and 0623 mortar fire by UAR forces.
Between 1036 and 10̂ 9 artillery fire by Israel forces (see also paragraph 3)
Between 1059 and 1107 artillery fire, between 1626 and 1632 mortar fire
andb-stween 2007 and 2029 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(g) OP Green. At 08l8 two tank rounds by Israel forces. Between
1517 and 1519 two tank rounds by UAR forces.

(h) OP Red. At 0919 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and
at 09*i2 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces which ceased at 09U7 but
recommenced at 1025, Fire by UAR forces ceased at 1030 and by Israel
forces at 1033. Between 1607 and 1609 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Lima. At 1010 machine-gun fire by UAR forces and at 1011
artil.V-ry fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1055 and
by Israel forces at 1106.

(,j) OP Orange. Between 1522 and 1528 and between 1659 and 1700
artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 1710 and 1719 machine-gun fire by
Israel forces. At 173̂  one round of artillery fire by UAR forces. Between
1809 and 1959 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3)»
At 2028 and at 2115 one round of artillery fire e&ch time by UAR forces.
Eetweer 2228 and 2230 mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 2231 and

artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non- identification is given in accompanying parentheses.
Weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Red. Between 0759 and 0900 eight Phantom aircraft attacked
target west of OP.

("0) OP Lima. Between 0800 and 0901 ten Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target south-west of OP.

(c) OP Copper. Between 0859 and 0935 eight Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked targets south-west of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during the
attack. The attack was confirmed by OP Echo.

(d) OP Green. At 09M* two Mirage aircraft crossed the Canal from
west to east over the OP.
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(e) OP Echo. At 10̂ 3 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from west
to east over the OP. Between 1115 and 1238 forty-three Skyhawk, four
Phantom and two Vautour aircraft attacked targets west and north-west of OP.
Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during this attack. Attack confirmed by OP
Copper.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Kilo. Between 1036 and 10U9 several artillery rounds, fire
by Israel forces, impacted between hO to 80 metres south of the OP and
30 to 100 metres north of the OP. UAR forces personnel were in the
vicinity.

(b) OP Orange. At 1939 and at 19̂ 7 one artillery round each time
impacted 70 metres and UO metres respectively from the OP. There were
no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity and the OP was illuminated.

"U. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. OP Kilo. Superficial damage to walls and
sand bags and splinters.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."



UNI TED N A T I O N S

S E C U R I T Y
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Distr.
GENERAL

S/7930/Add.828
10 July 1970

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 9 July 1970

was received on 10 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UJMTSO:

reports.
f-. /

(a) OP Yoke. At 052U— machine-gun fire by Israel forces and at
the same time mortar fire by unidentified party. Fire ceased by unidentified
party at 0529 and by Israel forces at 0530. Between 2001 and 2002 machine-
gun fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Two. Between 08U9 and 0912, between 1226 and 1227, between
1320 and 1322 and between 16̂ 5 and 1655 machine-gun fire and between
1826 and 1830 machine-gun fire and mortar flares, all by Israel forces.

(c) OP Five. Between 1735 and l800 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces . \

v

(d) OP Six. Between 19W3 and 19^9 mortar flares by Israel forces.

(e) OP Three. Between 221+5 and 2250 and between 2312 and 2317
machine-gun fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, .para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15̂
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C O U N C I L 10 July 1970

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 9 July 1970

was received on 10 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP—' reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) .OP Foxtrot. Between 0523-' and 0535 artillery fire "by Israel

forces.

(b) OP Kilo. Between 05*4-3 and 0555 mortar fire "by Israel forces.
Between 0625 and 0656 mortar fire by UAR forces. At 0705 mortar and
artillery fire by Israel forces and at 0713 mortar and artillery fire
by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0719 and by UAR forces
at 0725. Between 10*4-*4- and 1053, between 163*4- and 16*4-3 and between
1705 and 1733 artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Copper. Between 0555 and 0557 two mortar bombs, between
0803 and 03*4-1 sporadic mortar and artillery fire and between 1513 and
160*4- sporadic mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between'1935 and 19*4-0
and between 2011 and 2012 mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 2011*
and 2022 sporadic mortar and machine-gun fire and' between 2053 and 2053
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Green. Between 0707 and 071*4- sporadic tank fire, at 11*4-5
two tank rounds and between l60l and 1655 small-arms fire, all by
Israel forces.

(e) OP Red. At 0727 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at
0732 mortar fire .by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0732 and
by Israel forces at 073*4-. Between 031*4- and 03l6 artillery fire by Israel
forces. At 083*4- one mortar bomb by UAR forces. At 0350 ten mortar bombs
and between 0910 and 0913 mortar fire by Israel forces. At 091*4- one
mortar bomb, between 1121 and 1123 mortar fire, between 1253 and 1315>
between 1*4-03 and 1*4-23 and between 1*4-50 and 1523 sporadic artillery fire,
all by UAR forces. Between 1537 and 15*4-2 mortar fire by Israel forces.
Between 1630 and 1635 two rounds of artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1715
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at 17*4-0 mortar fire by Israel forces

- Fire ceased by Israel forces at 17*4-2 and by UAR forces at 17*4-3. At I3l6

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established
"" by UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222,para.2

2/ All tines GMT. /..,
70-15̂ *4-2
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sporadic mortar and, later, four rounds of artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 1320 sporadic mortar fire "by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1355 and by UAR forces at 1900. Betveen 1920 and 1921 mortar
fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Hotel. Betveen 0735 and 07*4.3 and betveen 0301 and 0809
artillery fire, at 090*4. and at 1119 mortar fire (ceasing immediately),
between 1*4-02 and 1*4-37 mortar and artillery fire, betveen 1503 and 1512
and betveen 1615 and 1630 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At 16*4-1 mortar
fire, vhich ceased immediately, by Israel forces (see also paragraph 3).
At 1650 mortar fire, vhich ceased immediately, by UAR forces.

(g) OP Echo. Betveen 030*4- and 0331 artillery fire ana betveen 1533
and 1602 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Lima. Betveen 0325 and 0327 artillery fire, betveen 1121
and 1123 mortar fire, betveen 1309 and 133*4- and betveen 1*4-2*4- and 1*1-30
artillery fire, all by UAR forces. At 1505 artillery and mortar fire
by UAR forces and at 1533 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
UAR'forces at 1537 and by Israel forces at 15*4-2. Betveen 1735 and 1353
mortar fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Yellov. At 1215 sporadic mortar fire and one round of
artillery fire by UAR forces and at 1229 sporadic mortar fire by Israel'
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 12*1-3 and by UAR forces at 12*4-9.

(j) OP Orange. Betveen 170*1- and 1709 intense mortar and artillery
fire by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3)« v

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; vhere aircraft vere unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses.
Targets vere on the vest side of the Canal and veapons used vere bombs.

(a) OP Orange. Betveen 0805 and 0811 three Skyhavk aircraft crossed
Canal from east to vest over the OP. At 1011 tvo Skyhavk aircraft attacked
target vest of OP. Betveen 1212 and 12*4-2 tvo Skyhavk aircraft and an
unknown number of unidentified aircraft (high altitude and distance)
attacked targets vest of OP.

(b) OP Red. Betveen 03*4-3 and 0357 four Super-My ste" re aircraft
attacked target vest of OP. Betveen 1923 and 1935 an unknown number of
unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked target south-south-vest of OP.
Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during both attacks.
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( c ) OP Copper . Between 0853 and 0903 four Super -MysteTe aircraft
attacked target north-west of OP. Between 0919 and 09̂ 1 two Super -Myst&re
and three unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked target west of OP.
Ack-ack by UAR forces during the second attack. At 0950' two Super-Myste're
aircraft crossed the Canal from east to west north of OP.' At 102*1 two
unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked target west of OP. Attack ceased
immediately. Between 10̂ 2 and 10i|-5 three Super-Myste're aircraft attacked
target north of OP. Attack confirmed by OP Echo. Between 1119 and 1132
three unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked target north of OP.
Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during the last attack.

(d) OP Echo. Between 0353 and 09̂ 1 six Phantom and six unidentified
aircraft (clouds) attacked target north-west of OP. At 1023 one
unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked target north-west of OP, Between
1356 and ikok one Phantom and two unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked

( target west of OP. This attack confirmed by OP Copper. Ack-ack fire by
UAR forces during the first and last attacks .

(e) OP Green. At 1009 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked target north
of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At l3l6 one unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked with napalm target south of OP. Attack ceased
immediately .

(f ) OP Hotel. At 1157 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from west
to east over the OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during this crossing.
Between 1312 and 1318 one Super-Myste're and one unidentified aircraft
(clouds) attacked target north-west of OP.

V
(g) OP Yellow. Between 1312 and 1317 an unknown number of unidentified

aircraft (altitude and clouds) attacked target south-west of OP.

f̂  "3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. At l64l three mortar rounds
fired by Israel forces impacted 80 to 100 metres north of ICC. There were
no UAR forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) OP Orange. Between 1706 and 1707 two artillery shells fired by
UAR forces impacted 50 metres from the OP shelter. There were no Israel
forces personnel in the vicinity.

"k. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 8 July 1970

was received on 9 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"Opi/ reports.

, (a) OP Seven. At 0153— machine-gun and mortar fire by unidentified
party and at 0155 machine-gun and mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased, by unidentified party at 0215 and by Israel forces at 0220.

(b) OP Two. Between 08o4 and 0815 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Five. Between 17̂ 0 and 17̂ 4 machine-gun fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15391
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ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 8 July 1970 was

received on 9 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP—' reports on ground activity.
2 /

(a) OP Echo. Between 0300—' and 031̂  machine-gun, recoilless gun and
artillery fire and between 0912 and 091̂ - artillery fire by UAR forces.

(b) -OP Yellow. At 071̂ - sporadic artillery and, later, mortar fire by
Israel forces and, immediately after, small-arms, mortar and artillery fire
by UAR forcea (see paragraph 3).- Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0723 and by
Israel forces at 0733. Between 07̂ 7 and 0753 sporadic artillery fire by
UAR forces.

(c) OP Copper. Between 0720 and -07.25, between 0830 and 0835, between
0900 and 0929 and between 11̂ 1 and 1210 sporadic artillery fire, between
12̂ 1 and 12U* and between l6l5 and l6l6 mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(d) OP Hotel. At 0727 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 07̂ 0
recoilless gun fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 07̂ 2 and
by Israel forces at 07̂ 7. Between Iol6 and 1631 and between 1859 and 1905
artillery fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Red. At 0755 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and at
080U sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at
0838 and by Israel.forces at 0841. At 0903 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces and at 0910 two artillery rounds by UAR forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 0927. At 0953 two artillery rounds by Israel forces.
Between 1253 and 1301 ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At 1551 one burst of
machine-gun fire (see paragraph 3), between l6l3 and l620 three rounds of
artillery fire and at 1636 one artillery round, all by UAR forces.

(f) OP Lima. Between 0756 and 08U7 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between l6l8 and 1636 artillery fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established
by UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2,

2f All times GMT.

70-15386
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(g) OP Kilo. Between 0819 and 08**-7 mortar and artillery fire,
between 1017 and 1019 artillery fire, between 10*4-1 and 10*44 mortar and
artillery fire, and between 1101 and 1115 mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(h) OP Orange. Between 1153 and 1235 ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
Between 1630 and 1706 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(i) OP Foxtrot. Between 1339 and 1*4O2 and between l*4-*4-6 and 1*4-5*4-
artillery fire by Israel forces.

(j) OP Green. Between 1630 and 1655 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraftj where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Targets
were on the west side of the Canal, and unless otherwise stated weapons
used were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. Between 0600 and 0602, between 0619 and 0620, between
0730 and 0731 and at 07*4-8 two unidentified aircraft (clouds and sun)
attacked with bombs and rockets targets north of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR
forces during the second attack. Between 0926 and 1017 three Super-Mystere,
two Ouragan and five unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked targets
south-west, west and north of OP. At the same time, ack-ack fire by UAR
forces. At 0957 two UAR forces MIG-21 aircraft attacked with cannon fire
target north of OP on the east side of the Canal. Between IQkk and 10*4-7
three unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked target south-south-west of
OP. At the same time ack-ack fire by UAR forces- Between 1*4-50 and 1*4-58
four Ouragan aircraft attacked target 1 kilometre west of OP. Between
1525 and 1531 two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target 1 kilometre
west-south-west of OP. During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
Between l8l8 and 1820 and between 1857 and 1910 two unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked targets north of OP. The last four attacks were
confirmed by OP Echo.

(b) OP Orange. Between 0657 and 0716 four Super-Mystere, two
Skyhawk and a number of unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked
target south-west of OP. At the same time ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
At 13̂ 7 two Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from west to east over the OP.

(c) OP Echo. Between 0926 and 0928 an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (distance) attacked target north-west of OP. Between 09*4-6 and
1020 six Skyhawk and four unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked targets
west and north-west of OP. Between 10*4-3 and 1107 four Super-Mystere and
four unidentified aircraft (clouds) attacked with bombs and strafing targets
west and north-west of OP. During the last two attacks ack-acli fire by
UAR forces. At 1*4-12 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to west
15.kilometres south of OP.
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(d) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 1027 and 1037
one Phantom and one Mirage aircraft attacked with bombs and rockets target
west of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Red. Between 11*4-9 and 1209 seven Phantom aircraft crossed
Canal from east to west over the OP. At 1232 two Phantom aircraft and
between 1320 and 1329 three Phantom aircraft and at 1*4-10 two Phantom
aircraft crossed Canal from east to west over the OP and 5 kilometres
north of OP. During overflights ack-ack fire by UAR forces. After the
second crossing several heavy explosions heard on the west side
approximately 30 kilometres west-south-west of OP.

(f) OP Kilo. At 1329 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from west
to east over the OP. Between 1359 and lUlO four Phantom aircraft crossed
Canal from east to west over the OP and 2 kilometres south of OP.

(g) OP Green. At 1*4-1̂  two unidentified aircraft (height) crossed
Canal from east to west 15 kilometres south and recrossed 10 kilometres
south of OP.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Yellow. Between 0714 and 0716 seven rifle shots, fired
by UAR forces, passed a few metres above the OP caravan. There were no
Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) OP Echo relief patrol. At 0715 one mortar bomb, fired by
Israel forces, impacted approximately 30 metres^from the OP Echo relief
patrol. There were no UAR forces personnel in th& vicinity, and movement
was co-ordinated.

(c) OP Red. At 1551 one burst of machine-gun fire by UAR forces
f passed within 10 metres of the OP caravan. There were no Israel forces

personnel in the vicinity.

"*4-. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) Unitjrl Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 7 July 1970 was
received on 8 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OF̂  reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Yoke. Between 0509-/ and 0513 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces.

(b) OP Two. Between 0758 and 0826 rifle fire and between 1745 and 17̂ 8
sporadic machine-gua fire and mortar flares by Israel forces.

"2. OP report on air activity.

OP One. At 1239 two unidentified aircraft crossed the area between the
limits of the forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines
flying north-east to south-west of OP. United Rations Military Observers were
unable to identify type or nationality of aircraft owing to distance."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add,222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15310
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C O U N C I L 8 July 19T°
ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 7 July 1970

was received on 8 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP-'reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Echo. Between O6l8-/and 0638 and between 12̂ 3 and 1250 artillery
fire and between 1522 and 1710 artillery and mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

'(b) .OP Copper. Between 0625 and 063*4- and between 09̂ 3 and 09̂ 7 mortar
fire, between 1015 and 1018, between 12̂ 0 and 12kk and between 1553 and 1710,
on each occasion, sporadic mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Lima. Between 0755 and 0802 mortar fire, between 1000 and 1001
artillery fire and between 1501 and l6l2 mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(d) OP Hotel. Between 0757 and 08l8 artillery fire by UAR forces. At
0822 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. At 08U6 mortar
fire by UAR forces and at 0939 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 09̂ 0 and by UAR forces at 09̂ 2. Between 1037 and 1110
recoilless rifle and mortar fire and at 1258 mortar fire, which ceased
immediately, by UAR forces. Between lU^2 and 1̂ 55 artillery fire by Israel
forces. Between 1507 and 1511 artillery fire and at 1532 mortar fire, which
ceased immediately, by UAR forces. Between 1636 and Ib53 artillery fire by
Israel forces. Between 1727 and 1758 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Yellow. At 0813 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0833
sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0835 and
by Israel forces at 0838. Between 1335 and 1̂ 00 sporadic mortar fire by UAR
forces. Between 1̂ 5̂  and 1̂ 56 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.
Between 1501 and 1502 mortar fire by UAR forces. At 172̂  sporadic artillery
fire by Israel forces and at 16V7 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1650 and by Israel forces at 1653.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established by
UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15305
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(f) OP Green. At 0903 one round of mortar fire by UAR forces. Between
1657 and 1710 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(g) OP Red. Between 1001 and 1002 and "between 1̂ 10 and 1̂ 15 sporadic
artillery fire "by UAR forces. At 1530 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces
and at 1607 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1627 and by UAR forces at 1637.

(h) OP- Orange. Between l6l2 and 1627 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces. Between 16̂ 6 and 1705 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces.
Between 1720 and 1721 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Kilo. Between 1718 and 1727 artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified, reason
for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Targets were
on the west' side of the Canal, and unless otherwise stated weapons used were
bombs.

(a) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 06̂ 7 and 0652 two
Phantom aircraft attacked target west of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by
UAR forces.

(b) OP Lima. At 0703 two Mirage aircraft crossed the Canal from west to
east.

(c) OP Orange. Between 07l6 and 0730 two Phantom and two Vautour
aircraft attacked with bombs and cannon fire target south-west of OP and at
0735 four Skyhawk aircraft crossed the Canal from>east to west. Between 0806
and 0822 two Phantom, two Vautour and two Skyhawk aiVcraft and between 1̂ 403 and
1̂ 07 four Super-Mystere aircraft attacked targets south-west of OP. During
the two latter attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Green. Between 0853 and 0859 four unidentified aircraft (far
distance, high altitude) attacked target south-south-west of OP. Between
100̂  and 1007 four Super-Mystere aircraft and between 1157 and 1203 three
Super-Mystere aircraft attacked targets south of OP. During the two latter
attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Copper. Between 1530 and 1535 two unidentified aircraft (clouds)
attacked target north of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

nh. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5« Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 6 July 1970

was received on 7 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"Report fron OP Two (MR 2306-2736)• Between OU02 and 0^05 GMT, between
OS^O and 0835 GMT mortar fire and between 18*40 and 1850 GMT sporadic
machine-gun and mortar flares, all by Israel forces."

70-15216
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

6 July 1970 -was received on 7 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP-̂  reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Copper. At 0022-7 machine-gun fire by Israel forces and at

0025 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at
0027 and by Israel forces at 0029. Between 0731 and 0750 sporadic mortar
and artillery fire, between 08̂ 0 and 085̂ 4 sporadic artillery fire,
between 091o and 0920 sporadic mortar fire, and at 1̂ 55 ̂ ne mortar bomb,
all by UAR forces.

(b) OP Hotel. Between 0352 and 0355 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. Between OU25 and 0̂ 31 mortar fire, between Ob52 and 0717 and
between 0920 and 0925 artillery fire, between 0959 and 1C06, between
1057 and 1100, between 1215 and 1216, between \LU05 and 1502, between
1532 and 1538 and between 1629 and 1635 mortar fire on each occasion, all
by UAR forces.

(c) OP Yellow. Between 0710 and 0712 sporadic artillery fire by
UAR forces. At 0725 sporadic machine-gun fire and two tank-gun r'ounds
by Israel forces and at 0737 one artillery round by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 07̂ 0. At 0952 sporadic mortar fire and cne rifle
shot ty UAR forces and at 1005. sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Israel, forces at 1017 and by UAR forces at 1018 (see also
paragraph 3)- Between l6lh and 1U20 and between 1653 and 165̂  mortar fire
by UAR forces.

(d) OP Kilo. At 0729 (ceasing immediately), between 1615 and 1629
and at l6U9 (ceasing immediately) artillery fire by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established
by UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222,
para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15211 - /..
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(e) OP Echo. Bet-ween 0732 and 0735 artillery fire, between 0831 and
C833 recoilless rifle fire, between 0851 and 0905, at 092U and at 0958
artillery fire, which ceased immediately on last two occasions, all by
UAR forces.

(f) OP Red. At 0738 sporadic mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 0750 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 0753 and by UAR forces at 075̂ . Between 1010 and 1052 sporadic
artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1637 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces
and at Io57 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1658 and by UAR forces at 1733- At 1836 machine-gun fire by
UAR forces arid at 18U2 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at luU3 and by UAR forces at 1850.

(g) OP Foxtrot. Between 10U9 and 110U artillery fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Lima. At 1632 tnortar fire by UAR forces and at 1651 mortar
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1705 and by Israel
forces at 1721. Between 1755 and 1803 machine-gun fire and between 1825
and 1856 machine-gun and artillery fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Green. Between Io55 and 1725 sporadic small-arms fire by
Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks,
where relevant,, were carried out against targets" On the west side of the
Canal, and weapons employed were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. The following attacks were carried out against targets
ranging from north through north-west to west of OP: between 05̂ 0 and 05̂ -2
by two Super-Mystere aircraft, between C8UO and C8Ul by two Super-Mystere
aircraft (confirmed by OP Echo), between 0857 and 0858 by two Super-Mystere
aircraft (confirmed by OP Echo), between 09̂ -5 and 1000 by one Super-Mystere
and one unidentified aircraft (sun glare), between 12̂ 0 and 12̂ 1 by two
Skyhawk aircraft, between 132U and 1337 "by two Skyhawk and a further
unknown number of unidentified aircraft (high altitude), between 1̂ -13 and
Iklh by one Skyhawk aircraft, between 1̂ 33 and l^U by one Super-Mystere
aircraft, between 1̂ 59 and 1500 by two Super-Mystere aircraft and between
1553 and l-oOO by four Skyhawk aircraft (confirmed by OP Echo). Ack-ack
fire by UAR forces during the last five attacks. Between 182U and 1826
two unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked target north of OP.

(b) OP Green. The following attacks were carried out against targets
south-west of OP: at 075° (ceasing immediately) by two unidentified
aircraft (high altitude and distance), between 08l̂  and C825 by four
unidentified aircraft (high altitude and distance) and between 1159 and 1201
by two Skyhawk aircraft. Between 1220 and 1230 four unidentified aircraft
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(distance) attacked target south- south -west of OP.. Ack«-ack fire "by
UAR forces during the last two attacks. - •

(c) OP Echo. Between 1010 and 1012 two unidentified aircraft (high
altitude) and between 1057 abd 1059 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets
south-west of OP. Between 1̂ 12 and lUlU and between 1515 'and 151? two
Skyhawk aircraft, each time, attacked target north-w$st of OP. Ack-ack
fire by UAR forces during the latter two attacks.

(d) OP Lima. At 1058 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west. Aircraft recrossed from west to east at 1103. Ack-a.ck fire by UAR
forces during these overflights. ' . •

(e) OP Red. Between 1059 and 110U one unidentified aircraft
(poor visibility) attacked target far west of OP. Between 1330 and
133̂  one Skyhawk aircraft attacked target south -south- west of OP.
Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during both attacks.

(f) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 1152 and
two Phantom aircraft attacked target west of OP. Report confirmed by
OP Yellow.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations and personnel.

OP Yellow. At 1013 one rifle shot, fired by UAR' forces, struck the
protective sand wall to the west of the OP. At the time of this incident
one United Nations Military Observer was on the r.pof of the OP shelter
and there were no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"h. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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* Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 5 July 1970

was received on 6 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

reports

<J(a) OP Three. Between 000c£ and 0010 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(b) OP Yoke. Between 0705 and 0708 sporadic mortar and machine-gun
fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. Between l6U8 and 1755 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces."

_!/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15161
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

5 July 1970 was received on 6 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP-/ 'reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Yellow. At OOl£F sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces, at 0023
sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased "by Israel forces at 00̂ 0
and by UAR forces at 0052. At 0755 "tank and sporadic artillery and mortar
fire by UAR forces and at 0756 tank gun and machine-gun fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0807 and by UAR forces at 0819. Between 0856
and 0858 ack-ack fire and between 1558 and 1636 sporadic mortar fire by UAR
forces, at 1708 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1725 sporadic
mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1728 and by UAR
forces at 1729.

(b) OP Copper. Between 0440 and 044l tank fire by Israel forces.
Between 0441 and Okk-2. mortar fire by UAR forces/' At 0721 artillery and mortar
fire by UAR forces and at 0808 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 0811 and by UAR forces at 0813. Between 0959 and 1012
artillery fire, between 1036 and 1048, between 1̂ 10 and 1̂ 26, between 1̂ 02 and
1512, each time, sporadic mortar fire and at 2231 one mortar bomb, all by
UAR forces.

(c) OP Green. Between 0559 and 0603 tank gun fire, and between 16̂ 5
and 17̂ 3 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between 2000 and 2035
machine-gun fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Orange. Between 0620 and 0623 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Hotel. At 0700 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, between
0722 and 071+6 artillery fire, between OQok and 09l8 sporadic artillery fire,
all by UAR forces. Between 0924 and 0925 mortar fire by Israel forces.
Between 1120 and 1145 mortar fire by UAR forces. At 1510 mortar fire by
UAR forces and at 1518 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR
forces at 1531 and by Israel forces at 1534. At 2255 mortar fire, which
ceased immediately, by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez
Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15156
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(f) OP Echo. At 0722 artillery fire by UAR forces and at 0810 artillery
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0812 and by UAR
forces at 0813. Between 0958 and 1012 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Red. Between 0835 and 0836 mortar fire by UAR forces. At 1708
sporadic mortar.fire by Israel forces and at 1710 sporadic mortar, artillery
and rocket fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1752 and by
Israel forces at 1805. At 18̂ 0 sporadic artillery and rocket fire by UAR
forces and at 1832 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1836 and by UAR forces at 1842.

(h) OP Kilo. Between 1547 and 1602 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Lima. Between 1737 and 1755 rifle and mortar fire and between
1832 and 1842 artillery and mortar fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft are Israel forces. Where aircraft are unidentified, reason for
non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. All targets are on
the west side of the Canal, and all weapons used are bombs.

(a) OP Lima. At 0721 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west. At 1156 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to west. During
both crossings, ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Yellow. Between 0840 and 085! two Phantom aircraft attacked
target north-wesc of the OP. Between 1256 and 1259 two Phantom aircraft
attacked target south-vest of OP. During the-latter attack, ack-ack fire
by UAR forces.

(c) OP Green. Between 0905 and 0910 an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (altitude and distance) attacked target south-south-west of OP.
Between 1533 and 1537 an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (altitude
and distance) attacked target south-south-west of OP. During the latter
attack, ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Echo. Between 0940 and 0945 two unidentified aircraft (altitude
and distance) attacked target north-west of OP. Report confirmed by OP
Copper. Between 1232 and 1238 two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target
north-west of OP. Report confirmed by OP Copper. During both attacks,
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Foxtrot. At 1159 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from west
to east.

(f) OP Hotel. Between 1256 and 1258 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target north-west of OP. During the attack, ack-ack fire and one ground to
air missile by UAR forces.
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"3. Firing at or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"U. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on k July 1970

was received on 5 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

reports.

(a) OP Two. Between 0110-/ and 0130 intense machine-gun fire and
between 1715 and 1725 sporadic machine-gun and rifle fire by Israel forces,

(b) OP Seven. Between 0530 and 0612 sporadic machine-gun fire, between
1830 and 1833 machine-gun fire and two flares, and between 2250 and 2251
machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(c) CP Yoke. Between 0712 and 0718 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces.

(d) OP November. Between 1312 and 1313 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(e) OP Five. Between 173U and 1739 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria - sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

4 July 1970 was received on 5 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OF-/ reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OF Copper. AL 0521-7 one mortar bomb, between 0555 and Ool9

sporadic mortar fire, between 075j and 0833 sporadic mortar and artillery
fire, between 0655 and 0914, between 0949 and 0955., between 10̂ 6 and 1059,,
between 1103 and 1125, each time, mortar and artillery fire, at 1214 one
grcuncl-to-air missile, between loll and 1629 mortar fire, between 2025 and
2026 t;i or tar fire, all by UAR forces.

(b) OF Hotel. Between 0630 and 0640 artillery fire, between Oul2 and
0815, between 0905 and 090; , between 1155 and 11543 between 1430 and 1517,
each time, mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1557 and 15;-8 mortar
fire by Israel forces. Between 1545 and 1544 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(c) OF Orange. At 0656 one mortar bomb followed by artillery fire by
UAR forces and at 0715 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
UAR forces at 0720 a ad by Israel forces at 0756. At 1223 ack-ack fire,
which ceased immediately, by UAR forces.

(d) OF Yellow. At 0&59 sporadic mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 0700 machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at
0712 and by Israel forces at 0725- At 0902 and at 1255 sne mortar borr.b, each
time, between 15l8 and 1521, between 165.;) and lo"59, between 1756 and 1757,
each time, mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At 2324 sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces and at 2j?45 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased
by UAR forces at 2351 and by Israel forces at 2553.

(e) OP Kilo. Bet-weeri 0705 and 0735 and between 1723 and 172':, --ch
time, artillery fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Echo. Between 0753 and 0331, between Ob'55 and C913, be! ween
1110 and 1113 artillery fire, each time, by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts establish-;-.!
by UNTSO in the Sues Canal sec cor are given in document 3/7930/Add.222, para. ;

2/ All times GMT.

70-15145 /...
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(g) OF Red. Between 0823 and 082̂  artillery lire, between 1115 and
1159 sporadic mortar fire., at 1̂ 35 and at 1̂ 50, each time, one mortar
bomb., all by UAR forces. At 1550 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and
at loOB tank and mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces
at lolO and by Israel forces at 1619. Between 1707 and 1718 mortar and
artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1727 and 17̂ 5 rocket fire by
UAR forces. -

(h) OP Gree-, At 1005 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and at
lOlo mortar fire cy UAR forces. Fire ceased by both parties at 1019
(United Nations Military Observers could not determine which party ceased
fire first). Between 1050 and 1105 mortar fire by UAR forces. At 1110
sporadic tank fire by Israel forces and at 1129 sporadic mortar fire by
UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1157 and by UAR forces at
115̂ . Between 1330 and 1332 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. At 133̂
three' mortar bombs and between 165U and 1720 small-arms fire, all by
Israel forces.

(i) OP Lima. Between 1112 and 1203 mortar fire and at 1̂ 51 mortar
fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. At 15̂ -5 mortar and
recoilless gun fire by UAR forces and at 15̂ 8 mortar fire by Israel forces,
which ceased at 1550 but recommenced at 1615. Fire ceased by both parties
at K 18 (UNMOs could not determine which party ceased fire first). Between
1̂ 3̂  a^d 1657 mortar fire by UAR forces. Between Io52 and 1721 rnortar and
artillery fire by Icrael forces. Between 1730 and 17̂ -1 mortar fire by
UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces: where aircraft were unidentified, reason for
non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Targets were on
the west side of the Canal, and unless otherwise stated weapons used were
bO'.nbs .

(a) OP Kilo. Between 0723 and 0726 four Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target due west of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Red. Belween 0723 and 0727 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target north-west of OP. Between 09̂ 8 and 0952 one Skyhawk aircraft
attacked target south-west of OP. During the last attack ack-ack fire by
UAR forces.

(c) OF Orange. Between 0901 and 0905 two Phantom aircraft attacked
target•south-west of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Foxtrot. Between 1150 and 1155 two Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked target north-west of OP. Report confirmed by OP Hotel.
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(e) Ismailia Control Centre. Bet-ween 1209 and 1212 four Phantom
aircraft attacked targets 35 kilometres west of Control Centre. During
che attack ack-ack fire and four ground-t.o-air missiles by UAR forces.
Between 1323 and 1331 four Ouragan aircraft attacked target -west of
Control Centre. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Copper. Bet-ween 12̂ 40 and I2ko and between 1358 and loOl, each
time., two Skyhawk aircraft attacked target south-west and south of OP,
respectively. During bhe first attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Echo. Between 12̂ 5 and 1248 one Skyhawk and two unidentified
aircraft (sunshine) attacked targets north-west of OP. Between 1559 and
Iu04 four Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from east to west over the OP.
During the attack and the crossing ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between
lô -̂ and 1850 an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked
with bombs and napalm carget north of OP.

(h) OP Yellow. Between 152̂  and 1332 an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (distance and altitude) attacked with cannon target south-west of
OP. Between 1̂ -37 and ikhk- two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target west
of OP. Between loOO and 1806 two Vautour aircraft attacked target west of

OP. During the three attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Ml.

"U. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. ITo reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 3 July 1970

was received on 4 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UKTSO:

"OP-/ reports.
"/ N 9/

(a) OP Three. Between QQ±2-J and 0015 intense machine-gun fire and
two flares and between 1710 and 1723 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(b) OP Yoke, Between 0805 and 0810 sporadic nachine-^un fire and
three mortar rounds and between 1700 and 1711 sporadic machine-gun fire and
four mortar rounds_, by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. Between 08Sp and 0856 and between 1725 and 1727 machine-gun
fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP One. Between 1706 and 1710 sporadic machine-gun ana small-arms
fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Five. Between 1803 and 1608 and between 2130 and 21J8 sporadic
machine-^un fire by Israel forces.

(f) OP Seven. At 1907 and at 19̂ 6 each time machine-gun fire, which
ceased immediately, by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UKTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document G/7930/Add.222, oara. 2.

2j All times GMT.

70-15113
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

3 July 1970 was received on U July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OF̂  reports on ground activity,

(a) OP Hotel, Between VjZJ' and 0601 machine-gun and artillery fire
by Israel forces. Between 0610 and 0617 artillery fire, at 0726 and at 1135
mortar firej which ceased immediately each time, between 120̂  and 1230 mortar
fire, at l^A mortar fire, which ceased immediately, between 1330 and 1338
mortar fire, all by UAH forces. At 1̂ 32 mortar fire by UAR forces and at
llj-53 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
UAR forces at 1̂ 58. At 152̂  mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1525 mortar
fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1528 and by UAR forces at
1529.

(b) OP Yellow. At 05*4-8 mortar and sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 0550 sporadic artillery, machine-gun and tank fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at O6l0 and by UAR forces at Ool6. Between
0855 and 0906 ack-ack fire and three mortar bombs, .between 1250 and 1253 mortar
fire and at 1539 three mortar bombs, all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Red. Between 0730 and 07̂ 1 three mortar bombs by UAR forces.
At 0800 intense mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0802 mortar fire, which
ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0803.
At 1528 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1529 mortar fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1530 and by UAR forces at 1531. Between 1753
and 175̂  mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 1755 and 1758 mortar fire by
UAR forces.

(d) OP Lima. At 0752 mortar fire, which ceased immediately and between
0917 and 0930 mortar fire, by UAR forces. At 1619 mortar fire by Israel
forces and at l622 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at
l£2b and by Israel forces at 1627. At 1723 artillery fire by Israel forces
and at 1726 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
and by UAR forces at 1750.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para, 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-15108
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(e) OP Copper. Between 0823 and 0828, between 092*1 and 0926, between
1018 and 1020 each time sporadic mortar fire. Between 10*fO and lo4l three
artillery shells, between 1203 and 1209 mortar and artillery fire, between
1233 and 1237 and between 132̂  and 1337 each time sporadic mortar fire,
between 1559 and 1701 sporadic mortar and artillery fire, all by UM forces

(f) OP Kilo. Between 0928 and 09̂ 2, between 102U and 1026 and at
artillery fire (ceasing immediately), all by UAR forces.

(g) OP Orange. Between 1029 and 1032 artillery fire, between lUl*3 and
1501 mortar fire (see also paragraph 3), all by UAR forces. Between l6lU
and l6l6 mortar fire by Israel forces. Between l6l7 and 163̂  sporadic mortar
fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Green. Between 1505 and 1511 mortar fire by UAR forces and
between 1652 and 1720 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(i) OP Echo. Between 1620 and 16̂ 5 artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified aircraft
were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified, reason for
non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Targets were on
the west side of the Canal and weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. Between 0520 and 0531 two Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked target west of Ci?. At 05̂ 6 two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked
target west of OP. Attack ceased immediately. At 13̂ 7 and at 1̂ 08 each time
two Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target south -south -west of OP. Attack
ceased immediately each time. During the last attacks, ack-ack fire by
UAR forces.

(b) OP Kilo. At 06l8 two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to
west over the OP. Aircraft recrossed at 0630. Between 0630 and 0632 ack-ack
fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Red. Between 0619 and 063̂  two Skyhawk aircraft and two
unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked target north-west and
south-west of OP. Between 0753 and 0758 one unidentified aircraft (high
altitude) attacked target west of OP. Between 12̂ 5 and 12V? two Skyhawk
aircraft attacked target south-west of OP. During the first two attacks
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Hotel. Between 0620 and 0639 six Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target north-west of OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Lima. Between 0621 and 0633 four Phantom aircraft and two
unidentified aircraft (altitude and distance) attacked targets west and
south-west of ®P. During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between

and 12U6 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked target west of OP.
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(f) OP Yellow. Between 0621 and 0639 two Phantom aircraft and two
unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked target south-west of OP.
During the attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Orange. At 0710 one unidentified aircraft (high altitude)
attacked target south of OP. Attack ceased immediately. At 0727 two
Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to west over the OP. Aircraft
recrossed at 0735. At 0851 one Phantom aircraft attacked target south
of OP. Attack ceased immediately.

"3» Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Orange. Between l^Q and 1501 nine mortar bombs, fired by UAR
forces, landed between 50 and 75 metres from the OP. There were no Israel
forces personnel in the vicinity.

"k. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(G) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 2 July 1970 was

received on 3 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP-/reports.

(a) OP Romeo. Between 0̂ 32-̂ and 0552 sporadic small arras fire by Israel
forces,

(b) OP Yoko. At 051*1- sporadic machine-gun and mortar fire by Israel
forces and at 0517 machine-gun fir a by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by both
parties at 0519 (United Nations Military Observers could not determine which
party ceased fire first).

(c) OP Two. Between 09*4-0 and 0955 machine-gun fire, bebwean 1159 and
1202 rifle fire and between 1705 and 1736 sporadic machine-gun fire, all by
Israel forces.

(d) OP Three. Between 1555 and 1605, between 1710 and 1720 and between
2100 and 2106 machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(e) OP Five. Between 1730 and 1735 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

(f) OP Six. Between 1921 and 1929 sporadic heavy mortar fire by Syrian
forces.

(g) OP One. Between 1928 and 1932 mortar fire by Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16038
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

2 July 1970 was received on 3 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

OP-'reports on ground activity."1.
(a) OP Hotel. At 02̂ 3̂ mortar and tank fire by Israel forces pnd at

0306 recoille.-ss gun fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0308
and by Israel forces al 0309. At 073̂  artillery fire by UAR forces and at
073Y rmrtiar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 07̂ 0 and by
Israel forces 07̂ 1• At 0903 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces and at
0909 a;villery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0910
and by UAIt forces at 0925. Between 102*f and 10*47 artillery fire by Israel
forces. At 1.106 artillery fire, at 1213 and at l84o mortar fire, which
ceased immediately each time, and between 2017 and 2021 sporadic mortar fire,
all by UAR forces.

(b) OP Echo. Between 0311 and 0331 machine-gun, mortar, tank and
artillery i ?.re by Israel forces. Between 0339 and 03̂ 6 artillery fire,
between 1̂ :2 end 1618 mortar fire and at 16̂ 5 artillery fire, which ceased
immediately, all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Copper. At 031̂  machine-gun, mortar, tank, rockets and artillery
fire by Israel forces and at 0322 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 03̂ 2 and by UAR forces at 03̂ 5. Between
075*! and 0320 sporadic artillery fire, between 0952 and 1035 and between
1052 and 1131 sporadic mortar and artillery fire, at 1315 two mortar bombs,
beU;een 1̂ 27 and lM*3 and between 15*K) and l6ô  sporadic mortar fire, all by
UAR forces.

(d ) OF Orange.
fire by UAR forces.

Between and 0^1 and between 1055 and 1112 mortar

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7950/Add.222, para.2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-16033 /...
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"3* Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.
nit. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5« Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer reported that three Israel
forces personnel were wounded in the Suez Canal sector.

(c) UAR. No reports received,"
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 1 July 1970

was received on 2 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UITTSO:

"OP̂  reports.
2 /

(a) OP Romeo. Between 05U3~/and 0551 small-arms fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Yoke. At 05U5 machine-gun and mortar fire by Israel forces
and at 051̂ 6 machine-gun fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by both parties
at 0552 (United ila'tions Military Observers could not determine which party
ceased fire first).

(c) OP Three. At 06U2 light-machine-gun fire and between 1720 and 17314
sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP One. Between 0752 and 0805 sporadic machine-gun fire and at
1902 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces.

(e) OP i'ive. Between 1735 and 1750 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

('f) OP Two. Between 1810 and 1812 intense machine-gun fire by Israel
forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by TJNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2j All times GMT.

70-15051
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

1 July 197C was received on 2 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP— reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) JP Lima. At 0200—' small-arms, mortar and artillery fire "by

UAR forces and at 0205 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
both parties at 021t (United Nations Military Observers could not determine
which party ceased fire first.)

(b) OP Red. Between 0201 and 0212 mortar and, later, machine-gun fire
and between 1700 and 1720 one rocket projectile and sporadic artillery fire
by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3). Between 1815 and l8l8 mortar and
tank fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Kilo. Between §211 and 0221 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between §510 and 05lA artillery fire by Israel forces (see also paragraph 3)•
between 1107 and 1112, between 1135 and 11̂ 0, between 1210 and 1216 and
between 1̂ 55 and 1532 artillery fire, all by UAR forces. Between 15̂ 8 and
155̂  mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 1905 and 1908 artillery fire by
UAR forces.

(d) OP Yellow. Between 0655 and 071̂  machine-gun fire by Israel forces
At 1209 sporadic mcrtar and, later, sporadic artillery and small-arms fire
by UAR forces and at 12.23 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1312 and by UAR forces at 1331. Between 1̂ 06 and
1̂ 1̂  sporadic mortar fire, at 1̂ 3̂ - one artillery round, between 1519 and
1527 sporadic artillery fire, between l6kO and 1732, between 1915 and 192U
and between 2015 and 20l6 sporadic mortar fire and between 2130 and 2137
small-arms fire, all by UAR forces.

!_/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established
by UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2

2/ All times GMT.

70-150̂ 5
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(e) OP Copper. Between 0658 and 0706 sporadic mortar fire, between
083̂ 4- and 0911 and between 1010 and 1026 sporadic mortar and artillery fire,
all by UAR forces. Between 1030 and 1031 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces. Between 10̂ 7 and 10̂ -8, between 11̂ 5 and 11̂ 8, between 1330 and
1332, between 1353 and. 135̂ - an(i between 1̂ 09 and 1̂ 4-5̂  sporadic mortar fire
and between 1521 and Ic07 sporadic artillery fire, all by UAR forces.
Between 1635 and 1636 rocket fire and between 165̂ - and 1656 artillery fire
by Israel forces.

(f) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. At 0725 machine-gun fire
by Israel forces and at 0738 tank and artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by UAR forces at 07̂ -1 and by Israel forces at 07̂ 6. At 0810 mortar
fire, which ceased immediately, and between 0905 and 0906 artillery fire
by UAR forces. Between 1005 and 1022 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.
Between 1100 and 1106 mortar fire by UAR forces. At 1130 mortar fire by
UAR forces and at 1239 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 12U2 and by UAR forces at 1317. Between 1339 and 13*4-3, at 1̂ 35
(ceasing immediately)., between 1̂ 51 and 1500 and between 2200 and 2229
mortar fire,, all by UAR forces. At 22̂ 7 mortar fire by UAR forces and,
at the same time, mortar fire by Israel forces. (See also paragraph 3-)
Fire ceased by both parties at 2315 (UNMOs could not determine which
party commenced or ceased fire first).

(g) OP Echo. Between 0824 and 0826 tank fire by Israel forces.
Between 0835 and 0837 mortar fire and between 0856 and 0908 artillery
fire by UAR forces. Between 1653 and 1656 artillery fire by Israel forces.

(h) OP Orange. Between 1122 and 1155 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between l6l4 and I6l6 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Between
1626 and 1639 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Green. Between 16̂ 2 and 1716 machine-gun fire by Israel forces,

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Attacks, where relevant, were carried
out against targets on the west side of the Canal, and unless otherwise
stated weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. At 0723 one Skyhawk aircraft and at 07*4-6 two Super-
Mystere aircraft attacked targets west-south-west of OP. Both attacks
ceased immediately. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during the latter attack.
At 1333, 135̂  and at 1̂ 09 two Super-Mystere aircraft, each time, attacked
target north of OP. Each attack ceased immediately. Ack-ack fire by
UAR forces durii.̂  the last attack.

(b) OP Lima. Between 0759 and OSOb one Skyhawk and three unidentified
aircraft (UNMOs could not determine type or nationality of aircraft owing to
sun glare) attacked target south-west of OP. Attack confirmed by OP Red.
At 1001 one Skyhawk aircraft and at 1022 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked
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targets south-west of OP. Both attacks ceased immediately. At 1059
one Phantom and one Vautour aircraft crossed Canal from west to east,
north of OP. During the overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Kilo. Between 0335 and OSUO three Skyhawk aircraft, between
1050 and 1053 four Phantom aircraft and between 1333 and 1339 six Skyhawk
aircraft attacked targets west of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during
each attack. At 16CO two Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from east to west,
north of OP.

(d) OP Red. Between 09l6 and 0926 four Phantom aircraft, between
1001 and 1003 two Phantom aircraft, between 1021 and 1023 one Skyhawk
aircraft and between lllU and 1120 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets
south-west of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during the first and last
attacks. Between 1551 and 1553 three Skyhawk aircraft attacked target
west of OP. During attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Echo. At 1033 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked target north
of OP. Attack confirmed by OP Copper.

"3« Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Red. At 1701 one artillery round, fired by UAR forces,
exploded within ICO metres of the OP. The OP was illuminated, and there
were no Itrael forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) OP Kilo. At 0511 one artillery round, fired by Israel forces,
exploded approximately 50 metres from the OP. At the time of this
incident there were UAR forces personnel in the vicinity.

(c) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 22̂ 7 and 22̂ 9
several mortar bombs, fired by Israel forces, exploded at distances of
50 to 100 metres east and south of the ICC building. The ICC United
Nations identification panel was illuminated, and there were no UAR
forces personnel in the immediate vicinity.

"k. Complaints by the parties.

"5- Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 30 June 1970 was

received on 1 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP-/ reports.

(a) OP Yoke. Between 0827-' and 0835 sporadic machine-gun fire
by Israel forces.

(b) OP One. At 1151 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. Between 1712 and 1733 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(d) OP Uniform. Between 1815 and 1817 and between 2317 and 232̂
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Five. Between 1820 and 1826 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by IMTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-1U98U
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

30 June 1970 vas received on 1 July from the Acting Chief of Staff of UWTSO:

"1. OP- reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Hotel. At 0115 mortar fire, which ceased immediately,

between 01^6 and 0215 mortar fire, at 0235 mortar fire, which ceased
immediately, between 0907 and 0911 mortar fire, between 0938 and 09^0
artillery fire, between 100^ and 1007, between 113̂  and 1139, between
1^08 and 1̂ 16, between 1^53 and 1519 and between 18^9 and 1930 mortar
fire, all by UAR forces.

(b) OP Copper. Between 0702 and 0703, between 0850 and 0851,
between 09^5 and 0955 and between 102^ and 10^1 artillery fire, between
121̂  and 1215 and between 1326 and 1327 sporadic mortar fire and at
1558 three rounds of artillery fire, all by UAR "forces.

(c) OP Yellow. At 0705 one round of artillery fire by Israel
forces. At 0938 artillery and mortar fire by UAR forces and at 09^-0
machine-gun fire and later two tank rounds by Israel forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 10C6 and by UAR forces at 1025* Between 1115 and
1116 machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between 1227 and 1228 ack-ack
fire, between 1304 and 1 -̂07 sporadic mortar and artillery fire and at
1555 °ne round of artillery fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1636 and
1650 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Red. Between 072! and 072 4 sporadic mortar fire, at 1338
two rounds of mortar fire and between 1602 and 1604 sporadic mortar fire,
all by UAR forces. At 17^3 machine-gun fire by Israel forces and at
1800 machine-gun fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
1805 and by UAR forces at 1S03.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-1^989 /••



(e) OP Orange. At 07^3 one ground-to-air missile by UAR forces.

(f) OP Foxtrot. Between 0822 and 08^1 and between 1129 and 1152
artillery fire by Israel forces.

(g) OP Green. At 1128 ack-ack fire., which ceased immediately,
by UAR forces. Between 1610 and 17!̂ - sporadic small-arms fire by
Israel forces.

(h) OP Echo. Between 1155 and 1157 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Lima. At l6oU mortar fire, which ceased immediately,
between 1755 and 1757 machine-gun fire, between 1830 and 1837 rifle
and machine-gun fire, between 1853 and 1901 and between 1927 and 2016
machine-gun fire, all by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses.
All targets were on west side of Canal and unless otherwise stated
weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Green. Between 0706 and 0709 a number of unidentified
aircraft (far distance, high altitude) attacked with bombs and rockets
target south-south-west of OP. Between 0730 and 0752 a number of
unidentified aircraft (far distance, high altitude) attacked with bombs
and rockets target north-north-west of OP. Between 1112 and lllV two
Ouragan aircraft attacked with bombs and rockets target north-north-west
of OP. At 11̂ 5 a number of unidentified aircraft (far distance, high
altitude) attacked with bcrabs and rockets target north--north-west of
OP. Attack ceased immediately. During two latter attacks ack-ack fire
by UAR forces.

(b) OP Echo-. Between 0315 and 0820 two Skyhawk aircraft, between
1023 and 1029 two unidentified aircraft (high altitude) and between
1056 and 1057 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets north-west of OP.
Between 1 -̂28 and 1^30 and between 1^53 and 1^-59 each time two Skyhawk
aircraft attacked target north of OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during
first and last of above attacks. All reports confirmed by OP Copper.

OP Kilo. At 1627 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from east

(d) OP Cop'-.^r. Between 2033 and 20Ul four unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked target north-west of OP.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"H. Ccniplaints by the parties. Nil.
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"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UA.R. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 29 June 1970

was received on 30 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP-/ reports.

(a) OP Two. Between 1535-' and 1536 and between 16^5 and 1717
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Five. Between 1807 and l8ll machine-gun fire by Israel forces

(c) OP Seven. At 1920 mortar fire by Syrian forces and immediately
after intense machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian
forces at 1922 and by Israel forces at 1926."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-1^915
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Supplemental information

The folio-wing summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

29 June 1970 was received on 30 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UETSO:

"l. OP-' reports on ground activity.

, x ->!(a) OP Lima. Bet-ween 0019̂  and 0025 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 0156 and 0200 mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 1605 and 1615
and bet-ween 1756 and 1757 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Red. Between 0020 and 0057 sporadic mortar and tank fire by
UAR forces. Between 0113 and OllU mortar fire by Israel forces. Between
0910 and 0912 mortar fire and between 1102 and 1106 machine-gun fire
by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3). At 17̂ 6 sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces and at 175̂  sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 1757 and by UAR forces at 1300.

(c) OP Kilo, At 0150 machine-gun and rifle fire by UAR forces and,
at same time, machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties
at 0202 (United Nations Military Observers could not determine which party
commenced or ceased fire first).

(d) OP Green. Between 02̂ 7 and 0252 and between 19̂ 1 and 19̂ 5
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.

(e) OP Hotel, At 0722 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, and between
0828 and C9CO mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces. Between 0911 and 0927
mortar and artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 0929 and 0958 mortar
fire by UAR forces. At 10̂ 7 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1052 mortar
fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document 3/ 79307 Add. 222, paragraph 2.

All times GMT

70-1^1-910 /.
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at 105U. At ll̂ O mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1131 mortar fire by
UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at ll̂ i- and by Israel forces at
At 1215 mortar fire, -which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. At 1233
mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1236 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1301 and by UAR forces at 1313- At 13̂ 7 and
at 1̂ 03 mortar fire, -which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. At 1̂ 20 mortar
fire by Israel forces and at 1̂ 22 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 1̂ 22 and by UAR forces at 1̂ 24. Between 1̂ 50 and 1^3
mortar fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Copper. Between 073̂  and 0736 mortar fire, at 0820 ack-ack
fire, -which ceased immediately, between 0837 and 0908 and between 0929 and
1003 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At 1058 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces and at 1101 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 111̂  and by UAR forces at 11̂ . Bet-ween 1210 and 1331
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. At 1517 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces and at 15̂ 0 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire
ceased by UAR forces at 15̂ 3 and by Israel forces at 155°«

(g) OP Yellow. At 0852 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at
0925 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0926
and by Israel forces at 0952. Bet-ween 0952 and 0958 mortar fire by UAR
forces. At 1025 sporadic mortar fireby UAR forces and at 1027 machine-gun
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 10̂ 5 and by Israel
forces at 10̂ 6. At 1155 sporadic mortar fire",by UAR forces and at 1156
one mortar bomb by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1200.
Between 1229 and 1236 and between 13̂ 4 and 13̂ 5 sporadic mortar fire by
UAR forces. At 1520 sporadic mortar fire ana, later, one rifle shot
by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3), and at 1531 mortar fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1532 and by UAR forces at 15̂ 8.
Between l6l9 and 1620 mortar fire by Israel forces. Between Io22 and
Io27 mortar fire, between 190U and 1909, and between 1951 and 195U small-arms
fire, all by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3)-

(h) OP Orange. Between 0910 and 0912 artillery fire by UAR forces.
At 165̂  "two bursts of machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(i) OP Foxtrot. Between 0929 and 0933 artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2, OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft are Israel forces; where aircraft were unidentified, reason for
non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. All targets were
on west side of Canal, and all weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP Copper. Between 063! and 06̂ 4-5 and at 0702 two Super-Mystere
aircraft attacked targets north and north-west of OP. At 0805 one Phantom
aircraft, between 1̂ 23 and 1̂ 4-30 "two Super-Mystere aircraft and between 1̂ -59
and 1504 one Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets north and west of OP. During
these last three attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
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(b) OP Kilo. Between 07CO and 0705, between 10̂ 2 and 1057, and between
1315 and 1316 two Phantom aircraft, each time, and between 1̂ -CO and 1412 three
Phantom aircraft attacked targets south-west and west of OP. During each
above attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Red. Between 0722 and 072̂  one unidentified aircraft (high
altitude), between 1102 and 1106 and between 1̂ 35 and 1̂ 38 one Skyhawk aircraft,
each time, and between 1905 and 1910 one unidentified aircraft (darkness)
attacked target south-west of OP. During each above attack ack-ack fire
by UAR forces.

(d) OP Green. Between 1035 and 1039 a number of unidentified aircraft
(far distance) attacked target south-south-west of OP.

(e) OP Lima. At 1̂ 35 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from west to
east over OP. During overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Yellow. Between 2105 and 2106 one unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked target west-south-west of OP.

"5. Firing On or close to United Nations personnel and installations.

(a) OP Red. Between 1102 and 1106 three bursts of machine-gun fire by
UAR forces hit United Nations OP sign approximately 3 metres from the UNMOs.
There were no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) OP Yellow. At 1536 one rifle shot fired by UAR forces hit the
embankment approximately 10 metres in front of OP ""caravan. Between 19 0^-
and 1909 several rifle shots and one burst of machine-gun fire and between
1951 and 195̂  seven rifle shots, all fired by UAR forces, passed between
5 and 10 metres over 0?. 0? was illuminated, during hours of darkness,
and on no occasion were there any Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"k. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

("b ) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 28 June 1970

was received on 29 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP-' reports on ground activity.

2 /
(a) OP Seven. Between Q̂ -' and 0̂ 40 sporadic machine-gun fire by

Israel forces. At 08̂ 5 one mortar "bomb by Syrian forces.

(b) OP One. Between 1031 and 1034 machine-gun fire by Syrian forces.
At 2005 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. Between 1703 and 1719 and between 1735 and 17̂ 1 sporadic
machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Tkree. At 1901 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by
Israel forces. "- v

"2. OP reports on air activity.

(a) OP Victor. At 06̂ 0 one Israel forces Piper Cub aircraft flying
from south-south-west to north-north-east crossed the area between the
limits of the forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines
in the vicinity of OP.

(b) OP Zodiac. At 0707 one Israel forces Piper Cub aircraft flying
from south to north crossed the above-mentioned limits in the vicinity of
OP."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. ?.

£/ All times GMT.
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

lQ June 1970 was received on 29 Jane from the Acting Chief of Staff:

"1. OP—' reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Red. Between 0122-' and 03.46 machine-gun fire "by Israel
forces. At 0302 sporadic tank fire "by Israel forces and at 0311 sporadic
mortar fire and two anti-tank rounds by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR
forces at 0318 and by Israel forces at 0329. Between 0849 and Oo52 .sporadic
rnortar fire, between 1437 and l44l ack-&ck fire, between l62:4 and ]/;2"''
mortar fire and at Iol9 two mortar bombs, ell by UAR forces. Between 18^0
and 1912 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(t) OP Lima. At 0^0? tank and artillery fire by Israel forces and
at 0310 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0321 and
by Israel forces at 0345. Between lo^O and 19JO machine-gun j'ire by UAR
forces. " v

(c) OP Kilo. Between 0344 and 0347 tank fire by UAR forces. ,>t QfVj/i
artillery fire by UAR forces and at 0816 artillery fire by ".sra-'-il f o r^c ,
Fire ceased Ijy Israel forces at 0820 sncl by 7AR for'.'?., c-t 0; "•/;• =

(d) OP Hotel. Between 0.555 and 0403, between 0552 and 0602 ,-nd
between 0749 and 07.^6 mortar fire_, all by UAR forces. At OoJO artillery
and mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0633 artillery and mortar fire 'oy
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0<.^7 and by UAR forces at
08,52. Between 0929 and 0934 mortar fire by UAR for '-ei; . Between jOVS ono
1035 artillery fire by Israel forces (uee olso pjro-Ta/h 3' '- At 1140 ' i iu - . - ca r
fire by UAR forcer, and at 1207 mortar f ire by Israel force;-;. .Eire c-'iabed by

I/ The locations of the Control Centres ar.c tho Observac'.! on Posts e...tat
by UNTSO in the Suez Canal sector are ^.iven in docuMent S/YO^O/Add .2
pa ra. 2.

70-14829
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Israel forces at 1221 and by UAR forces at 1225. Betv-sn 1347 and 1359,
between 1510 and 1525, between l6l4 and l6l6, at 1650 (ceasing immediately)
and between 1904 and 1945 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 2001
and 2002 mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 2004 and 2005 mortar fire
by UAR forces. At 2027 mortar fire by Israel forces and at 2032 mortar fire
by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 2040 and by Israel forces at
2052.

(e) OP Green. At 0655 ack-ack fire, which ceased immediately, and
between 083 5 and 0852 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Foxtrot. Between 0824 and 0845, between 1024 and 1038 and
between 1107 and 1134 mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(g) OP Yellow. At 0920 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces and at
0958 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1020 and by UAR forces at 1025. Between 1221 and 1233 sporadic mortar
fire and between 2050 and 2104 small-arms fire by UAR forces (see also
paragraph 3)•

(h) OP Copper. Between 0947 and 0948, between 1307 and 1322, between
1344 and 1350, between 1424 and 1457 and between 1516 and 1525 sporadic
mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1626 and 1630 sporadic mortar fire
by Israel forces. At 1638 four mortar bombs by UAR forces. At 1658 one
artillery round by Israel forces. Between 1701 and 1732 sporadic mortar fire
by UAR forces.

(i) OP Echo. Between 1010 and 1012 artillery fire by UAR forces. At
1125 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Between
2008 and 2025 mortar fire by UAR forces.

(j) OP Green relief patrol. At 1040 six mortar bombs by UAR forces.

(k) OP Orange. Between 1655 and 1720 machine-gun and, later, sporadic
mortar fire by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Where aircraft were unidentified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks,
where relevant, were carried out against targets on west side of Canal, and,
unless otherwise stated, weapons employed were bombs.

(a) OP Green. At 0?20 one unidentified aircraft (distance and high
altitude) attacked target south-south-west of OP. Attack ceased immediately.

(b) OP Copper. Between 0842 and 0844 and between 0905 and 0906, each
time, two Ouragan aircraft attacked with bombs and cannon fire targets 500
and 300 metres south-west of OP, respectively. Luring first attack ack-ack
fire by UAR forces.
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(c) OP Orange. Between 1007 and 1024 six Skyhawk aircraft attacked
targets north-vest of OP. During attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Red. Between 1007 and 102 4 six Skyhawk aircraft, bet-ween 10̂ 0
and 10̂ -5 two Skyhawk aircraft and between 1102 and 1152 eight Skyhawk
aircraft attacked targets north and south-west of OP. First and third
attacks confirmed by OP Lima. Luring all of these attacks ack-ack fire by
UAR forces. Between 1208 and 1235 eight Super-Mystere aircraft and between
1259 and 1305 two Super-Mystere and two Vautour aircraft attacked target west
of OP. During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between 1̂ 4-00 and
ikOk two Skyhawk aircraft and between 1513 and 1520 one Skyhawk aircraft
attacked targets west and south-west of OP. First attack confirmed by
OP Lima. During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At 2109 one
unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked target north-west of OP.

(e) OP Lima. Between 10̂ 5 and 1106 four Skyhawk aircraft and between
1300 and 1304 two Super-Mystere and two Vautour aircraft attacked target
south-west of OP. During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between
1̂ 36 and 1̂ -41 and unknown number of unidentified aircraft (distance)
attacked target south of OP. Between 1515 and 1517 two Skyhawk aircraft
attacked target south-west of OP. During both above attacks ack-ack fire
by UAR forces.

"3» Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Hotel and Ismailia Control Centre. Between 1020 and 1035 ten
artillery rounds fired by Israel forces exploded at distances of 50 to 100
metres from ICC building. There were no UAR forces personnel in the
vicinity. " '

(b) OP Yellow. Between 2050 and 2104 a total of twenty-six single
rifle shots fired by UAR forces impacted or passed close to OP. Some of
these shots passed approximately 5 metres over OP and others impacted
against the protective sand wall west of OP. At time of this incident OP
was illuminated, and there were no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"k. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

\
The following report on firing in the Israel-Syria sector on 27 June 1970

was received on 28 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"OP I/ reports.

(a) OP Three. At 10̂ 9 £/ small-arms fire, which ceased immediately,
and at 1723 machine-gun fire, v;hich ceased immediately, by Israel forces.

(b) OP Seven. At l625 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by
Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. Between 1710 and 17̂ -2 sporadic rnachine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(d) OP Six. At 1820 sporadic machine-gun fire and flare activity by
Israel foices and at 1831 sporadic machine-gun fire by unidentified party
(United Nations Military Obseivers could not identify firing party).
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1832 and, immediately after,, "by unidentified
party."

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector aie given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-1̂ 32 ij-
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

27 June 1570 was received on 28 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UliTSO:

"1. OP—' reports on ground activity.

2/
(a) OP Red. Between 0130-' and 01̂ 3 machine-gun fire by Israel forces,

between 0̂ 13 and 0̂ fl6 sporadic artillery fire "by UAR forces. Between
and 0525 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Between C64l and 07 05
mortar and two anti-tank gun rounds, and between O8l0 and 0833 mortar fire
by UAR forces. Between 1112 and 1130 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. At 1130 two mortar bombs and between 1302 and 1305 ack-ack fire
by UAR forces. At 1751 sporadic mortar and later machine-gun fire by
UAR forces and at 175̂  machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1802 and by UAR forces at 1807.

(b) OP Hotel. Between 023̂  and 02̂ 1, between 03̂ 7 and 0352 and
between 0̂ -53 and 0507 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 0535 and 0600
mortar fire by Israel forces (see also paragraph 3)- Between 0619 and
0620, between 0829 and 0831 and between 0902 and 0912 mortar fire, all by
UAR forces. At 0939 machine-gun and artillery fire by Israel forces and
at 09Ml rocket fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 09̂ 6 and
by Israel forces at 09̂ 7. Between 10̂ 1 and 10̂ 3, between 1150 and 1157
and. between 1323 and 1326 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1328 and
1329 artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 1623 and 1656, between
1720 and 1729, between 190̂  and 1911 and between 2009 and 2013 mortar fire,
all by UAR forces. Between 2039 and 2129 artillery fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Kilo. At 035̂  artillery fire by Israel forces and at
artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 0̂ -29- Between 0513 and 0526 mortar and artillery fire
and between 0655 and C702 artillery fire "by UAR forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.
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(d) OP Lima. Between 0̂ 13 and 0̂ 17 mortar fire by UAR forces.
At C630 machine-gun fire by Israel forces and at 0631 recoilless rifle
and mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0635 and
by UAR forces at 0650. Between 075̂  and 0756 artillery fire and at 1919
machine-gun fire, whicn ceased immediately, by UAR forces.

(e) OP Orange. Between 0̂ 31 and 0̂ 35 artillery fire, between 0515
and 052̂  sporadic artillery fire and at 1031 one artillery round, all by
UAR forces. At 1510 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1525
sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1531
ancl "by Israel forces at 15̂ 9* At 1550 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 1609 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1612 and by UAR forces at l6hh.

(f) OP Yellow. Between 0529 and 0530 ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
At 0732 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces and at 0738 sporadic artillery
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at C803 and by UAR
forces at C805. At C8H8 machine-gun and, later, sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces and at 0856 sporadic artillery and, later, small-arms and
mortar fire by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3). Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 09lH and oy UAR forces at 0938. Between 2021 and 2032 sporadic
mortar fire by UAR forces. Between 20̂ 0 and 2Gkh sporadic artillery fire
'by Israel forces. Between 2100 and 2109 sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Copper. Between 0629 and 0630 three artillery rounds by Israel
forces. Between 075̂  and 0758 sporadic mortar fire, between C8U8 and 0910
sporadic mortar and artillery fire, between 1C01 and 10§5 sporadic artillery
fire and between Wkk and 1150 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1156
and 1238 and between 1601 and 1602 artillery fire by Israel forces.

(h) OP Ecno. Between 075̂  and 0756 artillery fire and at 131̂  mortar
fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces.

(i) OP Green. Between 1005 and 1013 one artillery round followed by
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Attacks, where relevant, were carried
out on the west side of the Canal and, unless otherwise stated, weapons
employed were bombs.

(a) OP Echo. Between 073̂  and 0738 two Vautour aircraft and between
1235 and 1237 two Skynawk aircraft attacked target north-west of OP. Tne
first attack confirmed by OP Copper. At lUll and at lUUU two Skyhawk
aircraft, each time, crossed Canal from west to east over the OP. Ack-ack
fire by UAR forces at the time of first overfligiit.

(b) OP Yellow. Between C8l7 and C8l8 two Fnantcm aircraft attacked
target north of OP.
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(c) OP Copper, ."etween 0922 and 0927 two Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked targets soutn-south-west of OP. Attacks confirmed by OP Echo.
Between 1015 and 1031 four Skyhawk aircraft attacked target west of OP.
During the attack ack-ack fire "by UAR forces. Between 1233 and 1235 one
Phantom aircraft attacked target south-west of OP. Between 1315 and 1329
six Curagan aircraft attacked with "bombs and cannon fire targets north-west
and south-west of OP. At 1327 ack-ack fire, whicii ceased immediately, "by
UAR forces.

(d) OP Hotel. Between 2200 and 2202 two unidentified aircraft (United
Nations Military Observers could not determine type or nationality of
aircraft owing to darkness) attacked target north-west of OP.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) ' OP Hotel. Between 0557 and 0558 two mortar bombs, fired by Israel
forces, exploded approximately 50 metres from the OP. There were no
UAR forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) OP Yellow. Between 0907 and 0910 three rifle shots, fire by
UAR forces, passed approximately 2 metres over the OP caravan. There were
no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"U. Complaints by tne parties. Nil.

"5- Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. To reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

Further to the information set forth in document S/7930/Add.799, the following
report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 26 June 1970 was received on
27 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. Qp reports on ground activity.

(a) OP One. Between 0632̂  and 0633 and between 0657 and 0658 intense
machine-gun fire by Syrian forces. Between 0716 and 0719 intense
machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between 0720 and 0721 intense machine-gun
fire by Syrian forces. Bet-vsen 0955 and 1032 intense rocket fire by Israel
forces. Letwean 1037 and 1(A6 intense artillery fire by Syrian forces. At
1258 intense artillery followed by tank fire by Syrian forces, and at 1335
artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 1332 and by
Israel forces at 1̂ 5. At 1̂ -0̂  mortar and later iate-ise tank fire followed
by intense artillery fire by Israel forces and at 1̂ 16 tank and, later intense
artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1̂ -20
and by Syrian forces at 1̂ 38. At 1500 tank firê  by Israel forces and at 1505
intense tank and mortar fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1530 and by Syrian forces at 1555 (see also paragraph 3) • Between 163̂ 4
and 1636 intense machine-gun fire by Syrian forces,

(b) OP Two. Between 06k3 and 0707 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.
Between 1̂ 22 and 1̂ 35 machine-gun and anti-tank fire by Syrian forces (see
also paragraph 3). Between 1713 and 1727 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(c) OP Sierra. Between 081*8 and 0852 artillery fire by Syrian forces.
At 0930 sporadic artillery and mortar fire by Israel forces and at 09̂ 8
intense artillery and later sporadic rocket fire by Syrian forces. Fire
ceased by Syrian forces at 1028 and by Israel forces at 1137. Between 1215
and 1302 sporadic rifle grenade, machine-gun and tank fire by Israel forces.
Between 1305 and 1320, between 1557 and 1600 and between 1627 and 1628
artillery fire by Syrian forces.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established by
UNTSO in the Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-1̂ 785 /...
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(d) OP X-Ray. Between 0928 and 1020 artillery and tank fire (see
also paragraph 3)* and between 1329 and 13*4-4 intense artillery fire by
Israel forces. At lW3 artillery fire by Syrian forces and at 1532 intense
artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 1602 and
by Israel forces at 1640.

(e) CP Six. At 0928 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 0933
artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by both parties at 0952
(Ufcitsd Nations Military Observers could not determine which party
ceased fire first). At I4l6 tank fire by Israel forces and at same time
anti-taiik fire by Syrian forces (UNMOs could not determine which party
fired first). Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 163̂  and by Israel forces at
1636 (see also paragraph 3). Between 1656 and 1701 artillery fire by
Syrian forces.

(f) OP Yoke. At 0929 intense artillery fire by Israel forces and at
093*1 intense artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces
at 1008 and by Israel forces at 1020. At 1259 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces and at 130** sporadic artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1334 and by Syrian forces at 1>37» Between 1̂ 28
and 1555 mortar, te.nk and artillery fire by Syrian forces.

(g) OP November. Between 0930 and 1105 sporadic artillery fire by
Israel forces, Between 1350 and lUl£ sporadic artillery fire by Syrian
forces (see also paragraph 3). At lU55 artillery fire by Syrian forces and
at 11+59 tank fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 1655
and by Israel forces at 1658. Between 112k and 1755 sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces.

(h) OP Thres. Between 0935 and 1005 and between 1025 and 1
artillery f?'..?e by Israel forces. Between 1230 and 12̂ 0 intense artillery
fire by Syrian forces. At 1300 artillery fire by Israel forces and at 1315
intense artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces at
1323 and by Israel forces at 13̂ 5- Between 150U and 1535 sporadic artillery
and intense mortar fire, and between 1615 and 1657 sporadic artillery and
mortar fire by Syrian forces.

(i) OP Victor. Between 0937 and 1129 tank fire by Israel forces. At
1229 artillery fire by Syrian forces and at 12̂ 5 tank fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 1325 and by Israel forces at 1̂ 30. At
artillery fire by Syrian forces and at 1515 tank fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1700 and by Syrian forces at

OP Romeo. At 09̂ 7 sporadic artillery fire by Syrian forces and at
1005 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces
at 1005 and by Israel forces at 10̂ 9. Between 1250 and 1259 sporadic tank
fire and between 1335 and 1359 and between 1523 and 1537 sporadic artillery
fire, all by Syrian forces.
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(k) OP Four. At 100̂  intense machine-gun, tank and later artillery
fire by Israel forces and at 1122 artillery and later intense mortar fire
by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1155 and by Syrian
forces at lk2Q (see also paragraph 3).

(l) OP Zodiac. Between 1C36 and 10U4 sporadic mortar fire and
between 1218 and 1331 tank and later intense mortar fire by Syrian forces.

(m) CP Seven. At 113̂  tank fire by Syrian forces and at 1138 sporadic
machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces at
llUU and by Israel forces at 1157. At 122̂  tank fire by Syrian forces and
at 1227 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased "by
both parties at 1310 (UNMOs could not determine which party ceased fire
first).

(n) OP Uniform. At 11̂ 7 intense artillery and later sporadic tank
fire by Syrian forces and at 1159 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 1̂ 05 and by Israel forces at lif25. Between
1̂ 30 and 1535 sporadic tank and later intense artillery fire, between
1703 and 1720 intense artillery and sporadic tank fire and between 1739
and 1824 sporadic artillery fire, all by Syrian forces.

(o) OP Winter, Between 1350 and 1̂ 35 intense artillery fire by
Syrian forces. At 1̂ 53 intense artillery fire by Syrian forces and at
1̂ 5̂  tank and artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased "by Syrian
forces at 16̂ 5 arid by Israel forces at 1658 (see aljo paragraph 3)-

(p) OP Five. Between 1353 and 1410 (see also paragraph 3) and
between 1538 and 15̂ 5 intense artillery fire, between l622 and 1642
artillery fire arid between 2201 and 2225 intense machine-gun fire and
mortar flaros, all by Syrian forces.

(q) Kuneitra Outstation. At 1615 rocket fire by Israel forces and
at Iol8 artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at

and by Syrian forces at
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"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports, unless otherwise
stated, all aircraft were Israel forces aircraft; attacks, where relevant,
were carried oat east of the limits of the Syrian forward defended localities
indicating the cease-fire line on the Syrian side and weapons employed
were bombs. Where overflights are reported these were crossings of the
area be ween the limits of the forward defended localities indicating the
ces.se -fire lines. Where aircraft were unidentified, reason for non-
identification is given in accompanying parentheses.

(a) OP Zodiac. Between 0626 and o6W* ten Phantom aircraft crossed
from west to east (recrossing from east to west) and a further four Phantom
aircraft crossed from east to west (recrossing from west to east). Between
1606 and l6l6 arcl between 1633 and 163̂  seven Skyhawk aircraft crossed from
east to weet. Between 0627 and 0631 and between 1633 and 163̂  ack-ack
fire by Syrian forces.

(b) OP Sierra. At 0631 one Phantom aircraft crossed from west to east
over OP. At 0757 six unidentified aircraft (high altitude) crossed from
west to east. At same time intense ack-ack fire by Syrian forces. At
0758 one Israel forces aircraft was seen to crash approximately eight
kilometres east -nrrrth -east of OP* Between 0822 and 0835 rdne Phantom
aircraft atbacksd targets north -north-east and east of OP. Between 0920
and 105;*) seven unidentified aircraft (height and poor visibility) attacked
with bombs, rockets and cannon fire target east -north -east of OP. At time
of this la.st atom's, acli-adi fire by Syrian forces.

(c) OP X-Ray. At 0635 two Phantom aircraft crossed from west to
east. Aircraft recrossed immediately. Between- 1^5 i? and 1515 sixteen
Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets south of OP and within the area between
the limits of the forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire
lines. Betv.ecn 15V? and 1602 two Vautoivr aircraft attacked with rockets
target south-east of OP. Between 1659 end 1703 one unidentified aircraft
(poor visibility) attacked target east of OP. During latter two attacks
ack-ack fire by Syrian forces.

(d) OP Three. At 0636 one Phantom aircraft crossed from west to east,
south of OP.

(e) OP Winter. Between 0638 and o6U9 four Phantom aircraft crosssd
from east to west (recrossing immediately) and a further four Phantom
aircraft crossed from west to east (recrossing immediately). At 0706 four
Phantom aircraft crossed from east to west. Aircraft recrossed immediately.
Between 13̂ 6 and 1358 air combat observed between four Mirage and three
Syrian forces MIG-17 aircraft in genera] area three to ten kilometres north
of OP, all aircraft crossing and recrossing the area between the limits of
the forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines. OP reported
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two Syrian MIG-1? aircraft downed. At l6Uo six Mirage aircraft crossed
from east to west. Between l6*fO and 16̂ 5 intense ack-ack fire by Syrian
forces.

(f) OP Romeo. At 0639 one Mirage aircraft crossed from east to west
over the OP. Between 1005 and 1015 two unidentified aircraft (high speed)
attacked with bombs, rockets and cannon fire target south of OP. Between
lUci and 1̂ 07 two Phantom aircraft attacked with bombs and cannon fire
target south of OP. At 15̂ 2 two Phantom aircraft crossed from east to
west o^er OP.

(g) OP Uniform. At C)64o one Phantom aircraft crossed from west to
east over OP. Aircraft recronsed at 06̂ 6, Between 073& and 0738 one
Phantom .aircraft attacked taiget south of OP. Between 0950 and 1222 an
unknown number of unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked targets east
of OP and at 1230 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed from east to west over OP.
Ack-ack fire by Syrian forces during first attack and both overflights.
Following attacks were carried out against targets south-east of OP:
between 12̂ 8 and 1305 by one Phantom and an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (height and poor visibility); between 1500 and 1̂ 01 by an unknown
number of unidentified aircraft (distance); between 1537 and 1538 by two
Slsyhavrk and one Mirage aircraft and between 1726 and 1727 by an unknown
number of unidentified aircraft (poor visibility).

(h) OP Six* At 06̂ 9 four Phantom aircraft crossed from west to
east, north of OP.

(i) OP Yoke. At 0658 and at 083̂  two Pharrborn aircraft each time
crossed from east to west. Between 1659 and 170̂  an unknown number of
unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked target eari; of OP. Ack-ack fire
by Syrian forces during first overflight and aircraft attack.

(j) OP Two. At 0727 four Phantom aircraft crossed from east to west
over OP, At 1220 one Piper Cub aircraft crossed from west to east.
Aircraft recrosced at 1223.

(k) OP Four. Between 0731 and 09̂ 7 an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (high speed or distance) attacked with bombs and rockets targets
east-north-east, east or east-south-east of OP. Between 0731 and 0801
intense ack-ack fire by Syrian forces.

(l) OP Victor. Between 0732 and 0735 two Phantom aircraft crossed
from west to east and one Skyhawk aircraft crossed from east to west over
OP. At 0802 one phantom aircraft crossed from east to west over OP.
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(m) OP November. Between 0755 and 0756 an unknown number of
unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked targets east of OP. During
attack ack-ack fire by Syrian forces. Between o8lU and 092U an unknown
number of unidentified aircraft (high speed or distance) attacked with
bombs and rockets targets ranging from north through east to south of OP
and at distances of 600 metres to ten kilometres from OP. At 10̂ -7 an
unknown number of unidentified aircraft (high speed) attacked target
300 metres east-south-east of OP. Attack ceased immediately. Between

c,nd 1̂ 59 two Phantom aircraft attacked targets east of 0?.

(n) OP One, At O8l2 two Skyhawk aircraft crossed from west to east
over OP. At 3.31*8 two Syrian forces MIG-21 aircraft crossed from west to
east. Between I'JOS and lUo6 an unknown number of unidentified aircraft
(distance) attacked target east-north-east of OP. At 1555 four Syrian
forces MIG-17 aircraft crossed from east to west.

(o) OP Five. Between 1555 and 1557 one Mystere aircraft attacked
target north-north-east of OP. During attack ack-ack fire by Syrian
forces.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP One. Between 1505 and 1555 nine mortar bombs, fired by
Syrian forces, exploded at distances of 20 to 50 metres from OP. There
were no Israel forces personnel in the immediate vicinity.

(b) OP Two. At 1̂ 22 several anti-tank rounds, fired by Syrian
forces, passed within 20 metres of OP and three rounds exploded less than
50 metres from OP (see paragraph 6).

(c) OP X-Ray. Between 0928 and 1020 one tank round fired by Israel
forces exploded within 80 metres and a further six rounds exploded within
100 metres of OP. There vjere no Syrian forces personnel in the vicinity.

(d) OP Six. At lUUo several anti-tank rounds, fired by Syrian
forces, exploded at distances of lU to 52 metres west of OP (see
paragraph 6).

(e) OP November. Between 1350 and 1U12 several artillery rounds,
fired by Syrian forces, exploded on or in the vicinity of the OP. The
closest impacts were: one at four metres, one at 20 metres and one at
30 metres from OP caravan. During the period of this incident there were
Israel forces personnel on the OP site (see paragraph 6),

(f ) 0? Four. Between 1230 and lU28 several artillery rounds, fired
by Syrian forces, exploded on or in the vicinity of the OP. One or more
of these rounds hit the observation trailer and others impacted within
50 metres of th& OP, ono being within 10 metres of the OP living caravan

6).
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(g) OP Winter, Between 1537 and 15̂ 5 several artillery rounds,
fired by Syrian forces, passed approximately 20 metres over OP.

(h) OP Five. At 1353 several artillery rounds, fired by Syrian
forces, passed approximately 20 metres over and within 100 metres east
of OP.

"U. Cease-fire proposals. There were three cease-fire proposals made:

(a) First proposed by Chairman ISMAC (Israel-Syria Mixed Armistice
Commission).- Proposed for 1130, accepted by Senior Israel Representative
at 1039> and no acceptance received from Senior Syrian Arab Delegate.

(b) Second proposed by Acting Chief of Staff. Proposed for 1500,
accepted by Syrian authorities at l̂ fl and by Israel authorities at

(c) Third proposed by Chairman ISMAC. Proposed for 1700, accepted
by Senior Israel Representative at 1552 and by Senior Syrian Arab Delegate
at 1632.

In each case, the cease-fire was not effective.

"5« Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"6. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations.

(i) OP Two. As a result of anti-tank rounds exploding in vicinity
of OP, UK identification panel was splintered by shrapnel.

(ii) OP Six. As a result of anti-tank rounds exploding in the
vicinity of OP, observation trailer was holed by shrapnel.

(iii) OP November. As a result of artillery fire on or in the
vicinity of OP, the living caravan and observation trailer
were holed by shrapnel splinters, and other OP installations
and equipment were damaged.

(iv) As a result of artillery fire the observation trailer with
internal equipment was completely destroyed and vehicles,
other OP installations and minor items of equipment were
slightly damaged.

(b) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer reported that a total of
ten Israel forces personnel were killed and a further 32 were wounded in
the Israel -Syria sector. In addition he stated that Israel forces had lost
one aircraft.

(c) Syria, No reports received.
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"7» 0? reports on movement forward of the limits of the forward defended
localities indicating the cease-fire lines.

(a) OP Sierra and 0? November. By Israel forces. At 1110 both OP
Sierrra and CP November reported movement forward of the limits of the
Israel forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire line on the
Israel sf.de from general area of map square 230-255- At this time Israel
forces armoured elements, moving .in east and south-east directions, crossed
the llaits of the Syrian forward defended localities indicating the cease-
fire line on the Syrian side and passed directly over OP November site.
Initial movement was by approximately four tanks and six armoured personnel
carriers. At 1132 a further six Israel forces tanks and approximately
five amiourad personnel carriers were observed moving towards OP November.
At approximately 1££7 Israel forces were to east of OP November and at
approximately 12̂ 0 units of these forces were on OP Sierra site. Units
of Israel forces withdrew from area of OF Sier.ru at 1.505 and from area
of OP November at Iif28. UMOs were unable to confirm depth of penetration
or exact time of total withdrawal of these forces west of the limits of
the Israel forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire line on
the Israel side due to restricted visibility.

(b) OP Yoke. By Syrian forces. At Ikyk two Syrian tanks were
observed moving forward of the limits of the Syrian forward defended
localities i.T!,li citing the cease-fire line on the Syrian siie from general
area of map squa:"-̂  £33.-2oU. These tanks moved forward of the above-
mentioned limit e approximately 1,600 metres, where they were destroyed at
approximately 1̂ 58 by Israel forces air attacks.

(c) OP Six. By Syrian forces. At 1507 tea Syrian forces personnel
were observer? approximately 1*00 metres forward of the limits of the Syrian
forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire line on the Syrian
side and north-east of OP. These personnel were last observed moving in
north-east direction at approximately 1537 •"
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Supplemental, information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

26 June 1970 was received on 27 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UWTSO:

"1. OP-' reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Hotel, Between 002U and CX&7 mortar fire by UAR forces. At
0223 machine -gun and mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0225 machine-gun and
mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0229 and by
UAR forces at 0246. At QkjU (ceasing immediately) between 0505 and 0537
and between 0715 and 0725 nortar fire by UAR forces. At 0819 machine-gun
fire by Israel forces and at 0820 mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by
UAR forces at; 03̂ J arid by Israel forces at 0831* Between 0653 and OS{?4 mortar
fire by Israel forces. At 0920 mortar fire by UAR forces and. at 0936 mortar
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0937 and by UAR forces
at 0953 • At 1203 nortar fire by Israel forces and at 1210 mortar fire by
UAPv forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1212 2nd by Israel forces at 1215.
At 12̂ 3 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1307 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 133-2 but recommenced at 1353. Fire ceased
by Israel forces at 1̂ 02 and by UAR forcer, at iMiO. Between 1514 and 1519
mortar fire by UAR forces. At 2218 mortar fire by Israel forces and at 2220
sporadic mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 2228 arid
by UAR forces at 0011 (27 June 1970) .

(b) OP Red, Between 0220 and 0248 sporadic nortar fire by UAR forces,
At 0̂ 35 artillery fire by UAR forces and at Ô Ul sporadic nortar fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0523 and by UAR forces at
052U. Between 0738 and 0748 machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between
1018 and 1030 and between 1257 and 1258 mortar fire and between 1823 and 18301

ack-ack Tire, all by UAR forces. Between 2010 and 2037 sporadic artillery
fire followed by machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UHTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2,

2/ All times GMT.

70-1V780
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(c) OP Kilo. At 0305 mortar and tank fire by Israel forces and at
0310 mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 0353 and by UAR forces at 0355. Between 0650 and 072? ack-ack fire by
UAR forces (at the same time sounds of heavy explosions and jet aircraft
heard south of OP on -west side). At 1728 mortar fire, which ceased
immediately, by Israel forces.

(d) OP Foxtrot. Between 0*412 and 0*417 artillery fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Lima. Between 0*451 and 0*156 mortar fire by Israel forces. At
0523 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 0525 artillery fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0529 and by Israel forces at 0536. At 0937
machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. Between 1028 and
1031 mortar fire by Israel forces.

(f) OP Green. At 0707 ack-ack fire, which ceased immediately, between
1318 and 132*4 (see also paragraph 3) and between 13*f5 and 1353 artillery
fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1*451 and 1*45*4 sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces. Between 1552 and l6lO sporadic mortar fire and between
16*43 and 1715 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Copper. Between 075*4 and 0755, between 0815 and O8l8 sporadic
artillery fire, bsoween 1012 and 1013 and between 12̂ 7 and 12U8 mortar fire,
all by UAR forces.

(h) OP Yellow. Between 0817 and 0830 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces. Between 1107 and 1108, between 1151 and 1208 and between 1253 and
130*4 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1306 and 1311 and between
1359 and 1*401 artillery fire by Israel forces. At 2152 artillery fire by
UAR forces and at 2202 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 220o and by UAR forces at 2211.

(i) OP Echo. Between 12*1*4 and 12*46, between 1650 and 165! mortar
fire and between 1805 and 190*4 sporadic machine-gun fire, all by UAR forces.
Between 2050 and 2103 mortar and artillery fire by Israel forces. Between
2103 and 211*4 tank fire by UAR forces.

(j) OP Orange. Between 1715 and 1725 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

W2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports unless otherwise
stated, all identified aircraft are Israel forces aircraft. Where aircraft
were not identified, reason for non-identification is given in accompanying
parentheses. Attacks, rchere relevant, were carried out against targets on
the west side of the Canal and weapons employed were bombs.

(a) OP Red. At 0615 one unidentified aircraft (high altitude)
attacked target west-south-west of OP. Attack ceased immediately. Between
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1205 and 121U and between 1̂ 00 and lUll two Super-Mystere aircraft, each
time, attacked targets west of OP, Luring all of the above attacks ack-ack
fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Green. Between 0735 and 07̂  two unidentified aircraft
(distance and high altitude) attacked target far south of OP. During attack
ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At 1256 four UAR forces MIS-17 aircraft attacked
with bombs and cannon fire target approximately 800 metres north of OP on
eas'o r-ide of Canalo Attack ceased immediately. At 1̂ 51 one unidentified
aircraft (distance and high altitude) and between 2010 and 20lU two
unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked target south-south-west of OP.
During the latter attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Copper* The fcxi.lowing attacks were carried out against targets
ranging from south-south-west through west to north of OP: between 0823
and 0632 and between 08̂ 8 and 0850 by two Phantom aircraft each time,
between 0910 and 0911 by two Ouragan aircraft, between 0958 and 0959 by one
Phantom aircraft, between 1030 and 1040 by one Vautour and one Ouragan
aircraft, between 1057 and 1058 by one Ouragan aircraft, between 1136 and
1157 by two Phantom and two Super-Mystere aircraft and bet-veer. 1212 and 1213
by one unidentified aircraft (distance). The first, second, third and fifth
attacks cor-fivrm&d by OP Echo. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during attacks
commencing at 0910, 1057 and 1136. Between 1335 and 1336 one Ouragan aircraft
and between 135̂  ar.d 1358 two unidentified aircraft (United Nations Military
Observers in fchel^.r) attacked with bombs and cannon fire tfu-^et approximately
loO metres west or OP. During the attack ack-ack fire by U/iti forces.
Between 1526 and 1527 one Skyhawk aircraft attacked target north of OP.
Between 1550 and 1551 two Super-Mystere aircraft -attacked target west of OP.
Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during the last attack.

(d) OP Lima. At 1CU2 an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (low
altitude) attacked targets north of OP on east side of Canal.

(e) OP Echo. At 1526 two Ouragan aircraft and at 15̂ 9 two Vautour
aircraft attacked target north-west of OP. Turing both attacks, which
ceased immediately each time, ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

"3» Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Green. At 1318 one artillery round, fired by UAR forces, exploded
approximately ten metres west of the OP caravan and on the western side of
the protective sandwall. There were no Israel forces personnel in the
vicinity.

"U. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil, ,
/...

(b) Israel. Nil.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

25 June 1970 was received on 26 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1. OP— reports on e: round activity.

(a) OP Copper. Between 0005-' and 0011 and between 08l8 and 0822
artillery fire, between 10̂ 5 and 1046 mortar fire, between 1121 and 1212
sporadic artillery and later mortar fire, between 13̂ -9 and 1353 sporadic
mortar fire and between 1̂ 10 and 1̂ -13 artillery and mortar fire, all by UAR
forces. Between 1850 and 185 3 artillery Tire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Red. At 0?.kd mortar fire s:>y UAR forces and at 030̂  sporadic
mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0313 and by
Israel forces at 03-1^- At Oj+;c> mortar and later artillery fire by UAR forces
and at 0528 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
053^ and by UAR forces at OS51. Between 0846 '•an.d 092̂  sporadic artillery
fire by UAR forces. ietween 0952 and 095$ sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces. Between 1002 and 1010 sporadic artillery fire by UAR forces- At
1025 sporadic tank fire by UAR forces and at 1030 sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 110(5 and by UAR forces at
1113- Between 155b and 1557, between 1522 arid Io30 and between 1703 and
1728 sporadic mortal' fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1730 and 1731 mortar
fire and between 1910 and 1915 sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Lima. Between 030b arid O'̂ Lo tank fire by UAR forces. Between
03-17 and 0335 mortar fire by Israel forces. At 0335 sporadic mortar and
artillery fire by UAR forces and at O^oO artillery fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at Okkl aril by UAR forces at 0550. Between 1020
and 1129 machine-gun, mortar and artillery fire by UAR forces. At 1758 and
between l82o and 1827 mortar t'ire, which ceased immediately on first occasion,
by Israel forces. Between 1832 and lS':8 mortar fire by U/'R forces. Between
1910 and 1913 artillery fire by Israel "orces .

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Sue?, Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add. ̂ 22y para. ?.

All times GMT.
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(d) OP Hotel. Between 0359 and 0*4-20 mortar fire, between 0723 and 0725
artillery fire and between 0823 and 0831 rocket fire, all by UAR forces.
Between 0832 and 0911 machine-gun, mortar and artillery fire by Israel
forces. Following firings with mortar fire were by UAR forces: between 0925
and 093*4-, between 1003 and 1007, between 1107 and 1126, between 11V? and
1218, at 1358 (ceasing immediately), between 1*4-21 and 1*4-27, between 14*4-7 and
l*4-*4.8, between 15**2 and 160*4- and between 1700 and 1709. Between 1919 and
19*<-3 artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 2103 and 2113 mortar fire by
UAR forces. At 213*1- mortar fire by UAR forces and at 21*4-1 mortar fire by-
Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 2151 and by Israel forces at
2203. Between 22*4-3 and 2305 machine-gun and mortar fire by UAR forces.
Between 23*4-3 and 23*4-7 mortar fire by Israel forces.

(e) OP Foxtrot. Between 0*4-09 and 0*4-28, between 08**5 and 0852 and
between 19.4*4- and 19*4-8 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(f.) OP Green. At 0*4-16 mortar fire by Israel forces and at 0*4-20
artillery and mortar fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
0*4-31 and by UAR forces at 0*4-*4-5 (see also paragraph 3). Between 1215 arid 1222,
between 1357 and 1*4-06 and between l*4-*4-5 and 1*4-50 sporadic artillery fire and
between 1530 and 1531 mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(g) OP Kilo. Between 051*4- and 0601 mortar and artillery fire and at
Ob37 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by UAR forces. Between 0920
and 0926 artillery fire and between 2029 and 2038 mortar fire by Israel
forces.

(h) OP Yellow. Between 0938 and 0950 machtae,-gun fire by Israel
forces. Between 1521 and 152*4- ack-ack fire and between 2136 and 2139 small-
arms fire (see also paragraph 3) by UAR forces.

(i) OP Orange. Between 1902 and 1910 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports, unless otherwise
stated, all aircraft were Israel forces aircraft^ air attacks, where relevant,
were carried out against targets on west side of Canal and weapons employed
were bombs. Where aircraft were not identified, reason for non-identification
is given in accompanying parenthesis.

(a) OP Echo. Following attacks were carried out against targets ranging
from west through north-west to north of OP. At 0606 by one Super-Mystere
aircraft (attack ceased immediately). At 063*4- by two Vautour aircraft
(attack ceased ^-.mediately). Between 0952 and 1005 by six Vautour aircraft.
At 1328 and at 135̂  by two Super-Mystere, each time (attacks confirmed by OP
Copper)., Between 1*4-32 and 1*4-3*4- two Phantom and one Super-Mystere aircraft
crossed Canal from east to west and recrossed from west to east. During
all above attacks and overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
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(b) OP Hotel. Between 0757 and 07*4-5 four Ouragan aircraft attacked
targets west of OP. Between 0930 and 0937 four Ouragan and one Mirage
aircraft attacked targets north-west of OP. At 1205 one Vautour aircraft
attacked target west of OP. Attack ceased immediately. At 1517 two Phantom
aircraft crossed Canal from east to west, south of OP. Aircraft recrossed
at 1521. During all above attacks and overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(c) OP Yellow. Between 07*40 and 07*4-8 two Ouragan and one unidentified
aircraft (distance) attacked with bombs and rockets target south of OP.
Between 093*+ and 0936 two Ouragan aircraft attacked target south-west of OP.
During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between 1201 and 1202 two
Skyhawk aircraft attacked target south of OP.

(d) OP Copper. Between 0800 and 0802 and between 0820 and 0822 one and
two unidentified aircraft, respectively (altitude and sun glare), attacked
target north-north-west of OP. At 101*4- two Phantom aircraft crossed Canal
from west to east, south of OP. During both above attacks and the overflight
ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

'(e) OP Green. At 121*4- two unidentified aircraft (distance and high
altitude) attacked targets south-south-west of OP. Attack ceased immediately.
Between 1232 and 1239 two Super-Mystere and one unidentified aircraft
(distance and high altitude) attacked targets south-south-west and also far
north of OP on east side of Canal. At 131*4- two Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked target north of OP on east side of Canal. Attack ceased immediately.
During latter two attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At 1701 one
unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked target south-south-west of OP.
Attack ceased immediately.

(f) OP Kilo. Between 1303 and 130*4- two unidentified aircraft (high
speed and low altitude) crossed Canal from west to east and attacked target
1 kilometre north-east of OP on east side of Canal.

(g) OP Orange. At 1500 two UAR forces MIG-21 aircraft crossed Canal
from west to east over OP.

(h) OP Foxtrot. At 1531 two Vautour aircraft crossed Canal from west
to east, south of OP. During this overflight ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(i) OP Red. Between 1738 and 174l two unidentified aircraft (darkness)
attacked target west of OP.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Green. Between 0*4-20 and 0*4-2*4- three artillery shells, fired by
UAR forces, exploded approximately 15 metres east of OP caravan and on east •
side of protective sand wall. There were no Israel forces personnel in the
vicinty.
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(b) OP Yellow. Between 2136 and 2139 several rifle shots fired by
UAR forces passed approximately 5 metres over OP. OP was illuminated and
there were no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"k. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5- Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. Nil.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

1. The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 25 June 1970

was received on 26 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP—' reports on ground activity.

2 /
(a) OP Yoke. Between 0618-' and 0622 sporadic machine-gun fire by

Israel forces. At 0930 mortar and tank fire by Israel forces and at 0932
sporadic mortar fire by Syrian forces, followed at 1005 with sporadic
machine-gun fire by unidentified party (United Nations Military Observers
could not identify the firing party). Fire ceased by Syrian forces at
1015, by Israel forces at 1031 and by unidentified party at 1032. Between
1050 and 115̂ - sporadic mortar and tank fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP X-Ray. At 0928 intense artillery fire by Israel forces and
at 09̂ -0 intense artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Syrian
forces at 1010 and by Israel forces at 1020 (see also paragraph 3).

(c) OP Six. At 0931 tank and later artillery fire by Israel forces^
and at 09̂ -2 artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces
at 10U7 and by Israel forces at 1110. At l6oi tank fire by Israel forces
and at 1602 tank fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
1602 and by Syrian forces at 1603. Between l.QhQ and 1850 and between 1955
and 1957 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(d) OP Three. At 0933 tank fire by Syrian forces and at 09̂ 5 tank
and later artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Syrian
forces at 1005 and by Israel forces at 1032. At 1055 tank fire by Israel
forces and at 1057 tank fire, which ceased immediately, by Syrian forces.
Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1102.

(e) OP Uniform. At 093̂  intense artillery fire by Israel forces
and at 1008 sporadic tank fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1027 and by Syrian forces at 1031.

I/ The locations of the Control Centres and the Observation Posts established by
UNTSO in the Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/793O/Add.222, pp.ra. 2

2/ All times GMT.

70-1̂ 775
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(f) OP Four. Between 093*1 and 1031 tank and later mortar fire, at
1058 and at 1120 tank fire, which ceased immediately each time, between
120U and 121? tank fire and between 190U and 1906 machine-gun fire, all
by Israel forces.

(g) OP November. At 0950 tank and later artillery fire by Israel
forces and at 1215 machine-gun fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by
Syrian forces at 122̂ 4 and by Israel forces at 1227.

(h) OP Five. At 1010 intense rocket fire by Israel forces and at
1012 intense artillery fire by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1015 and by Syrian forces at 1025. Between 1737 and 17̂ 1
sporadic small-arms fire by Israel forces.

(i) OP Sierra. At 1051 mortar and later tank fire by Israel forces
and at 1107 two rockets by Syrian forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1126 (see also paragraph 3)« At 1155 rocket fire by Syrian forces
and immediately after mortar and anti-tank fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Syrian forces at 1210 and by Israel forces at 1228. At 1̂ 400
one rocket by Syrian forces.

(j) OP One. Between 12̂ 0 and 1252 and between 1309 and 1339 tank
fire by Israel forces.

(k) OP Two. Between 1510 and 1515 machine-gun fire by Israel
forces *

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports, unless otherwise
stated, all identified aircraft were Israel forces aircraft, where
aircraft were unidentified reasons for non-identification is heavy smoke
which limited visibility. Targets, where relevant, were on the east side
of the limits of the Syrian forward defended localities indicating the
cease-fire line on the Syrian side and weapons used were bombs.

(a) OP One. At 0858 two Phantom aircraft and at 1020 two Skyhawk.
aircraft, flying from west to east, crossed area between the limits of
the forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines in
vicinity of OP. During the second overflight ack-ack fire by Syrian
forces. At 1225 an aerial combat between two Syrian forces MIG-21
aircraft and one Israel forces Mirage aircraft was observed north-east
of OP- One Syrian forces MIG-21 was shot down and the pilot bailed out
over Syrian territory. The aircraft was observed impacted on the ground
approximately five kilometres east of the OP. Between 1502 and 153̂ - and
between 16lU and 1522 four Phantom aircraft crossed and recrossed
above-mentioned area on several occasions north and south of the OP.

(b) OP Zodiac. Between 0902 and 0907 nine Phantom aircraft and
four unidentified aircraft crossed and recrossed the above-mentioned
area. Between 0950 and 1029 a number cf Phantom aircraft attacked
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targets east and east-south-east of OP. Between 1100 and 1116 a number
of Phantom aircraft attacked with bombs and napalm targets east and
east-south-east of OP. Between 1314 and 1320, between 13̂ 1 and 13̂ 2,
between 151? and 151̂  and between 1555 and l6lO two Phantom aircraft,
on each occasion, crossed and recrossed above-mentioned area in vicinity
of OP.

(c) OP X-Ray. At 0902 two Phantom aircraft and between 090? and
0911 four Phantom aircraft crossed and recrossed above-mentioned area
in vicinity of OP. Between 1150 and 1203 a number of unidentified
aircraft attacked target north of the OP. Between l6l7 and 1-528 fourteen
Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets east and south-east of OP. During both
these attacks ack-ack fire by Syrian forces.

(d) OP Uniform. Between 090k and 0906, between 1036 and 1050 and
between 1110 and 113̂ - a number of unidentified aircraft attacked target
south-east of OP. Curing each of the above attacks ack-ack fire by
Syrian forces. Between 12l6 and 1218 two Phantom aircraft attacked,
target north-north-east of OP.

(e) OP Three. Between 090̂  and 0907, between 1111 and 1119 and
between 1158 and 1205 four Phantom aircraft attacked targets east of OP.

(f) OP Six. Between 0905 and 0907 two Phantom aircraft attacked
targets east of OP. Between 10̂ 6 and 11̂ 6 a number of Phantom and
Skyhawk aircraft and a number of unidentified aircraft attacked target
east and south-east of OP. Between 1203- and 1217 a number of Phantom
aircraft and between 1535 and 15̂ 2 two Phantom^aircraft attacked target
east of OP. During each of the above attacks ac-k-ack fire by Syrian
forces.

(g) OP Romeo-. At 0913 one Phantom aircraft flying from west to
east crossed above-mentioned area in vicinity of OP. Luring the
overflight ack-ack fire by Syrian forces. At 1138 and at 1206 one
Phantom aircraft flying from west to east crossed above-mentioned area
in vicinity of OP. Luring this second overflight ack-ack fire by
Syrian forces.

(h) OP Five. Between 1112 and 1135 and between l6l? and l62U a
number of unidentified aircraft attacked target east-north-east of OP.
During the above attacks ack-ack fire by Syrian forces.

(i) OP Yoke. Between 11U9 and 1155 two Phantom aircraft attacked
target east-north-east of OP. During this attack ack-ack fire by
Syrian forces.

(j] OP Two. Between 1159 arid 1207 a number of unidentified
aircraft attacked target east-south-east of OP. During this attack
ack-ack fire by Syrian forces. At lU58 two Phantom aircraft flying
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from east to west crossed above-mentioned area in vicinity of OP. During
this overflight ack-ack fire by Syrian forces. At 1532 and at l6lU
two Skyhawk aircraft crossed above-mentioned area north-east of OP.

(k) OP November. Between 12̂ 3 and 12U6, between 1328 and 1331 and
between 1359 and 1̂ 03 one Phantom aircraft attacked target east of OP.
During the last two attacks ack-ack fire by Syrian forces.

(l) OP Four. Between 1328 and 1331 two unidentified aircraft
attacked target east of OP. At 1̂ 30 one Phantom aircraft flying from
east to west crossed above-mentioned area in vicinity of OP.

(m) OP Sierra. Between 1̂ -35 and lUUo three Phantom aircraft
attacked with bombs and rockets target north-north-east of OP. At 1521
a number of Phantom aircraft crossed above-mentioned area in vicinity
of OP.

(n) OP Victor. Between 1̂ 55 and 1̂ 57 one Phantom aircraft attacked
target east of OP. During this attack ack-ack fire by Syrian forces.
Between l6l2 and l6l3 one Skyhawk aircraft flying from south-east to
north-west crossed above-mentioned area in vicinity of OP.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP X-Ray. At 1020 four artillery rounds, fired by Israel
forces, impacted within 100 metres of the OP. There were no Syrian
forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) OP Sierra. Between 112U and 1126 four tank rounds, fired by
Israel forces, impacted between 20 to 50 metres from the OP. There were
no Syrian forces personnel in the vicinity.

"k. Cease-fire proposals. A cease-fire was proposed by Chairman ISMAC
(Israel-Syria Mixed Armistice Commission) for 1115- Accepted by Senior
Syrian Arab Delegate at 1015 and by Senior Israel Representative at 1101.
The cease-fire was net effective. Chairman ISMAC proposed a second
cease-fire for 1330. Accepted by Senior Israel Representative at 125̂ -
and by Senior Syrian Arab Delegate at 1255. The cease-fire was effective
at the time.

"5. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"6. Casualties and damage,

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer stated that one Israel
forces soldier was killed and one wounded in the Israel-Syria sector.

(c) Syria. No reports received."
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2. The following information on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on

26 June was received at lMl6 hours GMT on the same day from the Acting Chief

of Staff:

"1. Officer-in-Charge, Tiberias Control Centre,, reports that at 1110
an Israel armoured column of 10 tanks supported "by a number of armoured
personnel carriers crossed the limits of the Israel forward defended
localities indicating the cease-fire line on the Israel side and
penetrated the limits of the Syrian forward defended localities indicating
the cease-fire line on the Syrian side, in area of OP November, part of
this column passed over OP site. At same time several Israel forces
tanks observed crossing the limits of the Israel forward defended
localities indicating the cease-fire line on the Israel side, west of OP
November, and moving south-south-east in direction of OP Sierra.

"2. Intense air activity by Israel forces reported previously commencing
at 0626. Heavy weapons fire had commenced by Israel forces at 0935-

"3« Situation report from Chairman of ISMAC (Israel-Syria Mixed Armistice
Commission) stated that between 063̂ 1- and 0636 seen and heard from ISMAC
(Damascus) office two heavy explosions like bombing, and at same time
sound of jets diving and ack-ack fire. All incidents 10 to 20 kilometres
south of Damascus. Later much activity by MIG-21 and MIG-17 aircraft
over and south of Damascus.

"U. OP Sierra reported that at 0758 one Israel forces aircraft was
downed in area, of OP."

3. A subsequent message was received at 1̂ 59 hours GMT on the same day from

the Acting Chief of Staff:

"1. At approximately 1230 OPs Sierra and November reported a total, of
26 Israel forces tanks and other supporting equipment up to five kilometres
inside Syrian territory. Heavy exchanges of fire east of OPs November
and Sierra area accompanied by Israel forces air attacks in the OP Uniform
area and sporadic heavy weapons fire by Israel forces along the remainder
of the area between the limits of the forward defended localities
indicating the cease-fire lines.

"2. Israel forces occupied OP Sierra at 1230 and instructed United Nations
Military Observers to make no further radio transmissions. Protests
have been made to Senior Israel Representative and to IDF Liaison Officer.

"3« Latest information from Officer-in-Charge, Tiberias Control Centre,
informs that at 1330 Israel forces were in the process of withdrawing
from Syrian territory. However, he added that Syrian artillery had
commenced bombardment on OP One site and in area of OPs Uniform and Victor.
A protest has been lodged concerning firing at OP One."
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k. A further message was rer-eived at 1708 hours GMT on tl-r c.aiuR day from the

Acting Chief of Staff:

"1. IDF Liaison Officer at 1_kkh accepted my proposal for cease-fire at
15CO on behalf of Israel authorities. Chairman ISMAC has Informed me that
Syrian authorities agreed to cease-fire proposal at

2. At ikhk OP Yoke reported two Syrian tanks crossing the limits of the
Syrian forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire line on
the Syrian side and these were subsequently destroyed by Israel air
attacks .

3. The cease-fire was not effective. At 1530 all OPs from OP Zodiac
to OP November are reporting heavy weapons fire and air attacks. At
present bulk of heavy weapons fire is by Syrian forces with some sporadic
heavy weapons fire and air attacks by Israel forces. There have been a
number of firings close to the OPs. We have had no contact with OP Four
since 1-452., and one OP reported that it appeared to sustain a direct hit.
We have requested Senior Israel Representative's assistance to obtain
information concerning this OP.

U. OP Sierra reports there are three wounded soldiers on the OP site
requiring urgent medical attention. We have informed Syrian authorities.

5- OP Sierra reported the withdrawal of some elements of the Israel
forces at ]Al2. However,, we cannot confirm that all Israel forces have
been withdrawn.

6. A new cease-fire has been proposed for 1700."

5. A further message was received at 1917 hours GMT on the same day from the

Acting Chief of Staff:

"1. Situation report Israel-Syria sector as at 1715- The cease-fire
proposed for 17CO was accepted by both parties but was not effective.
At 1715 three OPs in the Central Sector reported firing continuing^
one of these reporting, sporadic light weapons fire by Israel forces and
the other two reporting intense heavy weapons fire by Syrian forces.
Last reported air activity was an air attack by Israel forces ceasing
at 1703.

"2. It has been established that Observation trailer at OP Four has been
destroyed but UNMOs are safe."
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

24 June L970 was received on 25 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"L. OP— reports on ground activity.

o /
(a) OP Hotel. Between 0511-' and 0520 mortar fire and at Oo43

artillery fire, which ceased immediately, "by UAR forces. At 0709
artillery and recoilless rifle fire by UAR forces and at 0711 artillery,
mortar and tank fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
0723 and by UAR forces at 0731. Between 0920 and 0923 mortar fire, at
0946 mortar fire, which ceased immediately, between 1028 and 1037 mortar
fire, at 1150 mortar fire which ceased immediately, and between 1210 and
1304 mortar fire, all by UAR forces. Between 1313 and 13IS artillery
fire by Israel forces. Between 1406 and l4l4, between 15̂ 5 and 1550,
between 2l4o and 21*4-2 and between 2231 and 2232 on all occasions mortar
fire by UAR forces. Between 2243 and 2244 mortar fire by Israel forces.

(b) OP Red. Between 0553 and 0608 sporadic mortar fire, between
094l and 0959 and between l4o8 and 1703 sporadic artillery fire, all by
UAR forces. At 1744 mortar fire by UAR forces and at 1746 mortar fire
by Israel forces . Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1750 and by UAR
forces at 1751.

(c) OP Foxtrot. Between 0558 and 0629 machine-gun fire and at
0714 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Between
0731 and 0733 and between 1721 and 1|'36 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Copper. Between 0822 and 0911 sporadic mortar and artillery
fire (see also paragraph 3), at 0928 intense artillery fire, which ceased
immediately, between 1210 and 1211 and between 1234 and 14CO 3pr.radio
mortar fire, all by UAR forces. At 1503 sporadic mortar fire by UAR
forces and at 1525 four rounds of mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire

_!/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez
Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-14680
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ceased by UAR forces at 1539- Between L701 and L730 sporadic artillery
and mortar fire, between 1933 and 19̂ -5 mortar and artillery fire (see
paragraph 3); between 2010 and 2015 sporadic mortar fire and between
20U8 and 2100 sporadic artillery fire, all by UAR forces.

(e) OP Echo. Between 08̂ 2 and 0929 artillery fire by UAR forces.
At 1912 rocket and machine-gun fire by UAR forces and at 19̂ -0 tank fire
by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 19̂ -5 and by UAR
forces at

(f) OP Green. Between 092̂  and 0926 ack-ack fire and between
1055 and 1115 artillery and mortar fire (see paragraph 3 ) "by UAR forces.
At 1129 sporadic tank fire by Israel forces and at 1152 sporadic artillery
fire and several bursts of ack-ack fire by UAR forces . Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1153 and by UAR forces at 1157- At 1219 one artillery
shell and. between 13̂ 0 and 135̂  artillery and later ack-ack fire by UAR
forces . At 1̂ 12 rocket fire by UAR forces and at 1̂ 13 sporadic tank
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at Ut-21 and by
UAR forces at lU22 . Between 2120 and 2150 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces .

(g) OP Lima. Between 09̂ 0 and 09̂ 3 artillery fire, at 1001 artillery
fire, which ceased immediately, between 1̂ -18 and 15^-1 artillery fire and
between Io20 and 171̂  artillery and recoilless rifle fire, all by UAR
forces . Between 1824 and 1325 mortar fire by Israel forces .

(h) OP Yellow. Between 10̂ 5 and lOkO and between 1107 and 1111
sporadic mortar fire and between 1211 and 123̂ - intense mortar fire, all
by UAR forces .

(i) OP Kilo. Between 1110 and 1114 and between 130̂  and 1309
artillery fire and between 15̂ -2 and 1551 artillery and mortar fire, all
by UAR forces . Between l6l4 and l623 artillery fire by Israel forces
(see paragraph 3)- Between 1706 and 171̂ - mortar and artillery fire by
UAR forces.

(j) OP Orange. Between 131̂ - and 1316 three ground-to-air missiles
by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Where aircraft were not identified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Attacks
where relevant, were carried out against targets on the west side of the
Canal, and weapoas employed were bombs unless otherwise stated .

(a) OP Copper. Between 0555 and 0605 two unidentified aircraft
(distance), between 0623 and 0625 one Skyhawk aircraft, between 0703
and 0704 two Skyhawk aircraft, between C913 and 091̂ - one Ouragan aircraft,
between 0931 and 095̂  oriS Ouragan, two Phantom and two unidentified
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aircraft (distance), "between 1032 and 103̂  two Skyhawk aircraft,, between
12k I and 1256 one Skyhawk and one unidentified aircraft (distance),,
between llj-03 and ikok :>ne Skyhawk aircraft, between Ik20 and ikjl two
Skyhawk and one Vautour aircraft and between 1605 and l6l3 two Vautour
and two Ouragan aircraft attacked targets south-west and north-west of
OP. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during the first, fourth, fifth, sixth,
eighth and ninth of the above-mentioned attacks. Between 2250 and 23CO
one unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked with napalm and cannon
target north-west of OP.

(b) OP Echo. At 0622 and at 0703 each time two Phantom aircraft
(attacks ceased immediately), between 07̂ 2 and 075& four Phantom
aircraft (report confirmed by OP Copper), at 0912 two Ouragan aircraft
(attack ceased immediately), between 093̂ - and 1010 two Ouragan, four
Phantom and two Super-Mystere aircraft, between 1028 and 1032 one
Super-Mystere and two unidentified aircraft (high altitude, sun dazzle),
between 1113 and 1115 two Phantom aircraft (report confirmed by OP Copper)
and between 1̂ 17 and 1̂ 30 one Skyhawk, one Vautour and one unidentified
aircraft (high altitude) attacked targets north-west of OP. Between
l602 and 1.6lh three Super-Mystere aircraft attacked target north of OP.
Ack-ack fire by UAR forces during the third, fourth, fifth, seventh,
eighth and ninth of the above-mentiDned attacks.

(c) OP Green. At 0711 and at 0729 each time one Ouragan aircraft
attacked targets north-west and 200 metres south-west of OP respectively.
During the attacks, which both ceased immediately, ack-ack fire by UAR
forces. Between 0800 and 0803 one unidentified aircraft (distance)
attacked target south of OP. At 1330 one unidentified aircraft (distance)
and at 1622 one Ouragan aircraft attacked targete ^south-south-west of OP.
Both attacks ceased immediately. During the attacks ack--ack fire by
UAR forces . Between 2206 and 22l6 a number of unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked target south of OP.

(d) OP Orange. Between 0823 and 0830 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked
target south-west of OP.

(e) OP Yellow. Between llkl and 1lk2 one Skyhawk aircraft and
between 1205 and 1233 six Skyhawk aircraft attacked targets west of OP.
During both attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Hotel. Between 1217 and 1231 four unidentified aircraft
(distance) attacked target north-west of OP. At 1502 two Skyhavk aircraft
crossed the Canal from west to east. Between IS^-l and 155^ two Skyhawk
and two unidentified aircraft (distance) attacked target west of OP.
During the above-mentioned overflight and attacks ack-ack fire by UAR force;

(g) OP Foxtrot. At L258 two Skyhawk aircraft crossed the Canal from
east to west and recrossed at 130̂ 4-. At 1328 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed
the Canal from east to west.
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"3* Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) OP Copper. At 0829 two mortar bombs, fired by UAR forces,
exploded fifty and seventy metres respectively from the OP. At 19̂ 0
ten artillery rounds, fired by UAR forces, landed 100 metres from the
OP. The OP was illuminated. On neither occasion were there any
Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) OP Green. At 1115 one artillery shell, fired by UAR forces,
landed 100 metres from the OP. There were no Israel forces personnel
in the vicinity.

(c) OP Kilo. Between l6l4 and Io20 five artillery shells, fired
by Israel forces,, landed between 30 and 70 metres from the OP. There
were UAR forces personnel in the vicinity.

"4. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5. Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer reported that two
Israel forces soldiers were wounded in the Canal sector.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

Further to the information set forth in document S/7930/Add.796, the

following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 2k June 19?O was

received on 25 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"1.- OP-' reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Six. Between C029̂ / and 0032 and between 0842 and 0845
machine-gun fire by Israel forces. At 1544 intense machine-gun and, later,
intense artillery, tank and mortar fire "by Israel forces, followed
immediately "by intense artillery, mortar and, later, tank fire by Syrian
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1805 and by Syrian forces at 1810
(see also paragraph 3 concerning Kuneitra Outstation). Between 1913 and 1923
sporadic machine-gun fire with flares by Israel forces.

(b) OP Seven. Between 0246 and 0250 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

(c) OP Yoke. At 0528 intense machine-gun and sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces and at 0531 intense machine-gun fire by unidentified party
(United Nations Military Observers could not identify firing party). Fire
ceased by unidentified party at 0533 and by Israel forces at 0534. At 1545
intense artillery, tank and mortar fire by Syrian forces and at 1615 intense
artillery, mortar and, later, tank fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1702 and bj Syrian forces at 1706.

(d) OP Two. Between 1126 and 1134 and between 1417 and 1425 sporadic
machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between 1704 and 1705 ack-ack fire by
Syrian forces. Between 2135 and 21̂ 5 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel
forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the
Israel-Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, paragraph 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-14665
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(e) OP Four. At 15̂ 5 intense artillery, tank and mortar fire by
Syrian forces and, at same time, intense artillery, tank and mortar fire "by
Israel forces (UNMOs could not determine -which party fired first). Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1722 and by Syrian forces at 1733 (see also
paragraph 3).

(f) OP Five. Bet-ween 15̂ 5 and 1555 intense artillery and tank fire by
Syrian forces. Bet-ween l6l4 and 1620 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces. Between 1627 and 165! artillery fire by Syrian forces. At 1710
intense rocket fire, -which ceased immediately, by Israel forces. Bet-ween
1718 and 1752 intense artillery fire and bet-ween 1830 and 183! ack-ack
fire by Syrian forces (at same time sounds of jet aircraft heard north-east
of OP).

(g) OP November. At 15̂ 5 intense artillery and, later, tank fire by
Syrian forces (see also paragraph 3) and at 1546 intense artillery and tank
fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by both parties at l6l5 (lINMOs could
not determine which party ceased fire first).

(h) OP One. At 1545 intense artillery, sporadic machine-gun and
mortar fire by Syrian forces and at 1550 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Syrian forces at 1644 and by Israel forces at 1705.
Between 1756 an<3 1803 sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces. At 1837 ack-ack
fire, which ceased immediately by Syrian forces (at same time sounds of
jet aircraft heard east-south-east of OP).

(i) OP Sierra. Between 1545 and 1557 anti-tank fire and between 1649
and 1650 ack-ack fire by Syrian forces (at same time sounds of jet aircraft
heard north-east of Op).

(j) OP Three. At 1545 intense artillery and mortar fire by Syrian
forces and at 1601 sporadic machine-gun and mortar fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by Syrian forces at Io25 and by Israel forces at 1630.
At 1625 twelve Syrian forces tanks observed at approximate map reference
2306-2694 (300 metres west of the limits of the Israel forward defended
localities indicating the cease-fire line on the Israel side) moving from
west to east. Tanks crossed the area between the limits of the forward
defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines and were last observed
at 1646 at approximate MR 2333-2685 (east of the limits of the Syrian
forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire line on the Syrian
side). Initial crossing of the area between the limits of the forward
defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines was not observed.

(k) OP Uniform. At 1545 intense artillery and, later, tank fire by
Syrian forces and at 1605 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 1718 and by Syrian forces at 1733-
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(l) OP Romeo. At 15̂ 7 intense artillery and mortar fire by Syrian
forces and at 16CO sporadic artillery and mortar fire by Israel forces.
Fire ceased by both parties at loC9 (UNMOs could not determine which party
ceased fire first). At 1633 sporadic artillery and rocket fire by Syrian
forces and, at same time, sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces (UWMOs
could not determine which party fired first). Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1636 and by Syrian forces at 1639-

(m) OP Zodiac. Between 15̂ -7 and l6M:- intense artillery fire by
Syrian forces.

(n) OP X-Ray. At 15̂ 3 intense artillery fire by Syrian forces and
at 1555 intense artillery and, later, rocket fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1622 and by Syrian forces at 1708. Between 1711
and 1712 rocket fire by Israel forces.

(o) OP Victor. Between 1638 and 1705 sporadic tank fire by Syrian
forces .

"2. OP reports on air activity. In following reports identified aircraft
were Israel forces aircraft.

(a) OP Zodiac. Following overflights of the area between the limits
of the forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines were
carried out by two Phantom aircraft: at Iol5 from west to east; between
1620 and 15̂ 7 two overflights from west to east and three overflights from
•west to east and three overflights from east to west; between 1705 and 1706
from -west to east. Ack-ack fire by Syrian forces between 1701 and 1712.

(b) OP Winter. At 1628 two Phantom aircraft crossed the above-mentioned
area from west to east. Aircraft recrossecl immediately.

(c) OP Four. Between 16UO and 16̂ 2 two Phantom aircraft crossed the
above-mentioned area from west to east.

(d) OP Five. At 16̂ 5 two Phantom aircraft crossed the above-mentioned
area from west to east. Aircraft recrossed at l6^-7«

(e) OP Victor. Between 1652 and 17̂ 5 an unknown number of unidentified
aircraft (UNMOs could not determine number, type or nationality of aircraft
owing to distance) attacked with bombs target approximately 9 kilometres
east of the OP.

(f) OP Uniform. At 1655 two Skyhawk aircraft crossed the above-mentioned
limits from west to east.
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(g) OP Two. Between Io55 and 17CO three Skyhawk aircraft crossed the
above-mentioned area from east to west and a further four Skyhawk aircraft
crossed from -west to east. At Io55 ack-ack fire, which ceased immediately,
by Syrian forces.

(h) OP Sierra. At 1700 three Phantom aircraft crossed the
above-mentioned limits from v;tst to east. At same time ack-ack fire oy
Syrian forces.

(i) OP Six. Between 1712 and 1729 an unknown number of Phantom
aircraft crossed the above-mentioned limits and attacked with bombs targets
10 to 30 kilometres east of OP.

"3. Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

(a) Kuneitra Outstation. Between 15^-5 and 1309 approximately fifty
artillery rounds, fired by Syrian forces, exploded at distances of 50 to
100 metres south-west and north of Kuneitra Outstation building. There
were no Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

(b) 0? November. At 1550 several tank rounds, fired by Israel forces,
passed approximately 20 metres over OP. There were no Syrian forces
personnel in the vicinity.

(c) Op Four. At 1555 one projectile (type unknown) fired by Syrian
forces exploded approximately 35 metres from OP. There were no Israel
forces personnel in the vicinity.

nk. Cease-fire proposal. A cease-fire was proposed by Chairman ISMAC
(Israel-Syria Mixed Armistice Commission) for 1730. Accepted by Senior Israel
Representative at l6l3 and by Senior Syrian Arab Delegate at 1638.
Cease-fire was not effective.

"5. Complaints by the parties. Nil

"6, Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer reported that one Israel
forces soldier was killed and a further eleven were wounded.

(c) Syria. No reports recieved."
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Corrigendum

In paragraph 1, 5th line:

for "... exchange of heavy weapons fire. From 15̂ 5 GMT OP Three reported..."

read " — 'exchange of heavy weapons fire from 15̂ 5 GMT. OP Three reported "

70-1̂ 702
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Supplemental information

1. The following interim report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on

2^ June 1970 was received on the same day at 1705 hours GMT from the Acting Chief

of Staff of UNTSO:

"Situation tense with all OPs-/ except OPs One and Seven reporting
intense exchange of heavy weapons fire. From 15̂ 5 GMT OP Three reported
Syrian forces tanks in area west of the limits of the Israel forward
defended localities indicating the cease-fire line on the Israel side.
A cease-fire has been proposed for 1750 GMT."

2. Further information will be submitted to the Security Council as soon as it

is received from the Acting Chief of Staff.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

70-1̂ 595
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 23 June 1970

was received on 2k June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l.
"1 ;

OP— reports on ground activity.

2/
-7(a) OP Five. Between 0235- and 0239 and between 0913 and 0915

sporadic machine-gun fire, at 1003 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
between 1211 and 12lS, between 1502 and 1505 and between 1709 and 1711!
sporadic machine-gun fire, all by Israel forces. At 2115 intense machine-gun
fire by Israel forces and, at the same time, intense rifle and machine-gun
fire by unidentified party (United Nations Military Observers could not
identify the firing party). Fire ceased by both parties at 2129 (UNMOs could
not determine which party commenced or ceased fire first).

(b) OP Yoke. At 0736 intense machine-gun and sporadic mortar fire by
Israel forces and at 0737 intense machine-gun fire by unidentified party
(UNMOs could not identify the firing party). Fire ceased by unidentified
party at 07̂ 3 and by Israel forces at 07̂ 5- At 0805 sporadic machine -gun
fire by Israel forces, followed immediately by sporadic machine-gun fire by
unidentified party (UNMOs could not identify the firing party). Fire ceased
by unidentified party at 0808 and by Israel forces at 0810.

(c) OP Two. Between 0807 and 0809 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces. At 1̂ -00 sporadic machine-gun fire by Israel forces and at
l̂ f-02 sporadic machine-gun fire by unidentified party (UNMOs could not
identify the firing party). Fire ceased by Israel forces at lU03 and by
unidentified party at lU05. Between 1730 and 17̂ -3 sporadic machine-gun fire
by Israel forces.

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-1̂ 575
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(d) OP Six. Between 113̂  and 11̂ -1 sporadic mortar fire, between
l6.15 and l633 sporadic machine-gun and mortar fire and between 1836 and 18̂ 0
machine-gun fire with flares, all by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity.

(a) OP Two. At 0553 one Israel forces Piper Cub aircraft crossed the
limits of the Israel forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire
line on the Israel side, flew south to north and then recrossed
above-mentioned limits at 0555-

(b) OP Zodiac. At 0603 one Israel forces Piper Cub aircraft flying
from couth to north crossed the area between the limits of the forward
defended localities indicating the cease-fire lines. Aircraft recrossed
at 0605."
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Supplemental in format ion

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

23 June 1970 was received on 2^ June fr:,m the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP-' reports on ground activity.

2/
(&) OP Red. Between 02l8-/ and 0233 and between C627 and OoUo sporadic

mortar fire and between 0730 and 0733 tank fire, all by UAR forces. At 1001
sporadic mortar and artillery fire and, later, intense tank fire by UAR
forces (see also paragraph 3) and at 10l6 sporadic artillery fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1035 and by UAR forces at 1058.
At 1131 tank fire by UAR forces (see also paragraph 3) and at lî l sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 1152 and
by UAR forces at 1202. At ;i35(^ sporadic artillery fire by Israel forces and
at 1̂ -19 two artillery shells by UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at
1̂ 20.

(b) OP Copper. Between 02'41 and 0255, between Oo30 and OS!C3, between
0955 and 1015 and between 1055 and 1112 sporadic murtar fire, at 1130 two
mortar bombs, between 1717 and 1719 mortar fire and between l800 and 1805
intense mortar and artillery fire; all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Green. Between 0508 and 0509 and between 2155 and 2156 ack-ack
fire by UAR forces. Between 2222 and 2228 machine-gun and anti-tank fire by
Israel forces. At 2236 ack-ack fire, which ceased immediately., by UAR forces

. (d) OP Hotel. At 0703 recoilless gun fire by UAR forces and at 070̂ 4
rr.ortar and tank fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 070̂ -
and by Israel forces at 0726. Between 09C6 and 092̂ 4 mortar and artillery
fire, at 05^ mortar fire, which ceased immediately, "between 1033 and 103̂
and between 1115 and 1120 mortar fire, between 1324 and 13̂ 3 mortar and
artillery, fire and between 1̂ -31 and l4-Ul mortar fire, all by UAR forces.
Between lÛ 6 arid 1̂ 52 mortar fire by Israel forces, lit l6c6., at l6̂ -l and at
202U mortar fire, which ceased immediately each time, b ••- UAR forces.

!_/ The locations of the Observation posts established by UNTSO in the Suez Canal
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

?./ All times GMT.

70-1U570
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(e ) OF Lima. Between 0730 ':-fld 0733 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Bet-ween 0755 and 0757 mortar fire by Israel forces. At 092̂  mortar fire,
which ceased immediately, by UAR forces, .at 1002 sporadic' recoilless gun and
mortar fire by UAR forces and at 10̂ 5 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire
ceased by Israel forces at 1057 and by UAR forces at 1100. Between 1115 and
1117 mortar fire by Israel forces. Between 113̂ - and 1207 artillery fire and
between 17̂ 0 and 1.62L ma chine- -gar1, fire by UAR forces.

(f) OF Yellow. Between 0603 and C821 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(g) OP Kilo. Between 0616 and 0621 mortar fire by Israel forces. At
0622 artillery fire, which ceased immediately, by U/\R forces. Between 0950
and 10̂ -5 artillery fire by Israel forces. At 1̂ 25 artillery fire by Israel
forces and at 1501 artillery fire by Û R. forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1501 and by UAR forces at

(h) OP Foxtrot. Between 08l8 and 0(82 U machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(i) OP Orange. Between 1157 and 1205 and between 1233 arid 12̂ 6 artillery
fire by UAR forces. At I7̂ o sporadic mortar fire by Israel forces and at 1750
mortar an:!-, later, artillery fire b.y UAR forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 1759 and by UAR forces at 1605. -<-.t 182U artillery fire by UAR forces and
at 1825 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 1826 and
by Israel forces at 1630.

( j ) OF Echo. Between 1802 and 1627 machine-gun, rocket and artillery
fire by UAR forces- Between 1830 and 1632 artillery fire, between 2253 and
2;ill and between 23̂ -6 and 2350 machine --gun and tank fire, all by Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports all identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Where aircraft were unidentified, reason
for non -identification is given in accompanying parentheses. All weapons used
were bombs, and unless otherwise stated all targets were on west side of Canal.

(a) OP Copper. The following air attacks were carried out against
targets ranging from north-west to south-west of OP. Between Co5^ and 0658
by two Skyhawk and a number of unidentified aircraft (clouds). Between 0731
and 0732 by two Skyhawk aircraft. During last attack ack-ack fire by UAR
forces, .-t 091^- by one Super-Mystere aircraft. Between 0939 and 09*4-9 ty two
Super-Mystere aircraft. Between 1035 and 1037 ty one unidentified aircraft
(clouds). Between 1132 and 1155 by two Skyhawk and three unidentified
aircraft (clouds). Between 12 Id and 1J)0̂  by six Skyhawk aircraft. Between

•of last fv.'ur attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(b ) OP Foxtrot. At Oo'02 one Phantom aircraft crossed Canal from east to,
west over OP.

(c) OP Orange. The following air attacks were carried out against targets
ranging from north-west to south of OP. Between 0835 and 08U2 and between
1518 and 1522 by two Skyhawk aircraft and between 1356 snd 1357 by one Skyhawk
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aircraft. Daring each of above attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces. At
one Sky hawk aircraft crossed Canal from east to "west over OP. Between 1701
and 1702 by two Mirage aircraft. During this attack ack-ack fire by UAR
forces. Between 1822 and lt-26 by one unidentified aircraft (darkness).

(d) OP Kilo. Between 0836 and C&Ul one Skyhawk aircraft and at 1320 four
Mirage aircraft attacked target west of OP. During above attacks ack-ack fire
by UAR forces .

(e) OP Green. Between 1026 and 1027 two Skyhawk aircraft, between
10U6 and 10̂ 7 two unidentified aircraft (high altitude) and between 112 5 and
112U two unidentified aircraft (high altitude) attacked target north of OP
on east side of Canal. During each of above attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces

(f) OP Echo. The following air attacks were carried out against targets
ranging fro'm north to south-west of OP. Between 1035 and 1052 by two Phantom
and two unidentified aircraft (high altitude). Between 1152 and 1153 by two
unidentified aircraft (high altitude). Between 1217 and 1223 by four Phantom
aircraft. At lUl3 by one Phantom aircraft. Between lUUU and lUU9 by three
Super-Mystere aircraft. During last three attacks ack-ack fire by UAR forces.
At l60b by two Phantom aircraft. At l6U3 by one Phantom aircraft.

(g) OP Red. Between 1̂ 51 and 1̂ 52 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked target
south-south-west of OP. Between 153̂  and 1537 two Mirage aircraft attacked
target west of OP. During this attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(h) OP Lima. Between 153̂  and 1539 two Skyhawk aircraft attacked target
west of OP.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Red. At 105̂  three tank rounds passed within 2 metres of OP platform.
Between 1132 and 11̂ 3 a further ten tank rounds impacted on the embankment in
front of the OP platform. Both these firings were by UAR forces 3 and on
neither occasion were there any Israel forces personnel in the vicinity.

"4. Complaints by the parties. Hil .

"5- Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. Assistant IDF Liaison Officer reported that three Israel
forces soldiers were wounded in the Canal sector.

(c ) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 22 June 1970

•was received on 23 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP—' reports on ground activity.

2 /
(a) OP Seven. Between 0^13—' and 0^15 machine-gun fire by Israel forces

(b) OP Yoke. Between 0555 and 0559 machine-gun and mortar fire by
Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. At 0910 one mortar bomb by Israel forces. At 1031 small-
arms fire by unidentified party (United Nations Military Observers could not
identify firing party) and at 1052 intense machine-gun and sporadic mortar
fire by Israel forces followed at 1105 by intense artillery fire by Syrian
forces (see also paragraph 3)- Fire ceased by unidentified party at 1052, by
Israel forces at 1105 and by Syrian forces at 1115. Between 1330 and 1339
sporadic mortar fire, between 1723 and 173& sporadic machine-gun fire, between
1820 and 1824 sporadic machine-gun fire and one flare and at 1844 one burst of
machine gun fire, all by Israel forces.

(d) OP Five. Between 1213 and 1226 sporadic mortar fire, between 1733
and 17^9 sporadic machine-gun fire and at I8l4 one burst of machine gun fire,
all by Israel forces.

(e) OP One. At 133̂  machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately, by
Syrian forces.

(f) OP Uniform. Between 2021 and 2023 machine-gun fire by Israel forces,

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-Syria
sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.
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"2. OP report on air activity.

OP One. At 1555 °ne Israel forces Piper Cub aircraft flying from south
to north crossed the limits of the Israel forward defended localities
indicating the cease-fire line on the Israel side, south of OP, and at ikoh
four Israel forces Mystere aircraft flying from south to north crossed the
above-mentioned limits north of OP.

"5- Firing on or close to United Nations installations.

OP Two. Between 1105 and 1115 during artillery fire by Syrian forces
one round impacted approximately 25 metres from OP."
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Supplemental information

The following summary report on incidents in the Suez Canal sector on

22 June 1970 was received on 23 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP- reports on ground activity.

2 /
(a) OP Lima. At 0223-7 machine-gun and rifle fire by UAR forces

and at 022U machine-gun and rifle fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by
Israel forces at 0229 and by UAR forces at 0233. At 0725 mortar and
artillery fire by UAR forces and at 0735 sporadic mortar fire by Israel
forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0803 but recommenced at 0$4l with
mortar, recoilless rifle and artillery fire. Fire ceased by Israel forces
at 0906 and by UAR forces at 092*+. Between 12l6 and 1223 mortar fire by
Israel forces.

(b) OP Hotel. Between 0353 and 0357 mortar fire by UAR forces.
Between 0702 and 072̂ 4- machine-gun fire by Israel forces. Between 0738 and
0758 artillery fire, at 08̂ 3 mortar fire, which ceased immediately,
between 0929 and 0931 artillery fire and between 1̂ 25 and lMj-3, between 1537
and 1539 and between 1629 and 1632 mortar fire, all by UAR forces.

(c) OP Green. Between O6l8 and 0619 and between 1̂ 26 and lUUl ack-ack
fire by UAR forces.

(d) OP Yellow. At 0710 small-arms fire by Israel forces and at 0727
artillery fire by UAR forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0757 and by
Israel forces at 0803.

(e) OP Red. At 0725 tank, and, later, mortar fire by UAR forces and
at 0739 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by UAR forces at 0759

I/ The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Suez
Canal sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

2/ All times GMT.

70-1̂ 87
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and by Israel forces at 0815 . At 0857 tank fire by UAR forces and at
0858 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel forces at 0859
and by UAR forces at Q°2.I, Between 10C6 and 1021 intense artillery fire
and at 113*1 two artillery rounds by UAR forces. At 1217 mortar fire by UAR
forces and at 12l8 mortar fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1220 and by UAR forces at 1221. Between 1236 and 12*4 5 sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 2023 and 2028 sporadic mortar
fire by UAR forces.

(f) OP Orange. Between 0758 and 0759 ack-ack fire and between 09*4-0
and 09*43 artillery fire by UAR forces.

(g) OP Copper. Between 0805 and 0812 sporadic mortar and anti-tank
fire by UAR forces. Between 0929 and 0936 and between 100*4 and 1005 sporadic
artillery fire by Israel forces. At 1015 five anti-tank rounds, between
10*46 and 1051 sporadic anti-tank fire and between 2021 and 20*43 intense
mortar, anti-tank and tank fire, all by UAR forces.

(h) OP Kilo. Between 08*46 and 0850 and between 0905 and 0910 mortar
fire by UAR forces. Between 10*46 and Ill6 mortar and artillery fire and
between 1215 and 12*43 artillery fire by Israel forces. Between 12*46 and
12*47 artillery fire by UAR forces. At 13 16 sporadic artillery fire by UAR
forces and at 13*47 artillery fire by Israel forces. Fire ceased by Israel
forces at 1356 and by UAR forces at

(i) OP Foxtrot. Between 12*48 and 1327 artillery fire by UAR forces.
Between 1521 and 15*4-0 artillery fire by Israel forces.

(j) OP Echo. Between 2015 and 2030 artillery fire by UAR forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity. In the following reports identified
aircraft were Israel forces aircraft. Where aircraft were not identified,
reason for non-identification is given in accompanying parentheses. Unless
otherwise stated, attacks, where relevant, were carried out against targets
on west side of Canal, and weapons employed were bombs.

(a) OP Green. Between 06*42 and 06*43 two unidentified aircraft (high
altitude and sun glare) attacked target 2 kilometres north of OP on east
side of Canal. During attack ack-ack fire by UAR forces.

(b) OP Copper. The following attacks were carried out against targets
north, south or west of OP (reasons for non-identification of aircraft were
distance and sun glare)- at 070*+ by two unidentified aircraft, which ceased
immediately; at 073̂  by two Super-Mystere aircraft, which ceased immediately;
between 0836 and 085*1 by four Skyhawk aircraft; at 0951 by two Super-Mystere
aircraft, which ceased immediately; at 1023 by two unidentified aircraft, ,
which ceased immediately; between 10*40 and 1111 by four Skyhawk, two
Super-Mystere and two unidentified aircraft; between 115*4- and 1201 by one
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Skyhawk and one Super-Mystere aircraft with bombs and rockets; between 122k
and 123̂ 4- by three Super-Mystere aircraft with bombs and rockets; at 1̂ 05
by two Skyhawk aircraft, which ceased immediately, and between 1̂ 20 and
1̂ 32 by four Skyhawk aircraft. Ack-ack fire by UAR forces at following
times: between 0850 and 085̂ , at 1111 (ceasing immediately), between
115U and 1201, between 122U and 1231+, at 1̂ 05 and between 1̂ 20 and 1̂ 32.
Between 2158 and 2201 one unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked with
napalm and rockets target north of OP.

(c) OP Yellow. At 072̂  one Super-Mystere aircraft crossed Canal from
east to west, south of OP. Following attacks (all ceasing immediately)
were carried out against target west of OP. At 1253 and at 1315 by one
unidentified aircraft (sun glare), each time, and at 1351 by one Skyhawk
aircraft. Between 1315 and 1352 ack-ack fire by UAR forces. Between 1832
and 18̂ 3 an unknown number of unidentified aircraft (darkness) attacked
target west of OP.

(d) OP Orange. At 0801 one Skyhawk aircraft crossed Canal from east
to west, south of OP.

(e) OP Foxtrot. Between 13 Ul and 13^ three Super-Mystere aircraft
attacked targets west and south-west of OP. During attack ack-ack fire by
UAR forces.

(f) OP Hotel. At 2035 an unknown number of unidentified aircraft
(darkness) attacked with napalm bombs target west of OP. Attack ceased
immediately.

"3- Firing on or close to United Nations installations. Nil.

"k. Complaints by the parties. Nil.

"5- Casualties and damage.

(a) United Nations. Nil.

(b) Israel. No reports received.

(c) UAR. No reports received."
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Supplemental information

The following report on incidents in the Israel-Syria sector on 21 June 1970

was received on 22 June from the Acting Chief of Staff of UNTSO:

"l. OP-̂  reports on ground activity.

(a) OP Five. Between 02̂ 2̂  and 0236, between 172*4- and 1730 and between
1825 and 1826 sporadic machine-gun fire, at 2100 one mortar bomb, between 2300
and 2312 small-arms fire and at 2355 °ne mortar bomb, all by Israel forces.

(b) OP Yoke. Eetween 0632 and 0636 machine-gun and mortar fire and
between 1358 and 1*4-29 machine-gun fire by Israel forces.

(c) OP Two. At 1000 machine-gun and mortar fire, which ceased
immediately, between 1727 and 1735 sporadic machine-gun fire and between 2109
and 211*4- sporadic machine-gun fire and one mortar flare, all by Israel forces.

(d) OP Seven. At 1953 machine-gun fire, which ceased immediately,
by Israel forces.

(e) OP Uniform. Between 2055 and 2100 sporadic machine-gun fire by
Israel forces.

"2. OP reports on air activity.

(a) OP Yoke. At 0902 one Syrian forces MIG-17 aircraft crossed the
limits of the Syrian forward defended localities indicating the cease-fire
line on the Syrian side, south of OP.

(b) OP One. At 0902 one Syrian forces MIG-21 aircraft crossed the
area between the limits of the forward defended localities indicating the
cease-fire lines."

The locations of the Observation Posts established by UNTSO in the Israel-
Syria sector are given in document S/7930/Add.222, para. 2.

All times GMT.
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